
SERVING CANADA
SINCE 1956,
WITH 41 LOCATIONS
NATIONALLY,
INCLUDING:
■ St. John’s, NF (709)753-1885

■ Sydney, NS (902) 539-5030
■ New Minas, NS (902) 681-1461
■ Dartmouth, NS (902) 496-6996
■ Halifax, NS (902) 496-6900
■ Bedford, NS (902) 496-6960

■ Charlottetown, PEI (902) 368-3237
■ Summerside, PEI (902) 436-3237

■ Moncton, NB (506) 853-0888
■ Saint John, NB (506) 672-2937
■ Fredericton, NB (506) 458-5858

■ Ottawa, ON (613) 521-5909
■ Oshawa, ON (905) 434-1612
■ Scarborough, ON (416) 439-8001
■ Markham, ON (905) 209-1177
■ Toronto, ON (416) 588-7886
■ North York, ON (416) 663-8612
■ Mississauga, ON (905) 273-3939
■ Brampton, ON (905) 450-4334
■ Burlington, ON (905) 319-3330
■ Cambridge, ON (519) 622-1970
■ Waterloo, ON (519) 885-4215
■ Stratford, ON (519) 271-9102
■ Windsor, ON (519) 252-3442

■ Winnipeg, MB (204) 284-8992

■ Regina, SK (306) 569-8501
■ Saskatoon, SK (306) 664-1966

■ Calgary, AB (403)244-5555
■ Edmonton, AB (780)423-4448
■ Grande Prairie, AB (780)532-8160

■ Kamloops, BC (250) 828-2234
■ Chilliwack, BC (604) 858-2996
■ Abbotsford, BC (604) 556-3838
■ Langley, BC (604) 530-8704
■ Port Coquitlam, BC (604) 464-1011
■ Surrey, BC (604) 588-9421
■ Vancouver, BC (604) 734-4886
■ North Vancouver, BC (604) 986-0911
■ Richmond, BC (604) 270-3622
■ Victoria, BC (250) 384-3622
■ Nanaimo, BC (250) 390-4771

Why Choose Long & McQuade?
HUGE SELECTION
Whether you’re looking for a flugelhorn or the latest
Special Edition Gibson guitar, you’ll find it with us. You
can enjoy the convenience of seeing and comparing
various options all under one roof, and you can often
walk away with your product of choice.

30-DAY PRICE GUARANTEE
Long & McQuade will match the verified price of any in-
stock product from any retailer in Canada, both at the
time of purchase and up to 30 days after purchase.

30-DAY RETURN/EXCHANGE POLICY
Items can be exchanged or returned for a full refund
within 30 days of purchase, provided that the item is
in new condition and its original packaging.

IN-STORE FINANCING
Long & McQuade’s in-store credit department, and
flexible and competitive financing options, ensure that
you can walk out the door with the instrument of your
choice in hand.
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Denver acoustic guitars are perfect for any level of guitar player.
All models are built with a laminate spruce top for the utmost 
in sound and tone, and range from half-size nylon
string models (easy on the fingers for the young
artist), to full-size steel string models.

Soprano Ukulele
Available in Natural, Black, Blue, Red,
White, Yellow, Pink, Green, Orange and
Purple.

$24.99
DC12N 
1/2 Size Nylon String Guitar
Laminate spruce top.
Nato back and sides.
Available in Natural, Trans Red
and Trans Blue.

$89
DC34N 
3/4 Size Nylon String Guitar
Laminate spruce top.
Nato back and sides.
Available in Natural, Trans Red 
and Trans Blue.

$99
DD34S
3/4 Size Steel String Guitar
Laminate spruce top.
Nato back and sides.
Available in Natural, Trans Red,
Black and Trans Blue.

$99
DC44N
Full Size Nylon String Guitar
Laminate spruce top.
Nato back and sides.
Available in Natural, Pink, Trans Red 
and Trans Blue.

$115
DD44S 
Full Size Dreadnought Steel String Guitar
Laminate spruce top.
Nato back and sides.
Available in Natural, White, Trans Red,
Trans Blue and Black.
Also available as left-handed model 
in Natural.

$125
DF44S
Full Size Folk Steel String Guitar
Laminate spruce top.
Nato back and sides.
Available in Natural, White and Pink.

$125

Denver
Guitars

MUSIC LESSONS FOR

■ All Ages
■ All Levels
■ All Styles

Music Education Centres:
NOVA SCOTIA
■ Bedford (902) 496-6986
■ Halifax (902) 496-6970
■ Dartmouth (902) 496-6966

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
■ Charlottetown (902) 367-3433

NEW BRUNSWICK
■ Saint John (506) 631-0884
■ Moncton (506) 857-1987

ONTARIO:
■ Ottawa (613) 521-0917
■ Oshawa (905) 434-1773
■ Markham (905) 209-1264
■ North York (416) 514-1109
■ Brampton (905) 450-4334
■ Mississauga (905) 273-3939
■ Burlington (905) 319-7919
■ Cambridge (519) 653-0653
■ Waterloo (519) 885-4215
■ Stratford (519) 271-5750
■ Windsor (519) 252-9644

MANITOBA:
■ Winnipeg (204) 284-5180

SASKATCHEWAN:
■ Regina (306) 569-3914
■ Saskatoon (306) 664-1966

BRITISH COLUMBIA:
■ Kamloops (250) 828-2234
■ Langley (604) 532-8806
■ Pt. Coquitlam (604) 464-1118
■ Surrey (604) 588-9423
■ Vancouver (604) 682-5215
■ Richmond (604) 270-3622
■ North Vancouver (604) 986-3118
■ Victoria (250) 384-3620
■ Nanaimo (250) 390-1007

M U S I C  E D U C AT I O N  C E N T R E

Over the years, we’ve come to love 
the “not so quiet” quiet times.

For more information, please visit long-mcquade.com
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GIBSON ACOUSTIC GUITARS: MODERN CLASSICS
The luthiers of Gibson Acoustic guitars have redesigned all of the core models
to accommodate the needs and desires of today's players.

All Modern Classic guitar models feature:
■ Grover Rotomatic Tuners
■ Bone nut and Tusq saddle
■ New "Big Sky" radiused fingerboard edge
■ Industry's finest electronics
■ Premium hardshell case 
■ Distinctive new labels

SJ-200 - Super Jumbo
From singing cowboy stars of the 1930s to rock and country
superstars of today, the most influential artists have chosen
Gibson’s SJ-200, the King of the Flat-Tops, to make a bold
statement of musical excellence. Today’s SJ-200 is modeled
on the classic early-’50s, maple-bodied model.

AC20ANGH 62150 $3325

J-45 - Round Shoulder Dreadnought
Best-seller since the 1940's and nicknamed by artists
as "The Workhorse.” Equipped with Active electronics
with sound hole mounted volume control.

AC45VSNH 7633 $2075

CJ-165 - Small Body Jumbo
The Gibson CJ-165 Maple Acoustic-Electric Guitar is designed
to rest comfortably on the knee of even diminutive players, but
it gives up nothing in the way of tone. The solid premium Sitka
spruce top belts out full-bodied resonance that's sharpened
up by the gorgeous AAA maple back and sides.

AC65VSNH 241767  $2075

J-185 - Jumbo
Traditional 1950's model updated to accommodate today’s
most discriminating players. V-profile neck, traditional 1950's
styling includes Maltese cross bridge wing inlays.

AC85ANNH 218435  $2075

The Hummingbird
The Hummingbird brought a subtle new body style and a bold new
look to Gibson’s dreadnought family in 1960. With the broad tone
of its square-shouldered body and the bold visual statement of its
cherry sunburst finish, the Hummingbird has been one of Gibson’s
most recognizable guitars for over 40 years.

ACHBHSNH 7658  $2599

Songwriter Deluxe
Superior performance model with rosewood back and sides and
an active electronics with sound hole mounted volume control.

ACSDANGH 60413  $1999

Songwriter Deluxe Cutaway
Cutaway version of the classic Songwriter Deluxe designed for
the stage with rosewood back and sides and active electronics
with rim control EQ and built in tuner.

ACSDCANGH 127200  $2225

The Dove
Legendary 1962 model with all the original details
including mother of pearl parallelogram fret markers,
dove detail pickguard and mother of pearl dove inlays
in the rosewood bridge.

ACDOACNH 7653  $2875
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-09 Series
Along with a well earned reputation as a no-nonsense player’s guitar, the -
09 series features all the high end specifications you would expect in a
Larrivée guitar. Starting with the high quality Indian Rosewood and Sitka
Spruce, single piece Mahogany neck, and Ebony fretboard and bridge, to
the Abalone rosette and solid Maple purflings, the -09 series are handsome
instruments in their own right. Other features include a Graphtec TUSQ nut
and TUSQ saddle, fretboard featuring 1/16” microdots, chrome Schaller
tuners and the headstock displaying a sterling silver border surrounding a
mother-of-pearl logo. The -09 series is an American workhorse crafted in
Larrivée’s shop in Oxnard, California.

From $2225

-60 Series
Built of Indian Rosewood, the -60 Traditional Series captures the
distinct Larrivée balance with features inspired by the look of
vintage instruments of the pre-World War II era. The symmetrical
parabolic bracing teamed with the enlarged sound hole is
essential in delivering the low-end and provides an increase in
overall volume. Built of all solid wood construction, the -60
Series is equipped with Indian Rosewood back and sides,
single piece Mahogany neck, Herringbone purfling and
rosette, mother-of-pearl headstock logo, traditional angled
bone nut/TUSQ saddle, open-back style tuners on D and
OM bodies, and 3-on-a-side tuners on SD and OOO
bodies.

From $2675

-03 Series
Step into the Larrivée line with the -03 Series models.
Manufactured in their Vancouver plant, these guitars have many
features in common with the higher end models. Available in either
solid African Sapele or solid Indian Rosewood. The -03 series is
constructed of all solid wood: Sitka Spruce soundboard, single
piece mahogany neck, ebony fretboard and bridge. As with all
Larrivée guitars, the -03 neck is fit in the traditional dovetail
method, and features an adjustable steel truss rod. The -03 series
also features the Graphtec TUSQ nut, saddle, and bridge pins for
superior tone, synthetic tortoise-shell pickguard and 18:1 chrome
tuners. Each -03 has a luxurious and durable satin finish. Take one
for a test drive, and see why players all over the world have an -03
in their collection.

From $1125

-05 Series
The -05 Series is one of the premier mahogany guitars
in the industry today. The -05 series features a single
piece Mahogany neck (incorporating a dovetail neck
joint), Sitka Spruce soundboard, Ebony fretboard and
bridge, Abalone rosette, solid Maple purflings, chrome
Schaller tuners, Graphtec TUSQ nut and compensated
TUSQ saddle. Other features include an eye-catching
Ebony bridge pins with Abalone center, the exclusive
Larrivée beveled pickguard and headstock
displaying a sterling silver border surrounding a
mother-of-pearl logo. Select models are available
with the L.R. Baggs iMix Notch System. The -05
series is an instrument packed with versatility and
beauty.

From $1899
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Epiphone Les Paul Custom GX - Prophecy Series 
The Epiphone Les Paul Custom GX boasts 2 Dirty Fingers humbucker
pickups. Features include a highly figured quilt maple top, pearl
knobs, strap locks, graphite nut, Grover tuners, a bound ebony
fingerboard and a unique blade inlay.

EGLCGBCGH 280716  $699

Epiphone Les Paul Standard Plus
Two Alnico Classic humbucking pickups deliver fat warm tone and
sustain with a deep, soulful distortion.

ELPPVSCH 85367  $530

Epiphone Les Paul Ultra II 
A pair of Alnico Classic humbucking pickups combined with
traditional LP design delivers legendary electric tone while a
fingerboard-mounted NanoMAG pickup and electronics produce
shimmering acoustic tones with ultra-wide dynamic range.

ELPU2FCGH 280717  $780

Epiphone Les Paul Custom 
The Epiphone Les Paul Custom is equipped with two Alnico Classic
humbuckers, gold hardware, set mahogany neck, and a rosewood
fingerboard with block inlays.

EGLCAWGH 11232  $625

Epiphone SG Custom EX - Prophecy Series 
The SG Custom EX guitar boasts an EMG-81 humbucker in the
bridge position and an EMG-85 humbucker at the neck. Lavish
features on this guitar include a highly figured quilt maple top, pearl
knobs, strap locks, graphite nut, Grover tuners, a bound ebony
fingerboard.

EGGCEMEBH 280719  $625

Epiphone SG Standard 
The Epiphone Standard has a solid mahogany body, a slim-tapered
mahogany neck and high-output Alnico V humbuckers.

EGG4CHCH 67300  $345

Epiphone Casino Semi-Acoustic 
Equipped with two vintage P-90 single-coil pickups, the Casino still
delivers those Beatlesque tones at a price every player can afford.  

ETCANACH 44999  $625
Epiphone ES-335 DOT Semi-Acoustic 
Classic semi-hollowbody design with dual humbuckers and 3-way
pickup selector with a lightning-fast 22-fret rosewood fingerboard.  

EDOTEBCH 151574  $430

Epiphone 1958 Korina Explorer 
Mahogany neck, rosewood fingerboard, two humbuckers with
a swept-back body made of Korina wood.

EGX-KOGH 55345  $510

Epiphone AJ-100 
The Epiphone Advanced Jumbo acoustic shape is now available at
a price everybody can afford. The AJ-100 gives a balanced acoustic
tone with a body made from a select spruce top, mahogany back
and sides and rosewood fingerboard and bridge.

AJ100NACH 182666  $129
Epiphone Dove 
The Epiphone Dove features a solid spruce top, maple back and
sides, maple neck, rosewood fingerboard with split parallelogram
inlays, dove pickguard, and stylized bridge with wing inlays. 

EADVNACH 159543  $315
Epiphone John Lennon J-160E 
The Epiphone EJ-160E John Lennon Acoustic-Electric is a limited-
edition signature model. Features a spruce top, mahogany back
and sides, single-coil pickup at the neck, volume and tone controls. 

EAJLVCCH 54650  $555
Epiphone J200 
A jumbo-style 6-string acoustic guitar featuring a maple body,
select spruce top, and body, neck and headstock binding. Gold
hardware and a set maple neck with a crown inlay on a rosewood
fingerboard make this guitar a stunner. Other features include a
nut width of 1.68” and a 25.5” scale. 

EJ200EBGH 216568  $365
Epiphone Performer ME 
A single cutaway jumbo acoustic with active electronics that
delivers a huge, wide-spectrum tone. The all-over flame maple
tonewood contributes to this guitar's ringing voice and its drop-
dead gorgeous look. 

PR6METBGH 259796  $430
Epiphone MasterBilt DR-500M 
The Masterbilt DR-500M guitar has a large dreadnought top
crafted from genuine solid Sitka spruce, solid mahogany back and
sides and a bound rosewood fretboard with snowflake inlays.

DR500MNSNH 195272  $515
Epiphone A-Style Mandolin 
A quality instrument at an affordable price featuring a maple neck
and body with a select spruce top and rosewood fretboard with
body and neck binding.

MM-20ASCH 53030  $175
Epiphone A-Style Electric Mandolin 
The Epiphone MM-30E is an acoustic-electric mandolin that
features a mahogany body with a solid spruce top. The mahogany
neck has a rosewood fingerboard that's a delight to play. 

MM-30ETLGH 177600  $240
Epiphone 5-String Banjo 
Chrome hardware, resonant mahogany neck and body, with a
decorative rosewood inlaid fingerboard. 

MB-200MRCH 41760  $325
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5th Avenue Cognac Burst
Archtop acoustic with vintage feel and modern playability.
Canadian Wild Cherry top, back and sides, silver leaf maple
neck, rosewood fingerboard, adjustable rosewood bridge
and Custom Polished finish.

282709  $499
Spectrum Natural HG
Electro-acoustic steel string with Lipstick pickup. Three voice
(3 outputs: electric, acoustic/mix and 13-pin) steel string,
chambered mahogany body, solid spruce top, mahogany
neck, ebony fingerboard, 25 1/2 scale, custom preamp/
electronics and 1x Seymour Duncan Lipstick pickup.

282729  $1525
Summit CT Natural Flame
A serious rock machine. Solid mahogany body, carved flame
maple top, mahogany neck, 24 /2” scale, ebony
fingerboard, 2 x Seymour Duncan humbuckers (Alnico 2
neck/’59 bridge), 5-way switch, 1x Godin High-Definition
Revoicer and fixed tune-o-matic style bridge.

282723  $929
Velocity Natural Burst Flame
Distinct clean accents combined with fiery tone. Body
features a silver leaf maple center with poplar wings, high
flame maple top, rock maple neck, 25 1/2” scale, 2 x Godin
GS-1 single-coil pick ups, 1x Seymour Duncan SH-5
humbucker in bridge, 5-way switch, vintage tremolo bridge
and 1x Godin High-Definition Revoicer.

276218  $840
LGXT Black Pearl
Endless tonal possibilities. Three voice (3 outputs: electric,
acoustic/mix and 13-pin), body features a silver leaf maple
center with poplar wings, carved figured maple top,
mahogany neck with ebony fingerboard, 25 1/2” scale, 2x
Seymour Duncan custom humbuckers and custom
electronics.

188659  $1499
Redline 1 Trans Red Flame
For the aggressive, shred-minded players. Body features a
silver leaf maple center with poplar wings, rock maple neck,
rosewood fingerboard, 24 frets, 24 3/4" scale, 1x EMG 81
active humbucker, 1x volume control knob and fixed bridge.

282716  $560
LG HB Cherry burst Flame
Classic warm and thick tone. Solid mahogany body, figured
veneer top, cream binding, bolt-on mahogany neck with
rosewood fingerboard, 24 3/4" scale, 2x Godin Nitro
humbuckers, 5-way switch, 1x volume, 1x tone, fixed tune-
o-matic style bridge and high ratio tuners. Also available
with Seymour Duncan P90 single coil pickups.

282722  $699
Freeway SA Lightburst
Incredible electric tones and 13-pin capabilities for synth
and computer access. Two voice (2 outputs: electric and
13-pin) body features a silver leaf maple center with poplar
wings, highly figured top, rock maple neck, 25 1/2”
scale, 3x Custom Godin pick ups (Humbucker/Single/
Humbucker), 5-way switch and custom electronics.

219135  $899

100’s 
Sporting a solid Sitka spruce top and sapele
laminate back and sides, the redesigned 100
Series now features both Dreadnought and Grand
Auditorium shapes, along with cutaway and Taylor
electronics options.

From $599
200’s
A satin, solid Sitka spruce top meets gorgeous
Indian rosewood laminate back and sides,
delivering an experience of sight, sound and touch
that’s unmistakably Taylor. Plug in with the optional
Taylor electronics and take your performance to the
stage with confidence.

From $745
314CE
Sports Taylor’s most popular shape, the Grand
Auditorium. Crisp, black binding flanks the satin-
finish sapele back and sides and glossy Sitka
spruce top, and then continues up the fretboard.
Features a Venetian cutaway Expression System®
pickup. 57832

$1675
354CE
The best of both worlds: this medium-sized Grand
Auditorium offers the powerful sound and feel of a
true 12-string, in a more intimate body style. Top:
Sitka Spruce. Back/Sides: Sapele. Cutaway &
Expression System Pickup Standard. 279999

$1850
410CE
Ovangkol back and sides lend exotic flare to the
400 Series®, with a tone similar to Indian
rosewood. Sitka spruce top. Venetian cutaway,
dramatically outlined with contrasting white
binding. The Expression System® pickup
completes this popular acoustic/electric. 53886

$1799
714CE
Elegant rosewood binding, mother-of-pearl dot
inlays, abalone rosette, Venetian cutaway, and the
Expression System® pickup. Top: Western Red
Cedar . Back/Sides: Indian Rosewood. Cutaway &
Expression System Pickup Standard. 57463

$2825
816CE
The GS-shaped 816ce steps-up Taylor’s Indian
rosewood selection, offering hand-set, beautifully-
figured maple binding that complements the
varied hues of rosewood and sparkling inlay work.
Top: Sitka Spruce. Back/Sides: Indian Rosewood.
Cutaway & Expression System Pickup Standard.
291811

$3075
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ES339 Custom Shop Semi Acoustic
The ES-339 delivers the new Memphis Tone electronics that
preserves high end as you turn down the volume. Outer rim
output jack, and reduced dimensions and weight make it the
most comfortable semi-acoustic ever made.

ES339LCBNH 279565  $1850

ES-137 Classic
The ES-137 Classic combines the look of Gibson's single-cutaway
semi-hollowbody guitars and the hot sound of a Les Paul. The
490R and 498T humbucking pickups, plus trapezoid fingerboard
inlays with an engraved 'C' in the 12th-fret inlay.

ES37CHSCH 161847  $1799

ES-335 Dot – Figured Top Reissue
The ES-335 figured top uses dual '57 Gibson humbuckers and a thin
tapered 1960s neck and rosewood fingerboard (24-3/4" scale). Full
body & neck binding, nickel-plated hardware with Grover heads, tune-o-
matic bridge with stopbar tailpiece, separate volume and tone controls,
and a 3-way switch complete the package.

ESDTCHNH 11429  $2775

’57 Les Paul Goldtop Reissue
The '57 Les Paul Goldtop Reissue Electric Guitar is crafted to be
accurate to '57 specifications in every detail including the CTS
pots and bumblebee capacitors. Carved maple top, mahogany
back, and one-piece mahogany neck with the '57 profile and the
original extended tenon joint. It features binding on body and neck,
nickel hardware, an original ABR-1 tune-o-matic bridge, and the
trademark antique gold finish.

LPR57VAGNH 241699  $3099

’58 Les Paul Reissue
The Gibson Custom Shop 1958 Les Paul Standard V.O.S. (Vintage
Original Spec) Guitar is a faithful reissue featuring a carved plain
maple top and solid mahogany back and sides. The rounded-
profile neck is one-piece mahogany with the original-style truss
rod. Rosewood fingerboard finished with 22 frets, vintage trapezoid
inlays and single-ply cream binding complete the look. Dual
BurstBucker pickups, tone and volume controls that use the
original CTS pots and bumblebee capacitators deliver a truly
vintage sound.

LPR58VITNH 241705  $3099

Gibson Les Paul Custom - Ebony
The Gibson Custom Shop Les Paul Custom Electric Guitar features a
one-piece mahogany neck, carved maple top and mahogany bound
body. An ebony fingerboard with pearl block inlays, 490R and 498T
Gibson humbuckers deliver warm rhythm and hot, solid lead sounds. 

LPC-EBGH 10549  $3399

’76 Explorer - Ebony
The body of the Gibson Explorer is solid mahogany for a fat and punchy
sound, while the dual blazing-hot ceramic magnet humbuckers (496-R
and 500-T) sizzle and snarl with aggressive authority.  

DSX-EBCH 10965  $1025

’67 Flying V - Classic White
Solid mahogany body with premium nitrocellulose finish, extended neck
joint for stability and solid sustain, tune-o-matic bridge with stopbar
tailpiece, and rosewood fingerboard with premium chrome hardware. 

DSV-CWCH 67181  $1225

Faded SG Special - Worn Brown
The Special has always represented a combination of looks,
functionality, and value. The Gibson Faded SG Special maintains the
traditional mahogany body and neck, tune-o-matic/stopbar bridge, and
alnico 490 pickups with a unique vintage feeling faded finish. Comes
with gig bag. 

SGSIWBCH 146468  $815

SG Standard - Ebony
The Gibson SG Standard takes the best of the '62 original and adds the
longer and sturdier neck joint and hot humbuckers that go from rich,
sweet lightning to warm, tingling waves of sustain. A silky-fast rosewood
fretboard plays like a dream. 

SGS-EBCH 20537  $1375

Les Paul Standard 2008 - Honeyburst
The 2008 Les Paul Standard Plus continues to inspire with a hand-
carved figured maple top, matched chambered mahogany back with
single-ply binding. The neck is a single piece of mahogany carefully
glued into the neck cavity of the body, making it function as a single unit
with the body.  

LPSTDHBCH 289089  $2375

Les Paul Studio - Wine Red
The Les Paul Studio offers guitarists all the essential elements of a Les
Paul Standard, including a carved top and humbucking pickups. 

LPST1WRCH 85023  $1175

Les Paul Traditional - Cherry Sunburst
The Les Paul Traditional Electric Guitar delivers the traditional
mahogany body and set neck with rounded '50s profile, a maple top,
and a pair of Gibson's '57 Classic humbucker pickups you expect with
one significant difference: It’s been set up on Gibson's Plek machine so
the neck and frets are analyzed by a computer-controlled process and
the frets are filed to an accuracy of a hundredth of a millimeter for
optimal action and intonation without string buzz. 

LPTDHSCH 287372  $2150

The Limited Edition Les Paul Studio 
Robot Guitar - Metallic Red
The Robot Les Paul Studio Limited Edition's radical self-tuning system
immediately places the Robot Les Paul Studio Limited in standard
tuning mode, or instantly into any one of 6 factory presets, all of which
can be customized. The LED display on top of the MCK also lets you
know when a string is out of tune, or when all strings are in tune, and
even when the tuners are turning to get them in tune. It also guides the
setting of accurate intonation.  

LPRGMRCH 292306  $2525
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Vibro Champ XD 5 Watt Amp 
with 8” Speaker
The Vibro Champ XD amplifier takes the vintage
formula into a new era by combining a real tube
amp with modern extras like versatile voicing and
effects. Solid-state overdrive and distortion
eliminates many of the preamp tube problems
that plague tube lovers, while providing tones for
blues, rock, country, jazz, metal. 276614

$259.99
Super Champ XD 15 Watt Amp 
with 10” Speaker
Includes all of the features of the Vibro Champ
XD, plus Line Output and Speaker Output
capabilities which mean recording and practice
sessions are sure to rock. 276613  

$329.99

RG350DXWH
Features the ultra-fast Wizard II neck and Ibanez IBZ INF
Infinity series pickups for the hottest sound and fastest
playability in its price range. 3-piece maple neck, bound
rosewood fretboard (for warm, smooth tone and good pick
attack) with 24 jumbo frets, a basswood body, and black
hardware. The Ibanez Edge III tremolo bridge compares to
many of the more expensive Ibanez models. 167159

$415
RG321MH MOL
The standard in guitars for the hard rock player. The Wizard
II is 2mm thicker than the super-thin, super-flat Ibanez
Wizard. The mahogany body provides rich warm lows and
sweet sustain. The jumbo frets offer easy playing for leads
and chording. The fixed bridge design offers thru-body
stringing for stronger tone and sustain. 193814

$299
TS9 Tube Screamer
Has been the #1 choice by people
searching for tube amp sound, because
it lets the guitar sing so well in its
original voice. The tone can be heard in
playing by countless musicians over the
years and still keeps fascinating new
generations. 42438

$119
SR505BM
Combines classic good looks with
outstanding tone woods. The five-
piece wenge and bubinga neck is
the thinnest and fastest  in its class,
while the dual Bartolini pickups and
three-band EQ deliver the kind of
monster tone usually associated with
custom built instruments. 202432

$595

Rockbass Streamer Standard 
2-Pickup Model
Solid Carolena body, rarely found on basses in this price
range, delivers a large variety of exceptional, pleasing
tones and incredible sustain. Hardware is top notch, from
the machine heads with closed gear to its one piece
bridge. Two MEC Vintage humbuckers and passive
electronics. Classic shape, maple neck, and rosewood
fingerboard.

$645
Rockbass Corvette 4-String Active
The popular Corvette body shape of alder lends graceful
curves and a solid foundation to provide both thundering
lows and distinct highs in an instrument. MEC jazz pickups
are paired with 2-band electronics to provide a wealth of
tones well suited for stage or studio. The smooth maple
neck is complemented by a rosewood fingerboard and
nickel frets.

$840
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StingRay Bass 
Known for its instinctive growl and heavy punch,
the StingRay has been featured in every studio
and arena across the world. Available with H,
HH, or HS pickup configuration, also in 5-string.
H available in left-handed or with piezo or 2EQ
electronics. See your local Long & McQuade for
available finishes.

From $1375
John Petrucci Ball Family 
Reserve Guitar 
Designed in conjunction with the world-
renowned Dream Theater guitarist, this new
signature model features the finest of rare
tonewoods including alder, mahogany and
maple. A book-matched maple top shows off
the instrument's exquisite grain pattern in a
hand-selected flame or quilted top (upcharge
for quilt). Special case included. 7-string
version available. See your local Long &
McQuade for available finishes.

From $2775
Sterling 5 Bass  
NEW! Lighter and with a thinner profile than its
heavy-hitting cousins, the Sterling is now
available in a 5-string version. Features ceramic
pickup pole pieces and hum-canceling
phantom coil. Available in H (3-way pickup
selector switch), HH, or HS versions (5-way
pickup selector switch). See your local Long &
McQuade for available finishes.

From $1599

CC28 Celebrity 
A fantastic value and a great instrument for
gigging or just playing around. Features the
Ovation super-shallow cutaway bowl for
comfortable playing and easy access to
upper frets. The OP4BT includes 3-band EQ
and onboard tuning, and works together
with the Ovation slimline pickup for a
great “plugged in” sound. Available
in Natural, Black and Ruby Red
finishes.

$330

G-Series EG341SC
One of Takamine’s most popular
guitars and a favourite for players of
all levels. Features a solid spruce
top in high-gloss black finish,
mahogany back and sides, and
rosewood fingerboard. The TP4T
preamp gives you 3 bands of EQ
control and a built-in tuner.
245242

$375

Statesman® – Today‘s Most Advanced
Classic Tube Amplifiers
The elegant Statesman‘s many custom features make it a
boutique instrument. A push of the clean channel’s Twang button
takes you from the sound that sparked the British Invasion to star-
spangled California clean while the drive channel‘s Boost button
sweeps from the throaty rasp of the early rock-n-roll years to the
raging rock of the high-octane 80’s and beyond. Classic sound
paired with modern-day versatility - this symbiosis is what makes
the Statesman such a class act.

Statesman® QUAD84
■ All-tube EL84 driven
■ 1x12-inch Eminence

Rockdriver Cream
■ 40-watt combo
287407

$1275

Statesman® DUAL6L6
■ All-tube 6L6 driven
■ 2x12-inch Eminence

Rockdriver Cream
■ 60-watt combo
287409

$1550

Statesman® 412 
Cabinet
■ 4x12-inch Celestion Vintage30
■ 240-watts
287410

$940

Rotosphere® MK II Stereo Rotary
Cabinet and Tube Saturation
Tube Rotosphere® MK II has all the
inspirational power of the legendary Leslie®
cabinets. It not only puts the response of a
tube-powered Leslie at players’ toe-tips; it
also boasts two rotation speeds and
legit sounding deceleration &
acceleration effects.

67950 $730

TubeFactor Classic Tube
Booster/Overdrive
This is the go-to pedal for superior dynamic
control, glossy overtones and all-tube
overdrive. The unique Voicing knob allows
you shape tonal characteristics to dial
in the trademark sound of your
favourite amp.

67951  $430

Tubeman® MK II Tube 
Guitar Preamp & Recording Station 
with Integrated RedBox®
■ Perfect tube driven direct recording solution
■ Three fully separate adjustable channels
■ Voicing knob that shapes tone to

emulate signature amp sounds
■ Integrated Hughes & Kettner Red

Box® speaker simulator
■ Footswitch Control
■ 3-band EQ

67952  $599

Red Box® Classic Guitar 
Cabinet Simulator
Ideal for live applications, this amazing tool
warrants consistent sound quality at every gig
and puts an end to crosstalk thanks to its
clear, direct sound. The secret behind many of
today’s best sounding guitar tracks is that they are
double-tracked with a microphone and a Red Box Classic.

287402  $120

TriAmp Mk II
This definitive all-tube, Custom Class amp puts the most
sought-after sounds in amp history at your fingertips. It’s all
there, from vintage Californian clean to ‘60s British jangle
and from classic rock tones to nu metal meltdown. 287396

$3599

Statesman® DUAL34H
■ All-tube EL34 driven
■ 50-watt head
287408

$1424
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MG15MSZW Limited Edition 
Zakk Wylde Mini Stack
The 2-channel, 15-Watt head powers two 1x10" speaker cabinets, one straight and
one slanted, for that classic Marshall stack look. Zakk's trademark look includes
bull's-eye motifs on the front-panel, authentic TV grill cloth and gold piping, topped
off by gold-brushed Marshall logos on the head and speaker cabinets. It also boasts
a CD input, Emulated Line Out and Headphone for "silent" practice sessions (a
feature Wylde never uses!) 269133

$340

Vintage Modern Heads
The Vintage aspect is the tone: fat, smooth, classic and dynamic. The Modern aspect
is the feature set included to enable ease of use and flexibility:  Master Volume,
series FX Loop, extra overdrive, onboard Reverb and a new frequency selective pre-
amp topology to facilitate tonal tailoring for specific instruments and musical styles.
There are two great heads: 2466 (100-watt) and 2266 (50-watt). 260418/7

$1425 for 2466 / $1295 for 2266

JVM Series
The most versatile and highest gain Marshall all-valve amplifiers to date. Features
four independent, footswitchable channels with three footswitchable Modes per
channel. Each Mode has its own unique gain structure, offering a wide variety of
sounds ranging from the cleanest cleans to the filthiest , high-gain distortions ever.

From $1550

VINTAGE MODERN HEADS

JVM SERIESSwitchBlade™ 412A30/412B30
■ Celestion Vintage30 loaded 

4x12 (A) angled or (B) bottom cabinet
■ 240-watts

287399/400  $899

SwitchBlade™ – The World’s First Fully
Programmable Tube Amps w/ Digital Multi-FX
Switchblade Series amplifiers are bona fide tube amps with fully tube-driven pre
and power amps that offer the full programmability with integrated digital delay
and modulation effects usually only associated with modeling amp designs.

SwitchBlade™ 100H
■ 128 user presets & Digital-FX
■ Fully programmable
■ Four channels
■ 100-watt head

287405 $1750

SwitchBlade™ 50 Combo
■ 128 user presets & Digital-FX
■ Fully programmable
■ Four channels
■ 1x12-inch Eminence Rockdriver 60
■ 50-watt combo

287404 $1725

Backline 110 
70-watt 1x10 
Bass Combo

137884  $255

MB150S-III/112 
150-watt 1x12 
Micro Bass Combo

34978  $775

1001RB-II 750-watt
Bass Head
The 1001RB-II ups the ante with 700W
+ 50W bi-amping, making it an ideal
club amp for driving horn-loaded cabs.
Sophisticated EQ and Voicing Controls
allow sound shaping to suit every music
style and acoustic situation.

59014 $799

Artist Series 410RBH
800-watt 410 Bass 
Cabinet
■ Horn bi-amp/full range switch 
■ Horn power limiter 
■ L-Pad high frequency attenuator 
■ 11-ply poplar, black carpet 
■ 16 gauge steel grille

59026  $959

700RB-II/210 Combo
The Artist Series 700RB/210 combo puts a full-featured Artist Series head into
professional 210 enclosure designed for easy transport. It’s rugged, compact, tilts
back for monitor use and delivers and exceptionally warm tone.

59019  $955
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Roadster 2x12 Combo
Features 4 footswitchable channels –
each with 3 different voicings. Includes Mesa's patent-pending Multi-Watt Channel
Assignable Power, allowing you to select either 50 or 100 watts for each preamp Channel.
Includes an All-Tube Long Spring Reverb and the choice between a tight punchy Diode or
vintage sagging Tube Rectifier on each channel. 241302

Lone Star 2x12 Combo
Two-channel simplicity delivers the goods with surpassing versatility. Each channel
includes Mesa's Multi-Watt feature with Duo-Class Channel Assignable Power that lets you
assign 10 watts of Pure Class A Single-Ended clippability or 50 and 100 watt Class A/B
Push Pull power sections per channel. 180269

Stiletto Ace 1x12 Combo
50 watts of legendary EL-34 British Tone delivered to you in a 1x12 closed back combo!
Two channels, each with 3 different voicings and Mesa's patented Switchable Rectifier
feature. Tight overdrive with profound upper harmonics and cleans like you’ve never heard
from an EL-34 tube amp. Includes Mesa's Solo Boost feature allowing the Ace a
footswitchable volume boost in either channel to spotlight your playing in any application.
241304

Express 5:50 1x12 Combo
This Duo-Class power amp running 6L6's allows you to select either 1 power tube in Pure
Class A (single ended) producing 5 watts or switching to 2 tubes in Class A/B to produce
50 watts via a 5/50 power switch. Also includes 2 fully independent channels with 4 style
modes, new variable contour controls and tube driven long spring reverb. 262754

Express 5:25 1x10 Combo
This amp running El-84's is the ultimate big sounding little amp. Allows you to select
either 1 power tube in Pure Class A (single ended) producing 5 watts or switching to 2
tubes in Class A/B to produce 25 watts via a 5/25 power switch. Additional features
include 2 fully independent channels with 4 style modes, new variable contour controls
and tube driven long spring reverb. 262753

Big Block Titan V-12 Bass Amp
Mesa Boogie’s most powerful amplifier yet. 1200 rock solid wwatts into 4 ohms. Based
on the architecture of Mesa's widely acclaimed Big Block 750, the V-12 provides two all-
tube preamp channels that are flexible, intuitive and easy to dial. Unique input circuitry
can be use in a channel switching format with one instrument. Or it can be switched to a
dual input, two channel configuration for use with two separate instruments in a stage
environment. 241312

M6 Carbine Bass Amp
An exciting new voice that’s super fast and extremely focused with a very different feel
and attitude. 600 watts at 4 ohms with a new Voice Control for instant access to mid-
range character changes using a 5 position rotary control that graphically shows you the
EQ curve for each selection. 292360

PowerHouse 1200 Bass Cabinet
A 1200W cabinet featuring Mesa's Custom 1x15 and 4x10 PowerHouse speakers in
addition to a horn. Tuned front ported tri-port design, AA Marine Grade Baltic Birch w/

aviation style bracing for superior strength
and reduced weight. Includes Mesa's Player
Control Network featuring selectable 3-point
crossover (3k/4k/5k), horn attenuator,
instant reset horn protection, Speakon and
1/4 inch inputs and outputs. Tilt and Roll
transport system with rear glide rails and
recessed metal handles. 250881

PowerHouse 2x12 
Bass Cabinet
A 600W cabinet with Mesa's custom 12”
lightweight neodymium speakers in addition to
a horn. Same great features as the PowerHouse
1200, with Trak-Loc removable casters. 206035

CALL FOR PRICING.
AVAILABLE AT SELECT LOCATIONS.

SVTCL
Dynamically powerful all-tube bass amp with thunderous 300-
watts of unsurpassed quality, reliability and tonal flexibility. 50540

■ Padded input 
■ 1/4" and Neutrik Speakon® outputs
■ Complete tube protection 
■ User bias adjustment

$1699
SVT3PRO
With up to 450w and the sweet sound of tubes. Frequency control
allows you to select the center frequency for the Midrange control,
giving you a choice of five distinct “voices” for the Midrange. Use
the 9-Band Graphic EQ to custom tailor your sound even more. Or
use the EQ to set up a footswitchable “second channel” for your
show-stopping bass solo. 50256

$1050
SVT810E
Why eight 10” speakers? We learned early on that 10” speakers
work much more efficiently than fifteens or eighteens—and if you
put eight 10” speakers together, you can move a huge column of
air. 42367

$1050
SVT15E
Armed with a massive five-pound magnet, the SVT-15E’s custom-
designed 15” speaker generates chest-thumping low end like
nobody’s business—all the way down to 33Hz. 53479

$525
BA300 115
1x15 combo. Ultra-transportable, and you get all the Ampeg tone-
shaping you’ve grown accustomed to, thanks to its 12AX7 tube
preamp, Style control, 3-Band EQ, and Ultra-High/Low switches.
Unmatched for tonal versatility. 265838

$735
BA600 210
2x10 combo. Supremely transportable, and you get Ampeg's
legendary tone-shaping thanks to the multi-stage 12AX7 tube
preamp, Style control, 3-Band EQ, and Ultra-Hi/Lo switches, all of
which make the BA600 the ultimate in versatility. Choose between
the vintage channel and a more modern tone. 265841

$1150
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Traynor Custom Special Series
Canadian made all-tube Traynor guitar heads and combos that deliver
maximum versatility and superior all tube tone. Flexibility in the clean
channel is ensured by the innovative Brit / USA channel voicing switch
unique to the Traynor Custom Special Series. This USA / Brit switch actually
relocates the tone stack relative to the gain stages in the clean channel,
allowing the Custom Special series EQ section to respond with either a crisp
‘American’ style tube amp, for clarity and definition, or with a grittier, more
‘spongy’ ‘British’ flavour associated with the great UK amps of the 60s and
70s. Traynor guitar combos are made with a solid plywood cabinet
construction.

YCS50H 50-watt All Tube Head
■ Selectable 50-watt Class-AB / 15-watt Class-A output

263644  $815
YCS412VA / YCS412VB 240-watt 
Extension Cabinets
■ Four Celestion G12T75 12-inch drivers
■ Solid plywood cabinet construction

Angled Cabinet YCS12A 288752  $685
Bottom Cabinet YCS412VB 294145  $685

■ Footswitchable full two channel configuration
■ Brit / USA voicing switch on Clean channel
■ Modern & Scoop voicing switches on Lead channel 
■ Parallel and Loop-thru effects sends and returns 
■ Vintage style Accutronics long-spring Reverb 
■ Master volume, defeatable presence and resonance controls 
■ Solid plywood cabinet construction

YCS50 50-watt All-Tube 1x12 Combo
■ Selectable 50-watt Class-AB / 15-watt Class-A output 
■ 1x12-inch Celestion Vintage30™ speaker

263630  $855
YCS90 90-watt All-Tube 2x12 Combo
■ Selectable 90-watt Class-AB / 20-watt Class-A output
■ 2x12-inch combo using lightweight Celestion

Neodymium speakers
■ Aluminum chassis

263631  $1025

Traynor DynaGain Series Solid State Guitar Amps
Maximum versatility and superior tube-like tone is now available in solid-state guitar
amplifiers. The Traynor DynaGain Series employs three-stage dynamic tube emulation
circuitry and our proprietary continuously variable ‘Contour’ (DG60R) control to
provide unparalleled tube-like tone from a solid-state amplifier. The Transconductive
power amplifier design used exclusively in the DynaGain series ensures the solid-state
amplifier sounds just like a tube amp.

Dyna-Sound speaker emulation on the headphone output, High Quality Celestion™
speakers and a speaker defeat switch make the DynaGain amplifiers the perfect
amplifier for the practicing musician.

DG30D
■ 30-watt 1x12
■ Digital effects
241588

$220

DG60R
•■ 65-watt 1x12
■ Reverb
254042

$325

DynaBass 800HS 800-watt Hybrid Bass Head
What truly sets the Canadian made Traynor 800 watt DynaBass800HS
apart from the rest of the class is its versatile hybrid user selectable tube /
solid-state input stage. The FET driven solid-state input circuit ensures a
highly responsive and pristine clean tone, perfect for funk and pop styles.
Switching to the tube circuit delivers an additional warmth and presence to
the preamp section. Innovative tone-shaping controls like Scoop and
Resonance as well as a five-band EQ with semi-parametric mid ensures any
tone can be dialed in easily. DynaBass800HS comes with a solid plywood
rack sleeve to protect the amp. 288749

$940

TC810 1600-watt 8x10 Bass Cabinet
■ Switchable Dual 8 Ohm or Mono 4 Ohm Operation 

263643 $899 

DynaBass 400H 400 Watt Hybrid Bass Head
The Canadian made 400-watt DynaBass400H is one of the most versatile
bass heads in the Traynor line. The selectable tube / solid-state input stage
allows the player to easily choose between a FET driven solid-state input
circuit that delivers a pristine clean tone, perfect for funk and pop styles,
or a warm and responsive tube circuit – ideal head for R&B, rock, blues
and country. 263635

$770

TC210 400-watt 2x10 & Horn Bass
Extension Cabinet
263640  $445
TC115 400-watt 1x15 Bass 
Extension Cabinet
263638  $385 

DynaBass Bass Extension Cabinets
■ Solid plywood Cabinet Construction
■ Heavy Duty Nubtex Covering
■ All Metal Grilles and Flip Handles
■ Made in Canada

DynaBass 200 & DynaBass 200T Bass Combos
Available in either 1x15 combo (DynaBass 200) or a 2x10 version (DynaBass
200T) these new rugged Canadian made solid-state Traynor bass amps are built
with the working musician in mind. Solid plywood cabinet construction, all metal
grilles that fully protect the high quality speaker components, integrated metal flip
handles and removable casters for easy transport
make these combos ideal for club stage, concert
hall or rehearsal space.

DynaBass 200
200-watt 1x15 & Horn Combo

263632  $580

DynaBass 200T
200-watt 2x10 & Horn Tilt-back Combo

263633  $615

DG15R
■ 15-watt 1x10
■ Reverb
241586

$145

DG10
■ 10-watt 
■ 1x8
241584

$84.99
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VoxAmPlug Series Headphone Guitar Amp
Jamming late at night? Don’t want to wake the neighbors? Want to
work out a lick with your MP3 player without taking the time to set up
your amp? AmPlug is the answer. Simply plug this palm-sized
headphone guitar amp directly into your guitar, and enjoy serious guitar
sound anywhere, anytime! Available in three different sound styles: VOX
AC30, Classic Rock and Metal.

$43.95
Heritage Series AC30H2 Guitar Amp
Like the others in the Heritage Collection, the AC30H2 transports you
through the golden age of VOX tone, combining the prized EF86 preamp
channel of 1958 with the 1963 Top Boost channel all in one amplifier.
Add in some modern tone shaping control enhancements and the
result is perhaps the finest VOX amplifier in the company’s history.
279714

$2025
AD100VT-XL Amp
Part of the Valvetronix XL line, a range of tube-powered modeling
amplifiers that delivers the power and punch that modern rock players
require, with a selection of hi-gain sounds that span the entire range of
heavy rock music. Sophisticated modeling technology is used to
provide eleven different amps, lots of new models including Glass,
Funked, Buzzsaw and Crunched plus eleven high-quality effects. 273653

$480
DA20 Digital Amp
Puts out 20 loud watts when plugged in, or you can use battery power
and take it anywhere for some 5-watt playing pleasure! Features 11
built-in effects, 11 distinctive sound stylings, two Vox original design
speakers, an auxiliary in for playing along with audio devices, even an
emulated line out. 273658

$220
“The Satchurator” Distortion Pedal
Drawing on Joe Satriani’s knowledge accumulated from decades of
groundbreaking performances, both live and in the studio, VOX unveils
a breakthrough in guitar tone – The Satchurator™ distortion pedal.

Designed to Satriani’s exact specifications, it produces Satriani’s
signature tone and adds new features and improvements never
before combined in a distortion pedal. 293240

$120

M13
Packed with over 75 stompbox effects and a 28-second looper with
dedicated footswitch controls. It has the ability to save up to 12 pedal
board "scenes" for instant recall, and dedicated knobs to control each of
the parameters of each effect. Tap tempo can be used to sync all of your
time-based effects! 286181

$565
JM-4-Looper
Looper with integrated Pod technology. With over 200 artist-created
presets, 150 song-based presets, 36 user-programmable presets, 12
amp models, and 7 FX controls, it's no wonder that Line 6 Spider
technology leads the modeling amplifier revolution!  Now Line 6 has
combined Spider technology with over 100 endless jam tracks and drum
grooves recorded by high-profile musicians, and the ability to save up to
24 minutes of CD-quality recording time in a convenient stompbox
format! 286180

$370
Spider-Jam
75W Spider Amplifier with Looper and Jam Tracks. With its
revolutionary Endless Jam engine, onboard multitrack loop recorder,
and Spider-III Series amp models and effects, Spider Jam is always
ready to back you with over 100 built-in grooves laid down by top
L.A. and Nashville session aces. From country to funk - blues to
punk - these authentic backing tracks are the perfect
accompaniment and inspiration for practicing, composing or simply
having fun playing guitar! 280138

$510
Micro-Spider
Full of features made famous by the larger Spider amplifiers, Micro
Spider is stuffed to the gills with great sounds, intuitive functions and
easy-to-use controls. Every detail was chosen to make Micro Spider
the essential portable amp. Powered by six C batteries or AC adaptor
(included). 286178

$160

Spider Valve Amps
The Spider Valve design combines 12AX7 preamp tubes with Line 6's
signature modeling front-end, a pairing that allows each part of the sonic
equation to deliver what it does best: creamy, cascading distortion and
enriched harmonics from the tubes, and 12 of the world's finest amp
models and seven stunning effects from the modeling front-end. And, of
course, perfectly matched 6L6 tubes driving Celestion® Vintage 30
speakers to deliver unprecedented sonic impact and spatial imaging.

Using only premium components, Reinhold Bogner brought the same
priorities, standards and sensibilities to the Spider Valve
design as with Bogner Amplification. Each Spider Valve amp
combines the talent and experience of Bogner, arguably the
tube world's leading light, with the know-how and
technological savvy of the world's leader in modeling, Line 6.

Spider-Valve-112
40W Mono 1x 12" Combo Amplifier 275973

$810
Spider-Valve-212
40W Mono 2x 12" Combo Amplifier 275974

$970
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Boost DLA Analog Delay Emulator with Clean Boost
Uniquely features a Clean Boost and full-sweep, continuously-variable Time control which
provides a full sweep of delay – up to 1000 milliseconds. 100% analog Mix, Feedback,
Tone and Level controls. 263496

$160
Boost RVB Analog Reverb Emulator with Clean Boost
Uniquely features a Clean Boost and full-sweep, continuously-variable Time control. 100%
analog Mix, Feedback, Tone and Level controls. Also features a Rumble control to contour
the low-end of the reverb. 263497

$160
SansAmp Bass Driver Deluxe
All about fast delivery of monster Tech 21 bass tones in the
fray of a live performance. Dual inputs enable two instruments
to be on-line and ready to go with a pop-free selector. Program
three custom tones for each input, or use all six for a single
instrument. Program the FX loop to engage your favourite effect
with a particular setting. 291627

$290

British
The legendary crunch of British
steel and Greenback-style
speakers delivers searing
blues to UK anarchy from this
Anglo-voiced pedal. 282592

$165

Liverpool
That distinctive diamond grille tone is
yours for the tweaking. From the jangle of
mop-top pop to the top-boosted growl of
mod rock, this amp style has a voice that
shook generations. Tuned to deliver the
growl of English Alnico Bulldog-style
speakers. 282594

$165

Blonde
Sparkly, spanky cleans that
overdrive with a satisfying low-
end rumble become the
punchy bark of hard-pushed
tweed, maxing out in a fat
sizzle of lead boosted tone.
Take the reins and don’t spare
the emulated Jensens®. 282590

$165

VT Bass
The tower of power pumping through a stack of 10-inchers is
the legendary bass tone for players who enjoy being heard.
From chunky funk with the ubiquitous flip top, to the higher
gain growl of indie rock. Lean on the Character control for the
fat distortion of Crimson and King’s X. Clean SVT® thump to
dirty earthquaking rump. 282595

$165

California
Come for the chiming, woody cleans, the
gnarly overdrive of a Mark II, and the
supernatural silky sustain of the lead
tones. Stay for the devastating chunk of a
high gain rectifier. With the focused
punch of an EV®-style speaker
emulation, you have everything you need
to create your own California dream tone.
282593 $165

SansAmp Character Series Pedals
Each pedal is loaded with the tonal DNA for a specific style of guitar
amplifier. From vintage classics to modern icons, every variation is

delivered in the distinctive voicing of that amp style. Each can be used as a stand-alone pre-amp to drive a power amp, a studio mixer,
or a PA system. Or plug them into your guitar amp to take your tone somewhere special.

GT-10 Guitar Effects Processor
Driven by BOSS’s latest custom-made DSP and
proprietary sound-modeling COSM engine, the GT-10
offers natural and musical response as well as an
improvement in sound quality from previous generations.
It’s also loaded with an innovative user interface,
including EZ Tone, so guitarists can obtain the exact
sound they want. 282588

Call for pricing.

ME-20 Guitar Multiple Effects
A powerful, easy to use multi-effects unit optimized for
live performance. Provides world-class overdrive,
distortion, delay, chorus, phaser, flanger, tremolo, rotary
and EQ effects at an affordable price. 268720

Call for pricing.

RE-20 Space Echo
One of the most beloved echo effects ever made, the
Roland RE-201 Space Echo, has been reborn as the
BOSS RE-20 Twin Pedal. Roland and BOSS have
recreated every sonic detail and nuance of the original.
Experience the legendary tape-echo sound of the RE-
201, and get “lost in space” with this retro-modern
marvel. 268722

Call for pricing.

SL-20 Slicer
Inject a shot of high-octane fuel into your music with the
SL-20 Slicer. Instantly transform a guitar, bass,
keyboard, or vocal into a pulsating groove instrument.
Choose from 50 onboard Slice patterns or experiment
with the SL-20’s innovative Harmonic Slicer feature,
which generates percussive melodies, Loop Record, and
unique 3D Panning. 286702

Call for pricing.
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British Rock Legends Inspire Generations.
Today’s top rock bands were inspired by the musical pioneers of the 60’s and 70’s. A who’s
who of these legends includes an overwhelming number of British bands and Rotosound
endorsers.

In 1958, three British teenagers, Cliff Richard and the Drifters, recorded "Move It", marking
the very first true British rock and roll single and the beginning of a different sound — British
rock. The new sound introduced many important changes, such as using a "lead guitarist"
and an electric bass.

That same year an engineer named James How started hand-winding specialty strings for musical
instruments in his workshop outside London and Rotosound was born.

As teens in the UK began listening to R&B, new rock bands like the Beatles formed and the British Invasion
began brewing.

Inspired by the new sound, James How invented the Rotosound round wound bass string for the electric bass
in 1962. These strings turned the upright bass on its side and brought the instrument out of the background
with a brighter tone.

The Who with "My Generation” kept up the rush while adding a new lyrical style to a distinctive driving rhythm
with a hard beat. With John Entwistle leading the charge, the bass guitar was earning a new place in music.
For his distinctive sound, Entwistle met with How at the Rotosound factory and selected his own strings.

Led Zeppelin came on the scene in the late 60s. With their heavy, guitar-driven
sound, they took music to the next level. Queen followed, experimenting with a
variety of musical genres including heavy metal. John Paul Jones and John Deacon
followed Entwistle’s lead and played Rotosound. By the mid-70s, the heavy metal
genre took centerstage with bands like Iron Maiden leading the way. Wanting a
slightly different sound, Steve Harris selected Monel Flatwound strings for his bass.

In the late 1990s, Oasis was seen as the leading British rock band, fusing rock
with a pop sound and textured production. The most commercially successful
album of 2006 in the UK was by "indie" rock band Franz Ferdinand. Both groups
followed their predecessors in playing Rotosound.

Around the world when musicians want the sound of British Rock legends, they fit
their guitars with Rotosound strings. Inspired by Entwistle and Chris Squire from Yes, Geddy Lee purchased his
first set of Rotosound Swing Bass strings at Long & McQuade and has never looked back.

Swing Bass Strings
James How invented the round wound bass string in 1962. With a unique stainless steel
supply and precision tensions developed with rock legends, these are the best strings in
bass if you want a very bright sound. Stainless Steel strings resist corrosion from sweat a
little better so they last longer. The ends are traditionally wrapped with red silk. You can hear
these strings when you listen to Geddy Lee from Rush.

$27.50
Jazz Bass Strings
Wrapped with a specialized monofilament tape that is shaped at the Rotosound factory,
these Monel Flatwound strings are hand burnished, producing a virtually friction free and
smooth wire with jointless, continuous finish. These strings remain clean and unaffected by
the human elements of the debris from a player’s hands, and they prevent fingerboard
damage on the guitar, particularly fretless guitars. The strings are very easy on the fingers
and are virtually noiseless when used in recording. Steve Harris has his own signature set.

$54.50
Roto Bass Strings
These round wound Nickel–plated bass
strings provide a softer feel and a more
classic “vintage” tone. Precision wound with
the same demanding manufacturing
process as the Swing Bass series.

$23.75

PW-AG Circuit Breaker Cables
Has a built-in mute switch to save your equipment from loud
pops and squeals while changing guitars with a live amp.

From $30.75
PW-G Custom Series Cables
Gold-plated plugs ensure positive connection into standard 1/4" jacks. Special double-insulated/double-
shielded cable design provides cleanest signal available while eliminating hum and triboelectric noise. Exclusive
Planet Waves overmolded connectors provide extra protection with unmatched strain relief.

From $22.99
PW-CP-05 Dual-Action Capo
Easy one-handed operation thanks to a patented, compound-action design. Micrometer
tension adjustment allows for setting the perfect tension for your instrument; assures buzz free,
in-tune performance at every fret. Fits most 6- and 12-string guitar necks with radiused
fingerboards. 275208

$19.99
GH Guitar Humidifier
Protects your guitars from damage even in the driest conditions. The moisture reservoir is suspended inside

the guitar body, releasing moisture evenly and slowly inside your guitar to maintain the proper
humidity level. 60476  $14.95
PW-CT-04 Chromatic Pedal Tuner
A sweep and strobe tuner with patent-pending intuitive rotary user interface housed in a
rugged, road-worthy metal enclosure. An oversized note name indicator and super-bright
tuning LED’s make on-stage tuning easy. 243903

$87.99
DP0002 String Winder
Unlike ordinary peg winders, the patented Pro-Winder is a high-quality peg winder with a built-in
clipper and bridgepin puller. Designed to fit virtually all guitars, banjos, and mandolins. Ergonomically designed with hardened
tool steel wire cutters, the Pro-Winder with built-in clipper is the ALL-IN-ONE restringing tool, and comes with an
unconditional guarantee. Also available for bass. 67723

$9.99
PW-50PL Planet Lock Straps
Fits virtually any guitar and stays locked in place until you release the side pin. Unlike ordinary
strap lock systems, the Planet Lock is designed to fit securely on your guitar's existing end pin.
No need to change end pins or worry about whether the lock will stay in place.

$22.75
SSC-G String Cleaner
Uses a revolutionary 360-degree cleaning process to revitalize used, old and damaged strings. Also
extends the life and preserves the tone of guitar strings by up to four times compared to conventional
untreated strings. Created with specially designed microfiber pads that remove and hold debris without
cleaning solution. Users simply slide The String Cleaner underneath the guitar strings, close and secure
the latches and slide it along the full length of the strings. 292204

$11.50

EJ16-3D Sets
3-pack. D’Addario Phosphor Bronze
Acoustic Guitar strings are acclaimed
worldwide for their warm, long-lasting
acoustic tone. 52823

$17.25

EXL110-3D Sets
World-renowned as “the Player’s Choice” amongst guitar
players of all genres and styles. XL strings are wound with
nickel-plated steel and are known for their distinctive bright
tone and excellent intonation. 52825

$13.25

EXL160/170-TP
Nickel electric bass strings. Precision
wound on exclusive computer-controlled
machines – ensuring that each string has
excellent intonation. 111426/8

$29.99

JOHN ENTWISTLE 
WITH JAMES HOW
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Tiny Terror All-Valve 15w Head
Features a unique two stage pre-amp which has a massive tonal
range using just three controls. When driven, this little amp has
almost as much gain as most four stage lead channels! Built to the
same rugged specification as the bigger Orange amps and its
portability makes it perfect for gigging around town or rehearsing.
Switches from 15 to 7 watts for studio use and recording. Comes
with a padded travel gig bag. 257412

$580
PPC112 100w 1x12 Cabinet
Celestion G12K-100 speakers ensure that your amplifier’s tone is
never compromised. Denser materials aid in thickening your
amplifier’s sound and improving speaker projection. Features an 18-
ply birch plywood shell. Unique “skid” design helps to acoustically
couple the cabinet to the stage. 264112

$385
Cloth and Leather 
Guitar Straps
In black.

Cloth 16882 $6.99
Leather 16980 $12.99

DV10857 
AC/DC: Guitar Kit
The easiest way to learn to play the
greatest hits of AC/DC, whether or
not you can read music. Includes
authentic backing tracks to play
along to; DVD with personal
instruction on every riff from two
expert guitarists; and a booklet with
full TAB transcriptions on all five
songs. 281161  $31.50

AM977119  
AC/DC: Definitive
Their most popular collection.
Includes 85 songs in full TAB, with
special stay-open binding – that’s
more songs for less than the price
of any other two AC/DC books!
175815

$45.95

AM989439   
AC/DC: 
Bassology
The first-ever bass transcription
book for this classic band! Over
twenty AC/DC classics transcribed
for Bass in tablature and standard
notation with complete lyrics and
chord symbols. Includes band
history and discography. 279266

$34.50
AM986898   
AC/DC: Riffology
The definitive riff library including
great riffs from over 70 AC/DC
classics. Complete with hints and
tips on how to create the AC/DC
sound, plus band history and
discography. This is a must for any
fan! 269992

$28.95

Peg Winders
In assorted colours.

14576

$1.99

Guitar Picks
In light, medium and heavy.
Assorted colours.

6 for $1

Guitar Strings
Electric from $4.00
Acoustic from $4.50
Bass from $16.95

Strap Locks
NEW! Designed to meet the needs of the most demanding artists,
Ernie Ball Strap Locks are engineered with robust mechanics
providing maximum durability. Squeeze-button quick
release design is easy to install and features a
complete 360 degree secure connection. Available in
nickel, black and gold.

From $26.50

Jr. Volume Pedal
For those who prefer a smaller
volume pedal. The Junior takes passive
electronics and provides you with two different volume swell
options. A micro taper switch takes up less space than a full sized
switch, perfect for those over-crowded pedalboards. 180583

$115

WAH Pedal 
Made from an aluminum
alloy casting providing major
durability. 12 degree foot sweep with a smooth coated
kevlar drive. True bypass, adjustable on/off switch with a
bright LED when on. AC or battery powered. 283789

$185

Electric Slinky Guitar Strings 
Slinky users include Jimmy Page, Eric Clapton, Steve Vai and
Slash. They produce well balanced
sound. Wound strings are made from
nickel-plated steel wire wrapped
around tin-plated hex-shaped steel
core wire. Plain strings are made of
specially tempered tin-plated high-
carbon steel.

$5.50

Coated Acoustic Slinky Strings
NEW! Made from 80% copper, 20% zinc
wire wrapped around hex-shaped tin-
plated steel core wire. Wound strings are
specially coated and plain strings are gold
plated. Features an extra titanium
reinforcement around the lock twist to
prevent breakage.

$17.99

RP500 Guitar 
Multi-Effects Pedal
Sports a Pedalboard mode which makes the RP500 act
like 5 separate stompboxes and effects. 9 vacuum-style
switches, a convenient 10-
character LED display,
ready-to-record via USB
and a built-in expression
pedal. 286053 $325

HarmonyMan™ 
Intelligent Pitch Shifter
The world's first guitar pedal that
generates harmonies based on your
chord progression. It features four
different types of pitch shifting depending on which of the 42
different voices are selected. Combine up to two distinct voices in
any combination to accompany the input signal. 290080

$325
PitchBlack Chromatic Pedal Tuner
The same size as a compact effect unit and features a tough aluminum die cast body that will
endure the road or studio. Easy to read LED meter with a light-emitting surface for excellent visibility in any setting,
from daylight to stage light to no light, and an extremely smooth eleven-segment LED meter that allows accurate
visual tuning from any angle. 286103 $89.95

Blackouts
9-volt active humbuckers that provide more extended frequency response
with less compression. Captures the tone players want in an active guitar
pickup design with the benefits of balanced inputs. Available in individual
neck and bridge models, or as a two-pickup set. Includes all necessary
mounting hardware. AHB-1SET 274498

$199

Dave Mustaine Livewire Set
A long-time SH-4 JB user, Dave has joined forces with Seymour Duncan for
the release of its first active guitar pickup in over 15 years. Comes in a neck
and bridge set. 259168

$215

MUSIC SALES GROUP

Guitar 
Humidifier 
38341

$6.75
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Bose® L1® Portable Line Array Systems
Bose® L1® portable line array systems make it easy to get
exceptional amplified tone from any voice or instrument. Their
wide, uniform sound coverage helps them fill the venue with
sound in a way no ordinary speaker can.

L1® Model I System
A complete system that delivers clear,
powerful sound across the stage and
throughout the audience.

An entirely new approach to live sound.
No Monitors. No Mixers. No PA.

Imagine powerful, high-quality sound at
every performance. Imagine every
detail of your tone sounding present
and clear. Clear to you, clear to your
fellow musicians, clear to your
audience. Now imagine a system that
brings this level of clarity to a powerful
amplified performance – without stage
monitors, mixing consoles, or PA
speakers.

The award-winning L1® Model I system
projects sound across the stage and
throughout the audience with very little
change in tone or level. From the
musicians on stage to the audience
members in the back of the room,
everyone can now enjoy nearly the
same high-quality sound.

L1® Model II System
The L1 Model II system combined with the T1
ToneMatch® audio engine represents our
most advanced, best-performing system for
musicians.

Tone. Coverage. Portability.
Introducing the Bose® L1® Model II system.

More than just a speaker system – this is a
completely different approach to live sound.
Start with the new L1® Model II system for
our smoothest, most consistent sound
coverage. Add the T1 ToneMatch® audio
engine, and you get access to powerful new
tone-shaping technologies available only
from Bose. The result is a system that takes
the guesswork out of getting exceptional tone
and fills the room with your sound in a way no
ordinary speaker can. All from our most
compact and portable L1 system ever. Take
your live sound in a new direction.

T1 ToneMatch® Audio Engine
A new multichannel audio device designed for use with L1 Model I and Model II systems, containing

our largest library of ToneMatch presets, proprietary zEQ, and a complete suite of studio-class
effects and processing.

Advanced tone control technology. Control so advanced, it adapts to you and your instrument.

The new T1 ToneMatch® audio engine features advanced tone-shaping technologies
available only from Bose. Customized ToneMatch® presets instantly bring you closer to
the true sound of your voice or instrument, and proprietary zEQ takes the guesswork

out of fine-tuning your tone.

With these advanced ToneMatch® technologies, the high level of tone customization most
musicians experience only in a recording studio is now available on stage at your live

performances. Add a complete suite of studio class effects and processing, and the T1 ToneMatch audio
engine makes it easier than ever to dial in your signature sound.

L1-I 294255 $1995
L1-II with ToneMatch 272405 $3125

SCL Sound Isolating™ Earphones
Shure’s Sound Isolating Earphones have grown from a key accessory component
of professional PSM® systems to a highly acclaimed independent product category
and sought-after attachment for both live performance and personal listening
applications.

- Single Dynamic Microdriver ............................................................
- Low Profile Single WideBand Microdriver ..........................................
- Single High-Definition Driver with Tuned Port ....................................
- Dual High-Definition Driver Earphones with Dedicated Tweeters/Woofers

and in-line Crossover ......................................................................

Beta Microphones
Consistently excellent performance has made Beta microphones the choice of top performers worldwide.
Renowned for their warmth, presence, and sensitivity to fine detail, Beta cartridge configurations and
carefully tailored response curves are as distinctive as the artists who prefer them. All models
feature maximum isolation and minimum off-axis coloration.

Beta57A - Instrument Microphone ..............................................................
Beta58A - Vocal Microphone ......................................................................
Beta87A - Vocal Microphone ......................................................................
Beta87C - Vocal Microphone ......................................................................
Beta52A - Instrument Microphone ..............................................................
Beta56A - Instrument Microphone ..............................................................

PGX Wireless Systems
Unplugged. Uncompromising.
It’s never been easier to go wireless and sound like a pro. Shure’s PGX Wireless brings
the superior sound of Shure microphones together with innovative automatic setup
features. Includes carrying case.

PGX24/SM58 - Handheld Wireless System ..................................................
PGX24/SM86 - Handheld Wireless System ..................................................
PGX14/93 - Lavalier Wireless System ..........................................................
PGX14/BETA98H - Instrument Wireless System ..........................................
PGX14 - Guitar Wireless System ................................................................
PGX14/PG30 - Headworn Wireless System ..................................................

SCL5SCL4

SCL3SCL2

PSM® Personal Monitors
Whether you’re practicing or performing, it’s impossible to sound your best if you can’t
hear what’s going on around you. For years, Shure Personal Monitor Systems and Sound
Isolating earphones have given professional musicians an edge over the wedge.

PSM®200 - The personal monitoring breakthrough for entry-level performers.
In Ear is now in reach.

P2TRE2 - Wireless Personal Monitor System.................................................

PSM®400 - Offers hands-on control and freedom to musicians who have
a limited budget for gear.

P4TRE3 - Wireless Personal Monitor System.................................................

PGX24/SM58

PSM®400

PSM®200

SCL2-CL
SCL3-K
SCL4-K
SCL5-CL

$80.50 277717

$160 283218

$230 277719

$435 277720

$670 162464

$950 218737

$140 51985

$180 51986

$285 40963

$285 218722

$190 51983

$150 51984

$420 212277

$475 212278

$445 212273

$525 212274

$430 212272

$450 257207
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YX Series Loudspeakers
The YX Series delivers maximum performance in
the most cost effective loudspeaker line ever
offered by Yorkville Sound. Engineered in North
America, the YX Series benefits from Yorkville's
forty plus years of PA enclosure design
experience making these high performance
enclosures. Prices are listed as each.

YX10 246192 150-watt 10-inch woofer / 1-inch horn  . . . . . . . $215
YX12 246193 200-watt 12-inch woofer / 1-inch horn  . . . . . . . $240
YX15 237073 300-watt 15-inch woofer / 1-inch horn  . . . . . . . $290
YX150 282057 400-watt 15-inch woofer / 2-inch horn . . . . . . . $430
YX215 246194 600-watt 2 x 15-inch woofers / 1-inch horn  . . . $470
YX15P 238558 200-watt Powered 15-inch woofer / 1-inch horn $445
YX18S 246195 400-watt 18-inch Passive Subwoofer . . . . . . . . . $340

NX55P – 550 Watt
Active Full Range
Loudspeaker
The NX55P active speaker enclosure
uses a combination of amplifier
technologies to create the best
combination of lightweight enclosure
and high quality sound. The NX55P
enclosure itself has been molded for
maximum versatility. The trapezoid
box is ideal for mounting in arrays, or
for use as a monitor. 230065

$855 each

NX720S – 720 Watt Active Subwoofer
Delivering outstanding low-frequency performance, the 720-watt
NX720S powered subwoofer has been designed from the ground
up to be the ideal companion
for any medium sized live
sound or DJ PA. The NX720S
uses a solid 5/8th-inch 11-ply
Russian birch plywood cabinet
construction with an all-metal
heavy gauge perforated grille
to protect the speaker and
electronic components. 258804

$1025 each

M810-2 Powered Mixer
The convenience, lighter weight and small ‘footprint’ of a box mixer with the tilt-back
visibility and channel control access of a desk mixer. Ten channels, 400 watts per channel
@ 4 ohm (Assignable Left/Right or Main/Monitor), 3-band EQ on channel strips, 9-band
graphic EQ for each output with shelving EQ for precise control and built in digital effects
makes the M810 the ideal high power, high quality compact powered mixer for any live
sound application. 290358

$899

Yorkville Unity™ Loudspeaker Systems
Since its introduction, the Unity™ Series has established itself as one of the most advanced,
versatile and efficient high-powered portable PA cabinet designs. The Unity™ Summation Aperture
Horn Technology provides remarkably even high / mid frequency distribution from the 60º x 60º
horn assembly, delivering unmatched clarity and definition from a loudspeaker box. Prices are each.

U15 187733 800-watt Passive Loudspeaker  . . . . . $1250
U215 199259 1600-watt 2x15 Passive Loudspeaker $1725
UCS1 211841 1000-watt Passive Subwoofer  . . . . . . $730
U15P 240658 900-watt Powered Loudspeaker  . . . . $1625
UCS1P 263629 1500-watt Powered Subwoofer  . . . . . $1275

TGX47 Dynamic Vocal / 
Instrument Microphone
• Ideal for high volume sources like 

snare drums and guitar amplifiers 
• Supercardioid polar pattern
• High gain-before-feedback
• Elastic capsule suspension
• Rugged construction, metal housing

TGX47 282868 $99

TGX48 Dynamic Vocal Microphone
• Professional vocal microphone
• Supercardioid polar pattern 
• Integrated pop shield reduces "pop" noise 

associated with close vocal miking
• High gain-before-feedback
• Barrel coated with special soft lacquer
• Optimal handling
• Rugged metal housing

TGX48 282869 $99

M130 Double Ribbon 
Microphone (Figure-8 Pattern)
• Double ribbon microphone
• Consistent figure-eight polar pattern 

throughout frequency response
• Superb transient response
• Compact and rugged design
• Characteristically warm and natural sound

M130 282877 $640

M160 Double Ribbon 
Microphone (Hypercardioid Pattern)
• Unique double ribbon microphone transducer
• Hypercardioid polar pattern
• Extended frequency response
• Excellent transparency and transient response
• Compact and rugged design
• Warm and natural sound

M130 282878 $615

APEX480 Multi-pattern Wide
Diaphragm FET Microphone
• Selectable polar patterns

(Omni-Directional, Cardioid & Figure-8) 
• -10db pad & low-frequency roll-off 

switches on microphone body
• Warm, extremely smooth-sounding
• Wide dynamic range with low noise floor
• 20 – 20,000Hz frequency response
• Includes shockmount, pop-filter & carrying case

APEX480 271524 $195

Apex188 True Stereo USB 
Condenser Microphone
• Dual X/Y axis cardioid pickup patterns for 

ideal stereo imaging
• Plugs in directly to any USB equipped computer 

running Mac OS-X or WindowsXP 
• Perfect microphone for Podcasters, broadcast,

ENG and music applications
• 24Bit / 96kHz A to D Converter 
• Includes USB Connection Cable & Shockmount

APEX188 279623 $120

Apex440 Wide Diaphragm 
USB Condenser Microphone
• Class-A FET Cardioid Condenser Microphone

with USB Output
• 35mm gold sputtered Diaphragm 
• -10dB pad & 80Hz LF roll-off switches
• 24Bit / 96kHz A to D Converter

APEX440 279624 $99

M260 - Ribbon microphone w/ 
Built-in High Pass Filter
• Ribbon transducer performance in a rugged,

versatile configuration
• Hypercardioid polar pattern
• Extremely high gain before feedback
• Fast, transient response
• Wide, flat frequency response
• Rugged metal casing

M260 282876 $360

DJX-1 Professional Closed
DJ Headphones
The DJX-1 is a professional, closed DJ headphone with a 50 mm
transducer and a Mono/Stereo switch. It features an excellent
balanced sound and powerful bass response. Due to its total
flexibility the DJX-1 is a must-have for every DJ. The headband is
padded for comfort and the single-sided cable ensures more
freedom of movement.

• Rotating and folding ear cup design
• Single-sided cable
• Comfortable for long-term wearing
• Quality workmanship
• Excellent sound quality
• Mono/Stereo switch
• Includes case

DJX-1 282872 $185 
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MA-SS-B Split Screen Pop Filter
Uses A.P.D.T. to eliminate pops. A.P.D.T. (Air Pressure Dispersion Technology) has been
used in the development of the Split Screen Pop Filter to remove unwanted explosive
“P” and “B” consonants. A.P.D.T. works by providing the optimal amount of open space
between two engineered screens. The first screen diffuses the air that causes explosive
consonants. The open space between the screens disperses air pressure that can
build in hoop style pop filters, while the second screen removes any remaining
explosive consonants. Outperforms traditional hoop style pop filters. Eliminates
resonant frequencies with “non-parallel” surfaces. 237904

$39.95

Rackrail
With marked rackspaces available for adding rear rail to the MA-STR racks or building
your own. Available in 4, 6, 8, 12 and 16 spaces.

MA-FHR4 242426 $8.95
MA-FHR6 242427 $13.50
MA-FHR8 242428 $17.95
MA-FHR12 242424 $26.95
MA-FHR16 242425 $35.50

Locking Rack Drawer
Rackmount storage options available to meet virtually any need. Includes keylock.
Available with 2, 3 and 4 spaces.

MA-RD-2LK 242438 $110
MA-RD-3LK 242439 $140
MA-RD-4LK 242448 $140

MA-LT-GN LED Light
Plugs into the front of the MA-PD-915RV rackmount power unit and has a switch so it
can operate when needed. It can also be plugged into the back (2 places), so you can
see all of your connection points. 242436

$25.50

COMP-COOL Component Cooler
Remove heat right at the source. Optimized for components on open shelving, this
quiet cooler turns on automatically when satellite/cable boxes, receivers and other
heater generating components get too hot.

COMP-COOL 294056 $81.99
Single fan, low-profile component cooler 

COMP-COOL-3 294057 $225
Daisy-chained, low-profile component coolers, set of 3 

COMP-COOL-E 294058 $70.99
Additional component cooler, connects to COMP-COOL-3

ICOMP-COOL 294059 $90.99
Single fan, low-profile component cooler 

ICOMP-COOL-3 294060 $245
Daisy-chained, low-profile component coolers, set of 3

ICOMP-COOL-E 294061 $76.99
Additional component cooler, connects to COMP-COOL-3

CAB-COOL Cabinet Cooler
Remove heat generated by components located in smaller cabinets and
entertainment centers. Operating only when needed to minimize dust, this quiet
cooling device features a vent that can be painted to match its environment.

CAB-COOL 294062 $145
Single fan, cabinet cooler 

ICAB-COOL 294063 $165
Single fan, cabinet cooler 

Traynor TVM50 Battery Powered Amplifier
The Traynor TVM50 is designed for the musician on the move.
Perfect for rehearsal, announcements or a street corner concert,
the 50-watt TVM50’s two-channel design allows quick connection
to any microphone, instrument and CD / MP3 player. Individual
volume control as well as separate tone
controls on the input channels makes
the TVM50 a complete ultra-compact
PA system solution. 287892

$255

MS-656B 207474 Deluxe Heavy Duty Tripod Boom Stand  . . $54.95
MS-703B 59073 Quick Clutch Round Base Mic Stand  . . . . $26.99
MS-2305 111496 Tripod Boom Stand  - our best seller – . . $32.99
MSB-18 146167 Jolly-arm Mid Stand Mini Boom . . . . . . . . $15.99

Microphone Stands

IMC10 283052 Deluxe Multi-Fit Studio Mic Shockmount  . . . . . . . . . $29.99
IMC11 283053 Deluxe Cradle-Style Multi-Fit Mic Shockmount  . . . . . $19.99
Apex-DC2 287445 Deluxe Drum Rim Clamp  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12.75

Studio Shockmounts

MWS-56DLX 191671 Deluxe 6” Studio Pop Filter  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$28.99
MWS-55 229681 Deluxe 5” Studio Pop Filter W/ Metal Grille  . . . . .$16.99

Studio Pop Filters

SKS-09BP1 226761 Economy Tripod Speaker Stands w/ Carrying Bag  . . . $110
SKS-11B 20694 Tripod Aluminum Speaker Stand w/ Steel Collar  . . . . $59.95
SKS-21B 36493 Extra Large Aluminum Speaker Stand  . . . . . . . . . . . . $79.99
SKS-50T 200061 Ultra Heavy-Duty Steel Speaker Stands . . . . . . . . . . . $120

Speaker Stands

Apex ACT3 Cable Tester
A must for ever y soundman,
technician and studio engineer. The
rugged all-metal Apex ACT3 cable
tester will test continuity and phase
relation for virtually any standard
audio cable including multi-pin
Speakon, XLR, RCA, TRS, DIN, MIDI
and Sync. 284231

$37.50

Yorkville Studio One Cables
High quality Amphenol connectors with the patented 'Jaws' internal strain relief system ensure
the Studio One cable ends will not fail. The cable itself is designed around the 18-gauge
center conductor that guarantees transparent signal transfer from source to mixer or amplifier.
A rugged ultra-flexible PVC cable jacket and pure copper braided shielding ensure your sound
makes it to the mix night after night without additional background noise. MIDDLE ATLANTIC
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Stagepas300 300w 
Portable PA System
Stagepas500 500w 
Portable PA System
Has all the power and high-quality sound you need to fill a small performance space, yet it’s
small and light enough to bring wherever you need it. Combining a built-in powered mixer
and PA speakers, it’s also incredibly easy to use – letting you set up and be playing in a
matter of minutes.

Stagepas300 276012 $599  Stagepas500 276013 $995
MG-CX Series Mixers
Whether you have a mixing application that involves only a few channels, or up to 32
inputs with substantial signal routing versatility, Yamaha’s MG-series offers a console
that will give you the capacity, control, and performance you need. All models are
compact and lightweight for superior handling and portability, but no compromises
have been made in features, performance or durability.

MG166CX 279764  $460
MG124CX 276189  $299
MG82CX 276188  $170

HS50M/HS80M Powered Monitors
A two-way, internally powered speaker system designed to provide affordable, high quality
reference monitoring for all types of recording and multimedia applications – home studios,
computer-based music production, gaming systems, keyboard rigs and personal computer
systems. Designed to give you exceptionally flat response so you can really trust what you hear.
That means that mixes that sound good on Yamaha HS speakers will sound good on anything.

70-watt HS50M (5-in. cone and 3/4-in. dome tweeter) 236168 $220 each
120-watt HS80M (8-in. cone and 1-in. dome tweeter) 236169 $355 each

Cubase

CC121 Advanced Integration Controller
Engineered specifically for the thousands of production environments using Cubase
worldwide, CC121 interfaces the creativity of musicians and producers with the functional
complexity of the world’s most popular music production system.

Call for pricing.

MR816X/CSX Advanced Integration FireWire Interfaces
Fusing a fully-featured FireWire interface and built-in DSP FX power with next-generation
integrative technologies into one breathtakingly powerful production environment. This
Advanced Integration DSP Studio is the hardware centerpiece in a latency-free recording and

monitoring environment that fully exploits the flexibility and power of
Steinberg’s renowned Cubase Music Production System.

CALL FOR PRICING.

Essential 4
Your entry-level ticket to the world of
Cubase. Same user interface and award-
winning Audio Engine as Cubase 4. Use it
as a sequencer for your home recording
studio or a multi-track recorder for the band
rehearsal room. 286745

$150
Cubase 4
Represents the cutting edge in digital audio
workstations. Designed for professionals
from the ground up, Cubase converges
extraordinary sound quality, intuitive handling
and a vast range of highly advanced audio
and MIDI tools for composition, recording,
editing and mixing. 258229

$599

Studio 4
Based on the same core technologies as
Steinberg’s Cubase 4, the streamlined
Cubase Studio 4 offers professional tools for
composition, recording, editing and mixing
at an extremely attractive price. 258230

$399
Sequel 2
An affordable and easy-to-use music studio
designed for first-time computer music
enthusiasts. Combining intuitive tools to
record, edit, mix and perform music with
great-sounding loops, instruments and
effects, it’s the perfect first step into music
production and performance. 293242

$99

epack
Contains everything singers need to give an impressive
performance on stage. Comes with a professional evolution
vocal microphone, high-quality K&M microphone stand, 5-
metre XLR cable, microphone clip and mic pouch. 10-year
warranty. 67995

$119

E840
A great mic for onstage use!
A professional cardioid vocal
microphone that cuts through
high on-stage instrument
levels. Rugged, durable
construction. 245308

$110

MD421 II
One of the best known microphones in the world.
Its excellent sound qualities enable it to cope with
the most diverse recording conditions and
broadcasting applications. The five position bass
control enhances its ‘all-round’ qualities. 15889

$425

HD 280 Pro
Sennheiser’s most significant
closed, circumaural headphone to
be introduced in years. Designed
to exceed the demands of the
professional environment with
robust construction, unique
collapsible design, swiveling ear
cups, and exceptional 32 dB
attenuation of external noise -
particularly useful in a high-noise
environment. 175524

$115

KMS 105
An internationally recognized standard in the
field of high-quality stage microphones. Very
high SPL capabilities, low handling noise, tight
polar pattern, excellent feedback rejection, and
uncoloured off-axis response make this a
professional choice that is easy to use and a
pleasure to record with. 66841

$699

TLM 67
Based on the legendary U 67,
a classic of the 60’s, the TLM
67 incorporates the K 67
capsule. The new circuit design
closely reproduces the sound
characteristics of the U 67,
without the use of tubes.
Designed to be versatile, its
three switchable directional
characteristics
(omnidirectional, cardioid and
figure-8), selectable 10 dB pre-attenuation, and high-pass
filter permit detailed adjustments to be made depending on
the recording situation. 289183

$2575

TLM 103
An ideal project and home
studio large diaphragm
condenser microphone touting
the lowest self noise of any
microphone available. While
excellent as a vocal microphone,
it is also equally suited for drum
overheads, guitar cabinets, brass
instruments, acoustic stringed
instruments, and piano.

Available in satin nickel and matte black. Includes an SG 1
metal swivel mount and a wooden jeweller’s box. 55777

$1075

HD 215
Hi-fi sound with great isolation of
external, ambient noise makes
the HD215 professional closed
back headphones a great choice
for studio use. The rotatable ear
cup and single-sided coiled
cable are excellent for DJ
monitoring. Comes with a
protective pouch. 245686

$75.95

TLM 49
A large-diaphragm studio
microphone with a cardioid
directional characteristic and a
warm sound especially optimized
for vocal performance. By
combining its retro look with proven
Neumann transformerless circuit
technology, this microphone
ensures low self-noise and the use
of high gain levels. Set includes
elastic suspension. 247359

$1575



Gator Cases
GR2/4/6/8L Deluxe 
Polyethylene 19” Rack 
With 2, 4, 6 or 8 spaces.

From $125
GR3/4/6S Shallow 
Polyethylene 19” Rack 
With 3, 4 or 6 spaces.

From $120
GDJ-1500 Nylon Turntable Case
188751 $67.95
GDJ-2500 Polyethylene 
Turntable Case
188752 $99
GM4 Nylon 4-Microphone 
Carrying Bag
239657 $22.95
GM15 Polyethylene 
15-Microphone Carrying Case
239653 $99

Uberstand
This striking industrial design
comes to life to safely elevate your
laptop above your work space while
providing a specially crafted shelf 
for your ScratchAmp or external 
hard-drive. 274338

$99

DJPRO2000s
Delivers high output without
compromising sound quality.
Unique folding design with a
rotating ear cup and padded
shoulder rest for comfortable
monitoring. 67600

$90.50
Cartridges
Visually striking, improves tracking and lowers cue burn.
From 
$24.50

4342

VCI-300 
USB based DJ MIDI
controller. Two jog
wheels with sensor and control
technology. Includes SERATO ITCH DJ software and built-in
audio interface with standard 4in/4out and headphone
connection. 294082

$950
VCI-100
Professional MIDI
controller. Two jog wheels
built with sensor and
control technology.
Includes a curve
generator that controls the crossfader curve,

giving the DJ true professional mixer
features. 269631

$535

VCM-600
DJ MIDI controller
designed with Vestax
mixer technology.
Excellent mixing performance,
simple plug and play activation.
Includes Ableton Live 7 LE
software.

CALL FOR DETAILS.

Ableton Live 7
Your companion at every stage
of the musical process, from
creation to production to
performance. Includes the
Essential Instrument Collection
2, a multi-gigabyte library of
sampled instruments. 279967

$499

Gator Essentials
A collection of floor standing racks. Adjustable position
front and rear rack rails and quick release front and rear
doors. Available in perforated steel or tempered glass
with vented edge.

Duobeam MKII Red and Green Laser
DMX, Sound Active, Master Slave modes with 8 DMX channels and 58 patterns
built-in. 281656

$380

Dual Gem LED Dual Lens Moonflower
Using LED technology and a special glass optical system, this effect produces sharp red,
green and blue light beams – a spectacular show that could not be produced with
traditional halogen Moonflowers. 278222

$180

Starball LED
Bright LED starball similar to a mirror ball effect. One 3-watt LED produces 34 crisp, bright
white beams that slowly rotate. 284312

$135

Snap Shot II Strobe Light
Ideal for bands, DJs, clubs and special effects
productions. Features a 70W strobe with variable
speed (one to 15 flashes per second) and a high-
tech plastic case with hanging bracket. 57613

$62.50

Revo Roll LED DMX Barrel Scanner
Using a rotating mirrored barrel, 52 LEDs (16 red, 12 green, 12 blue, 12 white) bounce off, whirling
around in a sweeping rotational pattern like a multi-coloured ferris wheel. Three operational methods,
including DMX, sound active, and master/slave. 278308

$330

Virus-30 Laser Effect
Green 30mW/532nM laser with modes DMX, Sound Active and
Master Slave. Has 8 DMX channels and 58 patterns built-in.

269130

$250

Revo III Moonflower
Sound-activated and mountable. 392 LEDs provide RGB and
White colour clusters for huge variations. Low power
consumption and high light output. 278307

$310
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CDJ400 Tabletop CD Player
Allows DJ’s to play their MP3 collection off CD-
R/RW discs as well as music from mass storage
USB devices. Features the world’s first Scratch Jog
Effects, along with a funky new Loop Divide function. Virtually all button and slider functions can
send MIDI data via USB output, allowing the deck to control DJ software and other applications. The
perfect partner for the DJM400 mixer. 282137

$755

CDJ-1000 MK3 Digital Vinyl Turntable
Provides full MP3 compatibility, a HOT LOOP feature, JOG wheel ‘feeling adjust’ and improved
presentation of track and WAVE data along with support for SD cards to store cues and loops. A
brighter improved resolution on both raised jog wheel display and main display further enhance
performance for DJs. 245522

$1599

CDJ-800 MK2 Professional CD/MP3 Turntable
Designed for use by DJ’s, providing all the functions and performance required in clubs while
offering performance, sound quality and functionality superior to any analog player. 245521

$875

DJM400 Professional DJ Mixer 
Pioneer’s entry-level mixer with an all-digital mixing bus (24bit/96kHz) featuring 7 onboard effects,
including the all new In-Loop sampler. Matches Pioneer’s CDJ400 CD turntable in both function and
design, allowing DJs to expand the range of DJing and remixing. Same size as a CDJ400, enabling
an easy fit in a compact DJ coffin. 252924

$715

DJM-800 Professional DJ Mixer
Gives professional DJ’s the capabilities for mixing records, remixing, producing and performing.
Incorporates features used by many professional DJs and club engineers, raising the bar on sound
fidelity and ease of mixer operation. 250470

$1975

8000 Series 2-Way Active Monitors
The 8000 Series Minimum Diffraction Enclosure™ (MDE™) has rounded edges that curve gently and
seamlessly into the shapes of the Advanced Directivity Control Waveguide™ (DCW™) and the new rear-mounted
reflex tube, reducing edge diffraction and allowing the DCW™ area to be maximized for optimal directivity. The
enclosure is made of die-cast aluminium, which offers good damping and sturdy structure, yet the walls are thin
and allow maximum internal volume.

The long, curved reflex tube is flow optimized to increase the woofer's low frequency extension and SPL capacity.
The new technology drivers offer significantly reduced distortion. The crossover filtering is carefully designed to
complement each drive unit and to have a rapid and smooth transition between the drivers. Together with the
MDE™ enclosure, this results in improved resolution and less listening fatigue over the entire audio spectrum.

Every 8000 series monitor comes with a rubber-based Iso-Pod™ (Isolation Positioner/Decoupler™), which has
adjustable speaker tilt so that the acoustical axis can be pointed precisely towards the listener for best sound
reproduction. The isolation feature prevents colouration caused by conduction of unwanted vibration to the
mounting surface.

8020A 237529 $465/ea

8030A 220674 $735/ea

8040A 220675 $1195/ea

8050A 220676 $1925/ea

6010APM Compact Active 2-Way Speaker
An ultra-compact, active 2-way speaker designed for use with computers. The all-aluminium Minimum
Diffraction Enclosure with a unique rear reflex port and advanced Directivity Control Waveguide technologies
are matched with advanced amplifier and electronic circuitry and the latest neodymium-magnet drivers to
deliver a bass response extending down to 73Hz (-3dB) . A phono line level input connector enables easy
connection to a sound card or MP3 player, while ‘Desktop Control’ and ‘Bass Tilt’ control allow the 6010A to
be matched to any application. 292699

$299 each

8020A

8040A

iDJ2 
The only iPod mixing console that provides full control with real–time scratching (via two
jog wheels), a stunning colour screen and Numark’s exclusive crate management. Keylock
allows DJs to easily change tempo without affecting pitch. Features an iPod docking
system that allows users to play and mix two songs simultaneously from a single iPod
without a computer. 277688

$685
TTUSB
A unique, plug and play, USB compatible turntable that makes digitizing your vinyl
collection to your computer a snap. Includes cables needed to connect with a computer
or stereo playback system, along with software to remove clicks, pops, and other
undesirable characteristics of vinyl. A comprehensive package that breathes new life into
older recordings. 251294

$195
SR-18
Loaded with cutting-edge drum kits, electronic drums, hits, and up-to-date percussion
sounds for any modern drummer. From hip-hop, to country and everything in-between,
the SR18 has you covered. 285340

$285
Multimix USB2.0 Series of Mixers
Provide USB 2.0 technology for ultra–fast,
low–latency, 24–bit/44.1–96kHz) multi–channel
audio recording straight to your computer. Take
advantage of 100 studio grade 28–bit digital effects.
Bundled with the award winning Cubase LE software.

Multimix 8USB2.0 285142 $370 
Multimix 16USB2.0 277642 $699

Traktor Scratch
Allows you to spin your music collection on traditional or CD turntables. Includes user-friendly
software, special control signal vinyl records and CDs, two professional Multicore connection
cables, and AUDIO 8 DJ - a high-end audio interface built specifically for DJs. 269632

$499
Komplete 5
The ultimate collection of 11 first-class NI products, including samplers, synthesizers, classic
emulations and a virtual guitar studio. New in KOMPLETE 5- MASSIVE, GUITAR RIG 3 Software
Edition and KONTAKT 3!  277050

$1075
Kore 2
A software-hardware workstation with six integrated audio engines offering complete analog-
style control over the included sounds via the KORE hardware controller. 277055

$520
Guitar Rig Session
The versatile GUITAR RIG 3 XE software coupled with the portable yet robust SESSION I/O audio
interface is a potent combination of components – specially designed to let you easily record
and process your guitar, bass and vocals. 291190

$220
Kontakt 3
Builds on its reputation as the industry standard for professional sampling. The outstanding
audio engine and state-of-the-art modular architecture provide unlimited sonic potential for your
music. Universal file import ensures global compatibility. 277053

$415
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Mackie Control Universal Pro Series
Mackie Control Pro Series controllers complete the music production experience by integrating with
your software to deliver the ultimate hands-on command of mix and plug-in parameters. All Control
Pro Series products employ a unique communication protocol for plug and play setup, deep
intuitive control and real-time visual feedback via large LCD displays. Control Pro Series controllers
offer ultra-precise control, unparalleled software integration and premium components such as
motorized, touch-sensitive Penny + Giles faders, making them a truly professional solution for
recording studios and post-production facilities.

Mackie Control C4 Pro Plug-In and 
Virtual Instrument Control Surface
Provides simultaneous access to up to 32 channel, plug-in, or virtual instrument parameters with
plug and play ease. 285205

$1199 
Mackie Control Extender Pro Eight-Fader Control Surface 
Extension for Mackie Control Universal Pro
Lets you expand your Mackie Control Universal Pro control surface, eight motorized, touch-sensitive
faders at a time. 285204

$850 
Mackie Control Universal Pro Expandable Touch-Sensitive 
Control Surface with 100mm Motorized Faders
Completes your music production software to give you ultimate hands-on control of your mix.
274492

$1425 

Onyx Compact Mixers
The FireWire capable Onyx 1220, 1620 and 1640 premium analog mixers are equipped with
Mackie’s acclaimed Onyx mic preamps, which meet or surpass any standalone mic preamp in
terms of fidelity and headroom. Perkins EQ circuitry gives you the sweet musicality of “British EQ,”
with greater filter control and minimal phase shift. The optional 23-bit/96kHz Onyx FireWire I/O
Card bridges the gap between Mackie’s flagship Onyx analog mixers and a Mac or PC, giving
musicians and engineers a great-sounding and extremely efficient way to go from analog to digital—
without the need for separate converter boxes or interfaces.

Onyx 1220 Premium Analog Mixer w/Perkins EQ & FireWire Option
Combines the boutique quality sound of four Onyx mic preamps with the “British EQ” voicing of
Perkins EQ, offering unrivaled sonic quality. 199151

$599 
Onyx 1620 Premium Analog Mixer w/Perkins EQ & FireWire Option
Combines the boutique quality sound of eight Onyx mic preamps with the “British EQ” voicing of
Perkins EQ, offering unrivaled sonic quality. 199152

$925 
Onyx 1640 Premium Analog Mixer w/Perkins EQ & FireWire Option
Combines the boutique quality sound of sixteen Onyx mic preamps with the “British EQ” voicing of
Perkins EQ, offering unrivaled sonic quality. 199154

$1525 

SRM150 Compact Active PA System
Ideal for a multitude of uses from A/V to live music performance, the Mackie SRM150 Compact
Active PA System features a built-in mixer, exceptionally high output, and offers the best
performance of any loudspeaker system in its class and price range. 274495

$335 
SRM450v2 Active Loudspeaker System
Combines superior quality with innovative technology to bring ultimate performance—and
reliability—to our legendary Sound Reinforcement Monitor (SRM) series. Packing way more power,
clarity and punch thanks to its signature Mackie Active design with all-new drivers and Class-D fast
recovery amplification, the SRM450v2 delivers pure studio monitor performance at full-on
loudspeaker levels. 282638

$849 each

VLZ3 Series Mixers
The VLZ3 Series represents the next step in the evolution of compact mixers, providing greater
overall headroom, lower noise with the new  XDR2™ mic preamps, and a more musical EQ than
ever before, all within a rugged, compact, solid steel chassis.

402-VLZ3 Premium Ultra-Compact 4-Channel Mixer  
Housed in a sleek, rugged steel chassis, its two XDR2® mic preamps, Active EQ, and low-noise,
high-headroom circuitry mean you can now get exceptional sound quality and performance in an
amazingly small footprint—at an astonishingly low price. 282640

$110 
802-VLZ3 Premium Ultra-Compact 8-Channel Mixer  
Housed in a sleek, rugged steel chassis, its three XDR2® mic preamps, 3-band Active EQ, and low-
noise, high-headroom circuitry deliver the same phenomenal sound and performance that makes
the 1604-VLZ3 prized in studios and on stages around the globe. 282641

$225 
1202-VLZ3 Premium 12-Channel Compact Mixer
Provides the same popular feature set as the 1202-VLZ Pro, and offers greatly enhanced sound
quality. Perfect for home and project studios seeking superior performance in an economical,
small-footprint package. Equipped with four second-generation XDR2® mic preamps and a world-
wide multi-voltage power supply, it’s equally at home on the road, on the stage, or in the studio.
263739

$335 
1402-VLZ3 / Premium 14-Channel Compact Mixer
Provides the same popular feature set as the 1402-VLZ Pro, and offers greatly enhanced sound
quality. Perfect for home and project studios seeking superior performance in an economical,
small-footprint package. Equipped with six second-generation XDR2® mic preamps and a world-
wide multi-voltage power supply, it’s equally at home on the road, on the stage, or in the studio.
263740

$470 
1604-VLZ3 / Premium 16-Channel/4-Bus Compact Mixer
Ideal for live performance as well as home project studios. The 1604-VLZ3 has the same feature
set as the 1604-VLZ Pro, but new XDR2® mic preamps and three-band Active EQ circuitry provide
enhanced sound quality. A multi-voltage power supply makes it supremely at home anywhere in the
world. 263741

$980 
1642-VLZ3 / Premium 16-Channel/4-Bus Compact Mixer
Extends the legacy of the world famous 1642-VLZ Pro. Perfectly suited for stereo line devices such
as keyboards and drum machines, it also features 10 new studio-quality XDR2® mic preamps and
Mackie’s three-band Active EQ. Ideal for live sound, as well as home and project studios with its
multi-voltage power supply. 263742

$710 

HR824mk2 8.75-inch Active High-Resolution 
Studio Reference Monitor 
The high-resolution HR824mk2 Active studio reference monitor sounds as smooth as it looks. The
new Zero Edge Baffle™ minimizes diffraction for a crystal clear image of your mix, and controls
sound waves for wide, even dispersion. Combine this with uniform response and tight bass
extension, and your studio’s sweet spot becomes a full-on sweet zone. 274490

$710 each

MR5/MR8 Reference Monitors
Created by the same audio gurus who brought you the legendary HR Series, the MR5 and MR8
Reference Monitors are the perfect solution for those ready to step up to a monitoring system with
truly pro sound. Thanks to their unbelievable sound—and price—the MR5 and MR8 monitors stand
out in their class.

MR5 282662 $199 each
MR8 282663  $315 each
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From the largest commercial recording facilities to the smallest bedroom studios, Digidesign® Pro Tools® is the most popular sound
creation and production system in the world, and for good reason: it’s creative, powerful, easy to use, and — perhaps most
importantly — sounds amazing. All of the following interfaces come with Pro Tools Software, and a wide assortment of instruments
and effects to get you started.

Mbox® 2 Micro
The smallest, most portable USB-powered Pro Tools LE® system provides Pro Tools editing,
sequencing, and mixing, and a high-quality audio output (no audio inputs), for on-the-go Pro Tools
professionals and musicians. 278475

$270
Mbox® 2 Mini
Ultra compact, USB-powered Pro Tools LE® audio workstation delivers high-quality sound and
analog I/O (2x2 simultaneous channels of I/O) in a small package for singer/songwriters, solo
musicians, and pros on the go at a price that’s truly affordable. 257787

$325
Mbox® 2
Compact, USB-powered Pro Tools LE® audio/MIDI workstation provides a wide range of analog and
digital I/O (4x2 simultaneous channels of I/O), high-quality sound, and zero-latency monitoring for
musicians on the move. 234029

$490
Mbox® 2 Pro
FireWire-powered Pro Tools LE® audio/MIDI workstation delivers high-definition sound, analog and
digital I/O galore (6x8 simultaneous channels of I/O), and plenty of studio-grade features for the
mobile music or post professional. 255232

$785
003™ Rack
FireWire-based Pro Tools LE® audio/MIDI workstation offers all of the same I/O as 003™ in a
streamlined 2U rackmountable chassis, providing a complete professional studio in a space-saving
package. 265637

$1275
003™ Factory
With an extensive array of analog and digital audio and MIDI I/O, the FireWire-based, portable Pro
Tools LE® audio/MIDI workstation provides hands-on control of Pro Tools through an integrated
control surface. Includes over $3,000 worth of professional-grade Digidesign and Bomb Factory®
plug-ins. 265639

$2350

Simply put, the A.I.R. group’s main philosophy is to make the very best virtual instruments possible for Pro Tools. In order to
accomplish this, they focus on three main attributes which all A.I.R. instruments must excel in before they’re introduced: reliability,
authenticity (both in sound quality and playability), and ease of use.

Xpand!™ - Free Sample-Playback/Synthesis Workstation
Built for songwriters, film composers, DJs, electronic musicians, music producers, and sound designers, Xpand!
provides fast ways to access and manipulate thousands of high-quality sounds.

COMES FREE WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY NEW PRO TOOLS SYSTEM

Strike™ - The Ultimate Virtual Drummer
Strike is a revolutionary instrument plug-in that makes it easy to create professional drum performances in Pro
Tools with uncanny realism and unbelievable human feel. 255956

$299

Hybrid™ - High-Definition Synthesizer 
For those sound buffs who love to get their hands dirty, Hybrid combines the warmth of classic analog
waveforms with digital wavetables, enabling you to recreate sounds you remember or create something that no
one’s heard before. 291240

$285

Transfuser™ - The Ultimate Groove Creator
Transfuser is an innovative, real-time loop, phrase, and groove creation workstation for Pro Tools, allowing you
to quickly and easily create, manipulate, and perform loop- and rhythm-based music on the fly. 291210

$320

Structure™ LE - Advanced Sample Player for Pro Tools
Structure LE is an advanced sample player that provides many of the same powerful and creative features as
its big brother, Structure™, for a fraction of the price. With a professional 3 GB sound library from A.I.R. to get
you started, Structure LE delivers exceptional performance and unprecedented reliability to keep your creativity
flowing. 286072

$150

Velvet™ - Vintage Electric Pianos
Whether you’re inspired by classic 70s rock or have an ear to create something uniquely modern, Velvet delivers
stunningly realistic emulations of your favorite electric pianos. 267430

$250
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BX5A Deluxe Active Studio Monitors
Updated with new waveguides and enhanced driver integration.
Curved cone design coupled with high-temperature voice coils
and damped rubber surrounds deliver excellent fidelity and
durability. 70-watt bi-amped power and expertly tuned
crossovers round out first-rate reference monitors with a
footprint small enough to fit anywhere. 293429

$275/pr

BX8A Deluxe Active Studio Monitors
Contains the same great features as the BX5A, with an 8” driver
and 130 watts of bi-amped power. 291282

$435/pr

Fast Track Pro 4x4 Mobile USB Audio/
MIDI Interface with Preamps
Delivers mobile recording flexibility with loads of professional
features. 2 front-panel mic/line inputs with phantom power for
condenser microphones, inserts for outboard effects, balanced
and unbalanced analog outputs, S/PDIF digital I/O, MIDI I/O,
and more. Compatible with most popular PC and Mac music
software. 232643

$190
Fast Track Ultra 8x8 USB Audio/
MIDI Interface
Takes M-Audio’s acclaimed mobile recording line to the next level
with high-speed USB 2.0 connectivity, MX Core™ DSP mixer and
four preamps with award-winning Octane™ technology. Featuring
both analog and digital I/O, it allows recording on all eight
channels simultaneously with pristine 24-bit/96kHz fidelity—
while M-Audio’s mature low-latency drivers ensure rock-solid
stability and performance. 280036

$345
KeyRig 49 USB Keyboard
Turn your Mac or PC into a versatile keyboard workstation. Use
KeyRig 49 to play KeyRig’s virtual instrument sounds, or audition
loops and compose songs with M-Audio’s Session, Apple’s
GarageBand, Ableton’s Live Lite (included) or other music-
creation programs. 266372

$95

KeyStudio 49i Keyboard-Based 
Music Production System
Delivers what you need to start making and recording music today.
The first USB keyboard controller with a built-in audio interface and
premium piano sound. Play the on-board piano as a stand-alone
instrument—then plug the USB cable into your computer to play a
total of 128 sounds and listen to them from the keyboard’s audio
outputs. The built-in interface even lets you record vocals and
instruments, and listen to your sessions and mixes. 278658

$240
Oxygen 8 V2 25-Key USB MIDI Controller
An updated version of the mobile MIDI controller that started the
mobile studio revolution. You get a fully functional MIDI keyboard, plus
eight MIDI-assignable knobs to control any MIDI parameters you
desire. Perfect for composing on the go or performing live bass lines,
firing samples, or triggering audio and/or visual effects. 242334

$120
Torq Xponent Advanced DJ Performance/
Production System
A cutting-edge performance system that brings professional-grade
control to the world of the computer-based DJ. Includes Torq DJ
software that’s revolutionizing digital DJing and the Xponent hardware
control surface that puts all that power at your fingertips.With full-size
controls, an integrated USB audio interface and intuitive MIDI-learn
capabilities, Torq Xponent bridges the gap between traditional DJ
hardware and today’s powerful performance software. 268537

$599
StudioPro 3 Professional Desktop 
Audio Monitors
Custom-tuned cabinets and advanced crossover technology combine
with generous built-in amplification to deliver the best sound you can
get in monitors this size. With magnetic shielding to prevent
interference with computer and video monitors, these speakers
deliver great audio experiences from your music and multimedia
applications. Also great for traveling. 258288

$79.99

Axiom 49 USB 
MIDI Controller
For computer-based music
makers: this compact controller
delivers loads of power and flexibility. The
49 note keyboard offers great feel thanks to a
semi-weighted action with assignable aftertouch. Eight
rubberized trigger pads are perfect for drum programming and
performance. Nine sliders complement eight endless rotary encoder knobs
to control any software studio parameter you can think of. 15 MIDI-assignable buttons
— including six transport controls — and assignable wheels and foot pedals round out total
control. 242342

$260

IE-30 High-Definition Professional
Reference Earphones with 
Dual-Driver Technology
Provide rich, high-definition
monitoring for mobile
recording/production and
live performance, and
critical listening of all
types of music on the go.
The detachable 46” cable is
replaceable to extend the life of
your investment. 256080

$240
USB Uno 1-In/1-Out 
USB Bus-Powered MIDI Interface
Offers basic 1 x 1 operation and bus-powered mobility.
Comes with its own built-in USB and MIDI cables and
requires no external power. 155255 $39.95

SP-2 Sustain Pedal
The perfect product for keyboard players wanting
realistic pedal action. Equipped with a polarity
switch, this pedal will work with most keyboards and
synths. 219765

$24.99
Pro Tools M-Powered 7.4
The most flexible Pro Tools software
ever. Featuring the time-manipulating
power of Elastic Time, it allows you to
approach your projects in creative new
ways, making working with tempo- and
time-based sessions even easier, more
efficient and imaginative. Also adds
support for Windows Vista Ultimate and
Business (32-bit) systems. 221201

$260

51
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Micro BR Digital Recorder
Slightly larger than an iPod, the MICRO BR is a dream for musicians
on the go. Four simultaneous playback tracks (plus 32 V-Tracks), an
SD Card slot, onboard multi-effects, built-in rhythm patterns, a tuner,
MP3 compatibility, USB, and more. No gig bag should be without one!
253193

Call for pricing.

BR-600 Digital Recorder
The most physically streamlined, feature-rich eight-track studio on the
market. 64 virtual tracks for alternate takes or bouncing, built-in drum
machine, 2 built-in mics, and powerful effects processing including
pitch correction. USB port for Mac or PC .wav file exchange. CD-
quality recording to CompactFlash cards. Includes 128MB card, XLR-
1/4" mic cable, and carrying case. 243981

Call for pricing.

BR-900 Digital Recording Studio
The musician's portable dream studio. It's road tough, fun to use, and
performs far beyond its weight class. Professional effects, realistic
drum-pattern generator, vocal-correction and Mastering Tool Kit,
digital output, and internal CD burner. You can write, record, edit, mix,
master, and burn a complete polished CD anywhere, anytime. Dozens
of new COSM guitar-amp models with Version 2, plus a super-cool
new drum-editing software app and 500 minutes of recording time via
1GB Compact Flash. 220473

Call for pricing.

CD-2E SD/CD Recorder
Small in size, simple to use - from rehearsals to recitals, lectures to
live-music events, the CD-2e is the fastest way to capture the moment
and render it to CD or SD memory card for storage or distribution.
285693

Call for pricing.

UA-25EX  24-bit USB Audio Capture 
Rugged, compact, and feature filled - a portable-interface
powerhouse. Ideal for computer-based audio engineers who
appreciate mobility, this 24-bit/96 kHz USB audio interface is
equipped with pro-grade microphone preamps, a newly developed
analog compressor/limiter, and ground-lift functionality for studio and
stage. 293243

Call for pricing.

UA-4FX  USB Audio/MIDI Interface
Ultra-fast, low-latency audio & MIDI performance, 24/96 audio
resolution, and built-in effects — including a COSM® tube mic-preamp
simulator for fattening up your tracks. Includes a copy of Cakewalk’s
SONAR LE recording software and EDIROL Virtual Sound Canvas plug-
in (PC). 243988

Call for pricing.

R-09HR High-Resolution 
WAVE/MP3 Recorder 
A professional, high-definition recorder that travels light. With crystal-clear 24/96 fidelity, the R-09HR is the
new flagship of EDIROL’s award-winning R-series recorders. 286985

Call for pricing.

FA-66 24Bit/192kHz 
FireWire Audio Capture 
Get 6-IN/6-OUT 24 bit/96 kHz simultaneous full duplex recording performance, or 4-IN/4-OUT 24 bit/192 kHz simultaneous full
duplex recording performance, the maximum spec. for DVD-Audio with this box. 219198

Call for pricing.

FA-101 FireWire Audio Capture 
Has the highest specs available to support your most
demanding applications. Get 24-bit, 192kHz simultaneous
recording and playback in a compact 1U half-rack unit, with all
the headroom you need. 202100

Call for pricing.

Cakewalk Home Studio
Turn your PC into a complete music production studio. Record live instruments and vocals and
mix them with studio-quality audio effects. Edit audio, MIDI, and music notation. Build
backing tracks or entire songs with hundreds of included instrument sounds and tempo-
syncing loops. 270449

Call for pricing.

Cakewalk Home Studio XL
Adds exceptional value and more power with over one gigabyte of instrument sounds, Boost
11 Peak Limiter, Dimension LE, Session Drummer 2 drum instrument, and more. 270450

Call for pricing.

Sonar Producer 7 Edition
The technology leading digital audio workstation, with open and customizable environment,
intuitive music creation and editing tools, polished mixing, editing and delivery. 279607

Call for pricing.

Sonar 7 Studio Edition
Built upon the same core feature set as SONAR 7 Producer Edition. Record audio and MIDI,
compose with virtual instruments, remix with loops, mix with professional effects, deliver a
polished final track. 279606

Call for pricing.
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AppleCare
Offering solutions for businesses of any size, AppleCare provides ongoing product coverage,
including the AppleCare Protection Plan for Mac systems and Apple flat-panel displays.
Call for details.

From $129

MacBook Pro
The latest Intel processor, a bigger hard drive, plenty of
memory, and even more new features all fit inside just
one inch. The new MacBook Pro has the performance,
power, and connectivity of a desktop computer.
Without the desk part. 286309

$2899

iMac
Now running at speeds up to 3.06GHz. More powerful Intel Core 2 Duo processors. More memory standard.
Combine this with Mac OS X Leopard and iLife ’08, and it’s more all-in-one than ever. iMac packs amazing
performance into a stunningly slim space.

From $1299

Logic Studio
Logic Studio, the ultimate box set.

A suite of powerful, easy-to-use music creation and production tools,
Logic Studio gives musicians everything they need to write, record, edit,
mix, and perform.

Includes Logic Pro 8, Apple’s professional music application; MainStage,
an innovative new application for music performance; and Soundtrack
Pro 2 for audio post-production. It also includes Studio Instruments,
Studio Effects, and an expanded Studio Sound Library.

276291  $499

MacBook
Faster is just the beginning. Features include the latest Intel Core 2 Duo processors, larger hard drives,
and up to 2GB of memory standard. It’s the same does-everything-you-want notebook but better.

From $1149

Cinema Displays
Offering accurate, brilliant colour
performance, the Cinema delivers up to
16.7 million colours across a wide gamut
allowing you to see subtle nuances
between colours from soft pastels to rich
jewel tones.

From $699

Mac Pro
Meet Mac Pro. It’s the fastest ever Mac and the ideal system for creative professionals, 3D digital content
creators and scientists. 286497

$2899

AUTHORIZED RESELLER
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DR-1 Portable Digital Recorder
Puts world-dominating power into your pocket. Its built-in stereo microphones include a unique variable
angle mechanism, so you can set it to record from any angle. The first
portable recorder to include a 1GB card, so you’ll have plenty of
CD or MP3-quality recording time for long rehearsals and
concerts. 285197 $299

DP-02 Digital Portastudio
The 8-track digital recorder that makes recording fun, ditching menus for simple knobs and
faders. Based on over 25 years of cassette Portastudios™, it sports dedicated controls for
level, pan, effects send and EQ instead of the menu-cursor interface found on most other recorders. 280576

$499

US-1641 USB 2.0 Audio/MIDI Interface
With sixteen inputs, the TASCAM US-1641 is the ideal choice for musicians to record the whole band to a computer. Eight mic/line
inputs plus six line inputs provide plenty of channels for a large ensemble, drumset, live recording or worship service. It includes
Cubase LE4 for 48 tracks of 96k/24-bit recording power. Using the latest high-speed USB 2.0 technology, the US-1641 packs the
interfacing power of a big console into only one rackspace. 278593

$399

CD-BT2 Portable CD Bass Trainer
Musicians have the ability to slow down the speed of a CD without changing the pitch -
allowing artists, musicians, students, and music teachers to practice, learn
and teach fast licks, rhythm parts and solos from their favourite bass
players. 279556

$170

DV-RA1000HD High-Definition Recorder
The new go-to device for high-resolution mixdown, mastering and event recording. It
supports recording to CD, DVD or hard disk media at up to 192kHz/24-bit PCM

resolution. It records Direct Stream Digital audio, Sony’s revolutionary format created for Super Audio CDs. 287950

$2199

GT-R1 Portable Guitar/Bass Recorder
You can plug in and record anywhere. It combines a portable recorder with an instrument trainer for the ultimate
songwriter’s toolkit. Record using the built-in stereo condenser microphones, or plug in your guitar or bass to
record using the amp simulator and effects. The built-in rhythm machine sets the groove when beginning your
song, and the overdub mode allows you to build a song step-by-step.
CALL FOR PRICING.

MP-GT Portable Memory Guitar Trainer
Includes enough memory to store up to 240 songs. Guitar parts can be slowed down, looped and
eliminated to help you learn new riffs. Play back MP3s using Variable Speed Audition, which slows down
the speed without changing the pitch, and sections can be seamlessly looped while practicing tricky passages.
Songs can be pitched up or down to match the tuning of your guitar, so you don’t have to re-tune for every song. 268882

$199

Rocport 5CX FireWire 400 (IEEE 1394a) &
USB 2.0 (1.1 compliance) Hard Drives 
Rocport 9CX FireWire 800 (IEEE 1394b),
FireWire 400 (IEEE 1394a) &
USB 2.0 (1.1 compliance) Hard Drives
The new generation of Rocport Cx series external pocket hard drives delivers extraordinary
performance and reliability for both Mac and PC users. Are both bus-powered and bootable,
and contain a fast SATA high capacity 2.5” hard drive in a stylish aluminum case with
enhanced thermal efficiency and silent operation. Easily movable from one computer to
another using the provided carrying case and cables. The wide array of interfaces ensures
maximum compatibility.

5 CX FROM  $150
9 CX FROM  $180

Rocpro 850 Desktop and Mobile 3.5”, eSATA,
FireWire 800/400 (1394b IEEE) & USB Hard Drives  
The new generation of Rocpro external SATA Hard Drives delivers extraordinary performance
and reliability for Mac and PC users. Designed for demanding audio/video professionals, the
new Rocpro 850 contains a fast SATA high capacity 3.5” drive mechanism in a stylish
aluminum case that can be stacked or mounted vertically. With its built-in power supply and
fan-less operation, the Rocpro 850 can be easily moved from one desktop environment to
another using the provided carrying case.

250GB 290307  $190
320GB 293018  $199
500GB 293019  $235
750GB 290310  $280
1TB 290311  $385

Rocraid 2UB Desktop / Mobile Raid 0, 1, JBOD,
FireWire 800/400 (1394b IEEE) and USB
Rocraid 2UE Desktop / Mobile Raid 0, 1, JBOD,
eSATA and USB
Offer the flexibility to meet diverse IT and personal storage needs for Mac and Windows
users. It boasts up to 800Mb per second transfer rate (3000Mb for the 2UE), and combines
USB and FireWire 1394b (eSATA for the 2UE) connections in a rugged design enclosure.
Designed to protect your data by supporting Raid One (1) Mirroring, Raid Zero (0) Striping
and JBOD Spanning options for a rock solid redundancy and fault tolerance capability
without any software GUI installation needs. Pre-installed with two (2) SATA Hot-Swappable
hard drives for unparallel reliability and simplicity.

2UB FROM  $350
2UE FROM  $335

Rocbit 3A 3.5” USB 2.0/FireWire 
Encrypted External Hard Drives 
Rocbit 3B 3.5” USB 2.0/FireWire 800 
Encrypted External Hard Drives
The industry’s most versatile, Real-Time Hardware Encrypted storage solution available.
Offers security-sensitive users a wide range of NIST certified DES (Data Encryption Standard)
and TDES (Triple DES) encrypted algorithms. Rocbit 3.5” drives are designed with DES/TDES
40/64/128 or 192-bit Real-Time Hardware data encryption security performance which
effectively intercepts, interprets, translates and relays IDE data commands to and from disk
drives in “Real-Time”. Designed with patented Anti-Shock hard disk protection.

3A Call for pricing..

3B Call for pricing.

US-122L Portable Audio/MIDI Interface
Record two tracks at a time with zero latency from the analog inputs; whether you have a PC or a
Mac, your song ideas go down in real time. Its size means you can take it anywhere you take your
laptop, yet it’s packed with features that make buying it an audio no-brainer - MIDI input and output,
high quality mic inputs, 96kHz/24-bit recording. 254009

$140
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HHB CDR882 Dual-Drive 
CD Recorder
The ultimate pro audio CD recorder. An
incredibly versatile unit packed full of
audiophile-grade circuitry that provides
extended recording across multiple discs. Burn discs two at a time and create more of them with high-speed duplication. The back
panel includes a full complement of input and output options. An ideal tool for any recording musician and already in demand for
use in broadcast, music production, live sound recording and houses of worship. 288607

$1125
Universal Audio 710 Twin-Finity
Superb solid state and tube circuitry in the same unit. The
innovative Tone-Blending knob is continually variable from
100% Tube to 100% Solid-State – and everything in between
- offering easy access to a myriad of unique pre-amp tones.
CALL FOR PRICING.

Universal Audio LA610 Channel Strip
Treat your mic and instrument sounds to a signal path that
matches that of the world’s premier recording consoles. The
LA610 brings UA’s legendary vintage “all tube” luxury sound
into a modern channel strip format by combining the 610
Mic-Pre/EQ/DI sections and a T4 Opto-compressor into a
single 2U unit. 207884

$1650
Metric Halo 2882 FireWire Interface
This superb computer interface provides 18 inputs and 20
outputs of comprehensive, simultaneous I/O, and is the only
unit in its class with an on-board processing chip, allowing
you to use world renowned Metric Halo signal processing
effects without sacrificing your computer’s processing power.
Can run entirely from the FireWire bus of a laptop computer or any DC power source (9V-30V) for complete mobility. 280116

$1850
SSL X-Logic Alpha Channel
With the classic combination of a studio
class mic preamp, filter, EQ and limiting, the XLogic Alpha Channel is a classic analog channel strip designed to provide the perfect
front end to your Digital Audio Workstation. 263952

$1450
SSL X-Rack Dynamics Module
Based on the channel dynamics unit from the XL 9000 K Series console, it incorporates compression, limiting,
expansion and gating with a number of options for hard or soft knee operation and peak, or RMS sensing. The
circuitry is designed using SSL’s acclaimed SuperAnalogue design techniques to deliver fantastic sound quality with
very low noise and distortion. 257952

$1095
SSL Duende
Provides the legendary sound of SSL for your
DAW. Based on the powerful DSP technology
behind SSL’s C Series digital consoles, the
Duende rackmount processor seamlessly
integrates console grade processing with all
popular DAW platforms. 253110

$1725
Royer R121 Ribbon Microphone
Royer’s flagship, and the world’s first radically redesigned, ribbon
microphone. Gives all of the warm, natural tone sought after by top
engineers, but in a compact, lightweight, higher output, tough-as-nails
package that was unheard of in a ribbon mic before now. 67542

$1350

UAD-2 Solo

UAD-2 Solo Flexi

UAD-2 Nevana 32

UAD-2 Duo

UAD-2 Duo Flexi

UAD-2 Nevana 64

UAD-2 Quad

UAD-2 Quad Flexi

UAD-2 Nevana 128

* UAD-2 individual plug-in instances per DSP chip vary from 1.5x to 5x that of UAD-1e, with the average session being around 2.5x.

UAD-2 SOLO
2.5 x UAD-1e*

UAD-2 DUO
5 x UAD-1e*

UAD-2 QUAD
10 x UAD-1e*

The UAD-2 is the successor to the revolutionary,
award-winning UAD-1 Powered Plug-Ins & DSP Card platform. 
UAD-2 offers scalable DSP power via 3 different types of PCIe
cards (Solo, Duo or Quad) which can be mixed or matched in 
any combination up to 4 cards. Each UAD-2 is powered by the
same Analog Devices 21369 SHARC® floating-point DSP in 
single or multi-chip configurations allowing you to pick the
single card or combination that best suits your needs or 
system. Only UAD-2 adds the real magic of analog to your 
in-the-box mixes using UAi™ - UA's unique modeling 
technology. Custom build your own virtual mixing console, 
mastering console, mix sidecar or inboard dream-FX- rack from 
UA’s exclusive collection of revered studio gear including 
classics from Neve®, Roland®, and Moog®
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A5
The next level in multimedia
monitoring! Gaming, mixing, ipod
playback. Uses the same ADAM
proprietary transducer
technology (ART) and the same
woofer consisting of a sandwich
construction of carbon fiber and
Rohacell®. Desktop stands
available to optimise the speaker
acoustics and the Stereo-link®
feature allows volume
adjustment with one knob. 292383

CALL FOR PRICING.

A7
Introduces a new cone material
combining high rigidity and high
internal damping with low weight,
resulting in an extremely accurate
monitor with all the clarity, detail
and spectacular imaging
associated with the ADAM name.
Powered by two 50W RMS amps
(one per driver). An Incredible
value to performance ratio for a
speaker that can handle any
mixing or recording job. 258947

CALL FOR PRICING.

System 1-10
Combines the S1A (the smallest S-series monitor) in a
package with the highly successful Sub10 subwoofer. The
System 1-10 gives you an incredible full range sound that can
fit into the smallest environments. A must hear for anyone
recording at home or
working on large
projects which have
smaller room
requirements. 271021

CALL FOR 
PRICING.

P11A
A two-way shielded active monitor
that produces unique imaging
and outstanding transient
response. Its unique woofer will
impress even the most critical
ears and handle any music mix.
219441

CALL FOR PRICING.

P33A

Like the S3A, one woofer acts as a full-range driver with the
second woofer joining it only below 150Hz. This effectively
doubles the area and power of the woofer when it needs to
respond to deeper frequencies, resulting in an exceptional low
end without compromising midrange performance. 219443

CALL FOR PRICING.

S2.5A
The largest 2-way system 
Adam Audio offers. Designed
for high-end recording/
monitoring environments in
near-field applications where
deeper bass is a primary
concern. Features an
uncoloured sounding
midrange, which produces a
wonderful airiness for voices
and natural reproduction of
instruments. 219447

CALL FOR PRICING.

S6AMK2
A milestone in the history of active main monitors. Combines
numerous innovations with great flexibility in compensating for
different room acoustics. It delivers a stunning overall realism
in sound reproduction. The woofers and woofer-midrange units
carry a HexaCone® diaphragm, a honeycomb structure made of
Nomex, coated with Kevlar on both sides, making them lighter
and stiffer than classical materials. All drivers are mounted on
a 25mm Aluminum honeycomb plate, that leads to a close
connection between cabinet and drive unit. The last word in
main monitoring.

CALL FOR PRICING.

www.solid-state-logic.com

Matrix. This is SSL.

Give your studio a new heart

Control your DAW
• 16 +1 Fader Controller • Plug-in control
• Ethernet DAW connection
• Control up to 4 DAWs simultaneously
• Programmable Soft-Keys
• DAW automation control of Matrix

Integrate your outboard
• Advanced 32 x 16 x 16 routing matrix
• SuperAnalogue™ router to manage the sends

and returns of sixteen outboard processor units
• Save FX chains and set-ups
• Full control via PC application

An SSL console at the heart of your studio. Focusing your creativity and streamlining workflow.
Seamlessly integrating your outboard analogue equipment within a powerful routing matrix. 
Elegant control of up to four DAWs simultaneously. And a first-class SSL mix surface.

The future of the project studio is Matrix. Find out more at www.solid-state-logic.com/matrix

C42MP Matched Cardioid 
Condenser Microphones
A matched pair of C42 all-purpose cardioid condensers in
black chrome finish featuring a FET driven symmetrical
transformerless discrete class-A output. Includes weather
resistant hard case,and a pair of shock resistant mic clips (not shown.)
212853

$999

ME-1NV Preamp
A versatile preamp, available in one
and two channel (MP-2NV) rack mount
units, and now in the “500” series format as the MP-500NV. All the same
audio path, with the same components, and the same great sound.
161333

$1250

TRP Ribbon Mic Pre
83 dB of ultra-quiet gain for digital recording of 
ribbon, moving coil and tube mics. Your mics will sound 
clean and open, with a fuller response. Unleash the 
potential of a TRP, and record music more completely 
than ever before.
257140

$885
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d2 Quadra Interface
Fully loaded with all the best interfaces – eSATA, FireWire 800,
FireWire 400 and USB 2.0. The d2 Quadra brings you
complete universal connectivity.

320GB 289029  $180
500GB 289030  $185
750GB 289031  $225
1TB 289032  $295
d2 Big Disk Extreme+ Triple
FireWire 800, FireWire 400, Hi-Speed USB 2.0
Triple interface for universal connectivity on PC/Mac. Provides enormous capacity and a
transparent, built-in RAID 0 array with no configuration for fast FireWire 800 speed.

1TB 294194  $270
1.5TB 294195  $309
2TB 294196  $565
2big Triple
Comes with FireWire 800, FireWire 400 and USB 2.0 interfaces for PC or Mac users. This easy-
to-use 2-disk RAID is ideal for storing office data, archiving image banks or audio/video editing.

1TB 294197  $330
1.5TB 294215  $410
2TB 294218  $620
d2 DVD±RW with LightScribe
Store, share and archive your data, photos, music and video quickly with this all-in-one rewritable
CD/DVD burner with 20x DVD write speed. With USB 2.0 and FireWire ports, it can
connect to just about any PC or Mac.

Lightscribe USB 2.0 294236  $99
Lightscribe FireWire & USB 2.0 294233  $130
Lightscribe FireWire w/ Toast 8 294226  $150
Rugged Mobile Hard Drives
This portable storage solution offers the supreme speed of FireWire 800 along with FireWire
400 and Hi-Speed USB 2.0 interfaces for true universal connectivity. Conveniently bus-powered
and plug & play, it’s ideal for backup, video storage and large data volume exchange on the go.

160GB 259927  $155
200GB 7200 rpm 280977  $265
250GB 280974  $199
500GB 294193  $309
Little BIG DISK Quadra
eSATA 3Gbits, FireWire 800, FireWire 400, USB 2.0
Faster and more compact than most desktop hard disks, this small, lightweight portable
powerhouse boasts high capacity and speed for its size.

400GB 7200rpm CALL FOR PRICING
500GB 5400 rpm CALL FOR PRICING
1TB 5400 rpm CALL FOR PRICING

DVD Duplicators with USB 2.0
For DVD and CD duplication. Features double layer technology and built in USB 2.0 interface
for connected use. Stand-alone performance means it can copy without being connected to a
computer.

DUPLI 1 2 1 Stand-alone DVD/CD duplicator / single copy at a time   259930  $290
DUPLI 1 2 5 Stand-alone DVD/CD duplicator / up to 5 copies at a time  259936  $799

Trion 6000 Multi-Pattern 
Condenser Microphone
Exceptional sensitivity, low distortion
and an extended frequency response -
an ideal mic in digital recording
situations. 253499

$345
Trion 7000 Dual Element 
Ribbon Microphone
Incorporates a sophisticated, precision-
machined, hand-assembled aluminum
ribbon capsule to produce a
classically rich, warm sound ribbon
mics are known for. 253500

$320
Trion 8000 
Multi-Pattern
Condenser Tube Mic
Incorporates a sophisticated, precision-
machined, hand-assembled capsule.
Offers the warm, rich and open classic
tube sound ideal for studio vocal recordings
in the digital realm. A 3-position polar
pattern switch provides selection of
omnidirectional, cardioid or figure-8
polar patterns for the versatility
required by today’s professional
recording situations. 253501

$455
M9 Cardioid Condenser 
Tube Microphone
Thick and robust with sparkle, detail and
shine owed to the large-diaphragm
capsule, 200 volts and the 12AX7
twin triode. Additional features
include hi-pass filter and attenuator.
Comes with elastic shock mount,
swivel mount, cable and power
supply. 201506

$345
Equitek e300 
Multi-Pattern Condenser
Microphone
Powerful and articulate, the
externally-biased large-diaphragm
capsule and high-power
transformerless electronics deliver
solid vocal impact. Three polar
patterns let you balance tone and
space. 246806

$345
U37 Studio Condenser 
USB Microphone
Combines a high-quality large diaphragm
condenser with USB connectivity so that you
can record studio-quality audio directly to your
computer. Excellent for vocals and instruments.
Includes a desktop mic stand.

CALL FOR PRICING.

DMTP4 4-Piece 
Drum Mic 
Touring Pack
228755

TM211 For toms.
The built-in rim clip eases setup 
and adjustment.
SN210 For snare drums.
The built-in rim clip eases setup 
and adjustment.
KM212 For kick drum or bass rig.
Mic clip provides additional isolation.

$115

Pro-7 7-Piece 
Drum Mic 
Touring Pack
259516

TM211 For toms.
The built-in rim clip eases setup 
and adjustment.
CM217 For drum overheads.
Includes hi-pass filter and attenuator.
Mic clip included.
SN210 For snare drums.
The built-in rim clip eases setup
and adjustment.
KM212 For kick drum or bass rig.
Mic clip provides additional
isolation.

$225

Al Di Meola Acoustic 
Mic Pack
A versatile high performance miking
solution for acoustic guitars.
Features Al’s favourite mics for
capturing his acoustic guitar
performance on stage and in the
studio. Includes the Equitek e60
Cardioid Condenser Microphone
and e70 Modular Dual-Capsule

Condenser Microphone. 273592

$345

Joe Satriani Guitar Amp 
Mic Pack
A versatile high performance miking
solution for electric guitars. Includes
Joe’s favourite mics for capturing his
amps on stage and in the studio. Includes the Trion 7000 Dual
Element Ribbon microphone and the D189 Supercardioid
Dynamic microphone.
273593

$345
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M3 Studio and 
Location Multi-Powered 
Condenser Microphone
A versatile mic that’s equally at home in studio or on stage, and can be powered using
a 9V battery. Works well for all percussive instruments including acoustic guitars.
Features a three stage PAD (0, 10dB and 20dB) and High Pass Filter. Comes as a
complete package with windshield and stand mount. 275911

$175

NT1-A Condenser Microphone
The next version of the now legendary NT1 mic. Like its predecessor, the NT1-A sets
new standards for recording microphones both in terms of price and performance. One
of the world’s quietest studio condenser microphones—at any price—this mic captures
any audio source with sparkling clarity. Includes an external shockmount and zip
pouch. 174354

$265

NT2-A Multi-Pattern 
1” Condenser Microphone
An all-purpose, professional studio microphone with variable pickup pattern, high
pass filter and pad for creative control and versatility. The frequency and transient
response of the TYPE HF1 dual diaphragm capsule has been voiced to evoke the silky
smooth character of microphones from the 50’s and 60’s. Includes a soft pouch and
clip. 213988

$480

NT4 X/Y Stereo Multi-Power Studio 
and Location 1/2" Condenser Microphone
Record any source with immaculate stereo detail. The NT4 features a pair of perfectly
matched stereo mic capsules in a fixed 90 Degree X/Y configuration. This is a great
tool for both studio and location recording. Comes in a carrying case with windshield,
XLR to mini-jack and dual XLR cables. 139818

$585

NT5 – 2 Acoustically Matched 
1/2” Cardioid Condenser Microphones
Excellent mics for recording practically any instrument - guitar, flute, violin, saxophone,
drums, etc., and they’ve become a staple of many project and pro studios for overhead
drum miking. Finished in durable satin nickel and intended for either single or stereo
X/Y mic set-ups. Comes with a custom carry case with windshields and mounts. 140004

$499

LS-10 Linear 
PCM Recorder
Captures better-than—CD–quality sound with 24 bit/96kHz, linear PCM recording.
Recordings can be made in your choice of file formats: WAV, MP3 and WMA, and stored
directly to 2GB of built-in flash memory. Includes two excellent built-in mics, and
stereo speakers allow for high-quality sound playback. 289299

$419

CM-130/CM-140 
SPL Meter
The CHECK MATE series SPL (Sound Pressure Level) meters allow musicians, sound
contractors, and others to measure SPL in decibels (dB). The CM-130 includes a MAX
Function and resolution of 0.5 dB. The CM-140 includes a MAX/MIN function,AC signal
output, resolution of 0.1 dB and IEC 651 Type II, ANSI S1.4 Type II. Both include a 9V
battery and windscreen. 000000

CM-130 175584 $74.95
CM-140 228995 $150

ART Voice Channel™ Tube Channel 
Strip w/Digital Connectivity
Built to provide the ideal all-in-one input solution for analog or digital
recording, the ART VoiceChannel is a true second-generation discrete Class-A
microphone preamp capable of providing clean quiet gain while maintaining incredible transparency. An integrated fully variable
powerful dynamics processor subtly controls transients and noise of the most demanding sources while the VoiceChannel’s semi-
parametric EQ offers wide tune-ability.

Voice Channel™ 280712  $450

Pro-VLA II Vactrol®-based
Compressor / Leveling Amplifier
The opto-electronic design of  the Pro-VLA II allows more
compression to be added to an audio source with a more
natural, musical sounding output and virtually transparent dynamic leveling. This VCA-less design coupled with a 12AT7 vacuum
tube in the gain stage makes the Pro-VLA II the ideal dynamic control device for critical studio and live sound applications.

Pro-VLA II 293543  $315

TM

ARTcessories USB DualPre
The USB DualPre is a full-featured high quality dual portable preamplifier and
computer interface packed into a compact rugged case. It is designed to work
over a wide variety of applications from remote field recording to
desktop/studio tracking. Each of the two low noise input channels has up to
48dB of clean gain.

The built-in low noise +48 Volt phantom power supply allows you to power up
to 2 microphones as well as the preamplifier when running from any power
sources including the USB bus.

USB DualPre 279622  $99 

TubeFire8™
■ Eight Discrete Class–A vacuum 

tube microphone input preamps 
■ XLR & 1/4-inch TRS Combi-jacks 

on all inputs 
■ Separate Input Gain / Channel Level / HPF / Phase Invert on every input
■ Additional front mounted 1/4-inch instrument inputs (CH1 & 2)
■ Eight balanced outputs
■ Headphone jack with level control
■ 44.1K, 48K, 88.2K, 96K, 176.4K, 192K Internal sample rates 
■ Comes with Steinberg’s Cubase LE 48-track (for both Mac and Windows operating systems)

TubeFire8™ 263645  $575

ART XL231 Stereo 31-Band 
Graphic Equalizer
The ART XL231 Dual 31 Band, 1/3 Octave Graphic
Equalizer has been designed and engineered to exceed
extremely high standards for audio performance and
functionality. Ideal for virtually any audio application where
precision frequency tailoring, reliable performance, rugged
design and extremely silent processing are essential.

XL231 230930  $390
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HV-3C Stereo Microphone Preamplifier
Renowned for dynamic uniformity and extraordinary musical realism, the
HV-3 series offers 2, 4, or 8 channels of Millennia’s sonically invisible HV-3
mic-amps housed in a new, rugged chassis. High resolution gain switches
are standard. BK and DC options available. 246650

$2075
STT-1 - The Origin
Over 130 product combinations in one chassis. Every Origin functional stage is
based on one of Millennia’s acclaimed recording products. Select transformer-
coupled vacuum tube mic preamp, parametric EQ, compressor/limiter, de-esser,
and DI input for a lush, rich sonic palette. Or choose transformerless, all discreet,
Class-A solid-state amplifiers for Millennia’s trademark musical realism. Choose any
combination of transformer, vacuum tube, or solid-state signal paths for unlimited
tonal creativity. 133684 $3199

SSL 4000 Collection Native/TDM
Developed under license from Solid State Logic, the SSL 4000 Collection includes four meticulously
modeled plug-ins based on the legendary SSL 4000 Series: the SSL E-Channel, the SSL G-Master
Buss Compressor, SSL G-Equalizer, and the all-new G-Channel.

Native 243949 $685    TDM 243950 $1375
API Bundle Native/TDM
Developed in association with Automated Processes Incorporated, the API Collection features four
precision processors based on renowned API modules: the 550A 3-Band Equalizer, the 550B 4-Band
Equalizer, the 560 Graphic Equalizer, and the 2500 Stereo Compressor.

Native 280075 $699    TDM 200874 $1399
Studio Classics Collection Native/TDM
SSL, V-Series, API. Three Legends. One Box. Waves has captured the most respected recording
consoles in the world. Upgrades from SSL 4000 Collection, V-Series, The API Collection, and Mercury
are available.

Native 286296 $1650    TDM 286292 $3299
Renaissance Maxx Bundle Native/TDM 
In the world of digital recording, rich, warm sound is the holy grail. Renaissance Maxx delivers the
warmth of vintage gear with the precision control of the digital domain. This is the classic Waves
sound-heard on countless hit records and major motion pictures worldwide. Includes; Renaissance
Compressor, Equalizer, Channel, Vocal Processor, Bass, De-esser, IR-L Convolution Reverb, and Tune LT
Plug-ins.

Native 182763 $450    TDM 182765 $845
Musician’s II Bundle Native 
Includes Renaissance EQ, Doubler (double-tracking), SuperTap Delay, Renaissance Compressor,
Renaissance Vocal Processor for expansion, limiting, gating, maximization - a tremendous value.
213041

$180
NOTE: Waves plug-ins are fully Mac/PC compatible with support for VST, RTAS, and
AudioUnits.

Reflexion Filter
Its shape and size have been carefully
tested to maximize absorption, while leaving
the microphone’s polar pattern unaffected.
The mounting setup attaches to any
microphone stand via a clamp fitting, with
an additional assembly allowing the
microphone to be moved horizontally along
the bar. The filter itself can be moved
vertically to “tune” for the optimum desired
absorption. 269776

$299

IRF - Instrument Reflection Filter
Using a 12” gooseneck arm, the 1.5 lb IRF
easily attaches to any microphone stand. A
1.125” mounting provision allows a pencil
mic or other small diaphragm, end-address
microphone to be positioned through the
center of the arc. This is useful when close
miking drums (to help with track separation)
or overhead miking. Ideal for use with
pianos, drums and wind instruments. 285642

$165

Nocturn
The world’s first small format intelligent plug-in controller. Automap Universal 2.0
software, instant control of automatable plug-ins within every major sequencer. 289204

$160
ReMOTE SL COMPACT 
The ReMOTE SL COMPACT MIDI controller provides control
of all major sequencers and automatable plug-ins. Giant 144-character screen displays
up to eight assigned parameters at once.

From $265
ISA 
Standing for ‘Input Signal Amplifier’, the ISA range was born out of the original Focusrite
Forte console of the late 80’s. This console is still considered by many as sonically the
finest console ever built. The core modules from this console live on with Focusrite’s
current range of ISA products, which have themselves become recording
classics, and the choice of the word’s finest producers and engineers.

ISA428 4 classic mic pre-amps and high-quality A-D conversion 166888

$1695
ISA828 8 classic mic pre-amps and class-leading A-D conversion 274337

$2650
ISA One Classic single-channel mic pre-amp with independent D.I. 290008

$799

PM0.4 
Superb audio performance for desktop use, professional console top studio monitoring,
audio installation and portable audio monitoring. 246506

$88.50 each

VXT Series
Low resonance, improved structural integrity and extended low-end, slotted ports for
reduced port turbulence, plus a sleek curvature that provides a wider “sweet spot”.

From $335 each

RP-G2 Series
Replaces and improves upon the Rokit Series while providing a new standard in cost-
effective, fully professional studio monitors. Features a bold new, visually striking enclosure
design that provides low resonance, improved structural integrity and extended low end. The
sleek curvature of the face delivers excellent imaging characteristics and a wider sweet
spot. The ideal choice for a broad range of monitoring applications.

RP5-G2 290002 $165 each
RP6-G2 290003 $220 each
RP8-G2 290005 $280 each

Rokit Powered 10S Sub-Woofer
Designed to deliver an articulate linear bass extension specifically tailored to fit the Rokit
Powered monitor’s spectral balance. Features a removable grille, level control, phase switch,
variable filter control and the full complement of input options offered on the Rokit Powered
Monitors. 202081

$340



FireBox
Powerful FireWire recording interface that fits in the palm
of your hand. A complete personal recording studio
combining two high quality PreSonus preamps. Includes
Steinberg’s Cubase LE 4 recording software. 214856

$335

Digimax D8
An 8 channel preamplifier featuring award-winning class A XMAX mic preamps with 24-bit ADAT digital output. In addition, 2
instrument inputs are located on the front panel for direct Hi-Z instrument input. 286043

$440

Digimax FS
An 8 channel microphone
preamplifier with 24-bit/96k
ADAT dual SMUX I/O and word
clock I/O. With direct outputs and inserts on
every channel, it’s the perfect hardware expansion for your
FireStudio or any digital recording system with optical lightpipe expansion
capability. New patented JetPLL™ jitter reduction technology ensures ultra-high
converter performance, fast and robust locking through a wide range and variation of frequencies
and noise shaping to remove nearly all audio band jitter. 254136

$665

AudioBox USB
Audio recording interface that features 2 microphone/instrument
inputs with 48V phantom power, 2 balanced TRS outputs and MIDI
in/out. Accompanied by Steinberg’s Cubase LE 4 recording and
production software. Everything you need to get
started recording and producing your
music. 290557

$170

HP60
Advanced headphone mixing system. Each
channel features headphone level, mix control between A
and B inputs, external input volume, mute, mono and talkback via
external XLR microphone input. 282129

$340

Inspire 1394
A revolutionary FireWire Recording System. Loaded with state of the art
components and technology for the easiest computer recording experience
ever. Includes mic, instrument, keyboard and phono inputs. 235473

$190

6968

COMES FREE WITH THE FOLLOWING 3 PRODUCTS! 
UPDATED FROM LAST YEAR TO INCLUDE CUBASE LE 4!

FireStudio Tube
The perfect combination of inputs and outputs for bands, producers and musicians. Two “SuperChannel” tube preamplifiers with full-
featured analog limiters. 290559

$880

FireStudio Project
Best-seller! Great for professional studio
recording, live sound recording, performance,
podcasting and more. Designed for flexibility and
ultra-high sonic performance, whether you need to
record a live drum set, mic a guitar amp, or a
complete band. 278754

$575

FireStudio
Superior analog circuit design
with new advanced platform
technology to deliver enhanced performance for
music recording and creation. 8 mic preamplifiers, up to 16
channels of optical ADAT input/output, S/PDIF and MIDI. 254135

$785 FaderPort
Puts the feel, vibe, and efficiency back into music recording and production. Complete
transport control for fast and efficient recording along with ultra high quality, touch
sensitive motorized fader for writing fades and automation. 254134

$170

Monitor Station
The ultimate desktop monitoring and communications system for

your recording studio. Provides talkback, speaker switching,
input source switching and four ultra loud and clear

headphone amplifiers delivering everything you need to
control your recording environment. 282134

$340
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Headphones
ATH-M20 Closed-Back Dynamic 
Stereo Monitor Headphones 
181151  $46.95
ATH-M30 Closed-Back Dynamic 
Stereo Monitor Headphones
Low-profile, closed-back design provides superior
isolation in high-volume listening situations. 154507  

$74.50
ATH-M40fs Precision 
Studiophones
Offer a flat, extended frequency response for
professional studio monitoring. 51179  

$140
ATH-M50 Professional 
Studio Monitor Headphones
Designed for professional monitoring and mixing.
274710  

$185
AT2020
Its low-mass diaphragm is custom-engineered for
extended frequency response and superior transient
response. With rugged construction for durable
performance, the microphone offers a wide
dynamic range and handles high SPLs with
ease. The new standard for affordable side-
address studio condensers. 212764  

$93.95
AT2020 USB 
Plugs into your computer’s USB port, and
functions seamlessly with your favourite
recording software. Perfect for home
studio recording, field recording,
podcasting, and voiceover use. 283767  

$140
AT2035
New! Designed for
home/project/professional studio
applications and live performance. Side-
address cardioid studio condenser that delivers
exceptional detail and low noise. Switchable 80 Hz
high-pass filter and 10 dB pad.

$160
AT2050
New! Switchable cardioid, omnidirectional
and figure-eight polar pattern settings.
Switchable 80 Hz high-pass filter and 10
dB pad. Ideal for studio and live sound
use on vocals, piano, strings, drum
overheads, guitar amps and more.

CALL FOR PRICING.

AT40 Series
AT4040 Cardioid 
Condenser Microphone 
For a variety of studio and live miking
applications, even under the stringent demands of
digital recording systems. 152175  

$350
AT4033/CL Cardioid 
Condenser Microphone 
A studio classic and bluegrass favourite. 40890  

$425
AT4047/SV Cardioid 
Condenser Microphone 
Excels on vocals, strings, acoustic guitar,
instrument ensembles, small vocal
groups and voiceovers. 59363  

$595
AT4050 Multi-Pattern 
Condenser Microphone 
With three switchable polar patterns, it exhibits
high-SPL capability with transparent and airy
uppers/mids complemented by rich low-end
qualities. 44598  

$650
AT4041 Cardioid 
Condenser Microphone 
Meets the most critical acoustic
requirements of professional
recording, broadcast and live sound. 51982  

$330

ATW700 Series
A versatile array of 
frequency-agile UHF 
wireless mic systems.
ATW-701/G -Guitar System 256335  $230
ATW-701/H - Headworn Mic 256322  $280
ATW-701/L - Lavalier Mic 256320  $245
ATW-701/H92 –Mini-Headworn Mic 283773  $325
ATW-702 – Hanheld Mic 256321  $245

M2 Wireless In-Ear Monitor System
Accessible for performers who want to be free from the
problems associated with floor wedges. Personal Mix
Control gives each musician volume and mix
control of two independent signals on stage.
283769  

$599

M3 Wireless In-Ear Monitor System
Choice of 1321 UHF channels and easy-to-read LCD
information displays on both transmitter and receiver.
Personal Mix Control allows volume and mix
control of two independent signals on stage.
283771  

$845

ZED 14
A mixer for anyone who appreciates fantastic sound, rugged build
quality and imaginative feature sets. Equally suited to running your
gig on stage, recording live or mixing down in your home studio. Six
mono and four stereo channels. Also available: ZED-R16; ZED-12FX;
ZED-22FX; ZED-24; ZED-420; ZED-428; ZED-436. 278859

$445
ZED 24
A well-suited mixer for small bands, solo performers or AV
applications. Its comprehensive features, compact size and fine
lines make it one of the best small mixers around. Provided with
16 mic or line inputs and 4 stereo inputs with EQ. It’s bundled with
SONAR LE music creation and audio production software with ZED,
giving you a fantastic, high spec digital audio workstation. 286365

Features: 
■ DuoPretm mic preamps 
■ Responsive 3-band, swept mid EQ with MusiQ
■ 4 stereo line inputs with gain and 2-band EQ
■ 4 aux sends
■ 100mm professional quality faders
■ Flexible dual input options.

$750
ZED-R16
An exceptional recording mixer coupled with recording studio
features. Control room speaker and alternate speaker outputs, plus
two separate artist monitor feeds are provided. In addition to the
digital interface, two analogue recording outputs are also available.
Also has a dedicated internal condenser talkback mic. Combines an
analogue recording mixer with a FireWire soundcard, MIDI controls
and ingenious ‘home-studio’ routing so you can build tracks in the
studio, record live gigs, mix-down, remix - all through warm analogue
circuitry, 4 band fully parametric classic British EQ and out to crisp,
precise digital format. Features 4 ADAT optical sockets, and MIDI
software control (SONAR LE software included). Also features dual
function audio/MIDI faders and built in sequencer transport. 293328

$3275
Xone 4D
New! A new 20-channel USB audio interface that continues
integrating computer-based digital media into the traditional DJ
workspace, but with an enhanced feature set. Combining a fully
featured, high specification professional analogue DJ mixer with 105
MIDI controllers and 227 MIDI messages, a completely new, high-
end, 96 kHz / 24-bit 20 channel Allen & Heath-designed USB 2.0
soundcard, the XONE:4D has been developed with some of the
world’s most cutting-edge DJ/producers. Other new features include
a completely new BPM counter, assignable LFO with step VCF-filter
and fresh new paint. 289361

$3095
Xone 42
New! A new compact 4-channel DJ mixer with USB audio interface,
designed for DJ’s of all abilities and experience. Integral is a new
feature: the ‘X-FX’ control - allowing signal to be sent to external FX,
and returned to be combined with the now legendary Xone VCF filter
system. A USB port allows easy connection to a computer and
integration of digital media, which can be used to play back music
files from a laptop and to record mixes, or used with software as a
digital DJ effects unit. 286700

$950
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DGX-630 Portable Grand
Yamaha’s most piano-like ever, with weighted graded hammer actions, ultra-
real feel and more. All the best sounds are available at the push of a button
and recording virtuoso performances is simple with the built-in recorder. The
Yamaha Education Suite and USB connectivity add functionality. 288733

■ 88-key Graded Hammer Standard (GHS) keyboard 
■ Acoustic, super-expressive Live!, Cool! and Sweet! Voices and DSP included 
■ Easy Song Arranger feature and Performance Assistant Technology 
■ USB connection for convenient storage and song data playback 
■ Optional three pedal unit for expressive effects 

$999
P85 Digital Piano
Authentic, natural sound with remarkable expressiveness — full Yamaha quality
in a compact, affordable piano. Dynamic, high-quality sound and natural
piano response, with a high-quality built-in speaker system. 282294

■ Digital sampling of a full concert grand piano that change in tone and
volume depending on how you play — thanks to Yamaha’s AWM Stereo
Sampling.

■ Authentic, naturally expressive key touch—modeled after an actual acoustic
piano, from the low notes to the high — with the Graded Hammer Standard
(GHS) keyboard.

■ A variety of other high-quality instrument Voices, including electric pianos,
organs, strings and harpsichord—plus a Dual Voice feature for playing two
Voices at once.

■ Song recording feature with playback for studying or
accompaniment. Built-in metronome for practicing and recording
in perfect time.

■ Half-pedal effect for greater acoustic-like expressive control over
the sound.

$659
PSR-E313 Keyboard
A touch sensitive instrument that features 482 dynamic, authentic voices, with
361 XGlite voices, 12 drum kits and a sound effect kit. Also has 106
accompaniment styles and 102 built-in songs. Music database with 100
songs for instantly setting entire instrument to match a desired music genre.
Special two-track Easy Recording feature lets you record and save up to five
of your original songs - great for composing and practice. 267429

$179
PSR-E413 Keyboard
Loaded with new features, including sound control knobs that give the user
real time control effects, filters, envelope generator and tempo. New colours
from different musical styles can be added with 100 arpeggio patterns. 282302

■ Super-realistic Cool! And Sweet! Voices 
■ Control knobs for real time control 
■ Arpeggio feature automatically generates chord-based phrases 
■ Real-time pitch control with pitch bend wheel 
■ Music Database: 300 song titles for quick keyboard setups 

$269
Arius YDP-140/160 88-Key Digital Piano
■ Exceptionally natural key touch virtually replicates that of an actual grand
piano with Graded Hammer Standard (Graded Hammer Effect on YDP-160)
keyboard and matte black key tops.
■ Built-in AWM stereo sampled instrument voices faithfully reproduce their

complete range from soft dark lows to glistening, bright highs.
■ The damper pedal includes an authentic Half Damper effect, giving you

nuanced expressive control over the sustained sound far more realistically
than a simple on/off foot switch.

■ Built-in song recorder and metronome make the instruments ideal for piano
lessons, practicing, or even as a scratch pad for your next masterpiece.

■ 50 songs of standard piano repertoire are built into each Arius, either for
your listening enjoyment, or as a rehearsal tool while playing out of the
included 50 Greats for the Piano book.

YDP-140 282292 $995  YDP-160 282293 $1395

Stand sold separately.
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WZ3 16:2
A versatile, easy to use 16 mic/line channel mixer. MixWizard
compact mixers have carved out a unique place in the pro audio
pantheon of professional multipurpose consoles. For years, Allen
& Heath has supplied thousands of MixWizards for hundreds of
different applications, all of which have four requirements in
common - great sound, high quality, ease of use and lots of really
useful features. 207138

$1075
GL-2400
Designed for the latest in modern engineering techniques, every
detail in this uniquely capable small footprint mixer has been
carefully thought out to provide the best mixing experience. A
compact, dual function, LR, Mono sum, 4 group, 6 aux, 7x4 matrix
console. Frame sizes range from 16 to 40 channels: 16, 24, 32,
40 including 2 dual stereos.

From $1825

From $84.99

From $84.99

294273 $285

236912 $49.99

From $61.99
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MIDI Keyboard Controllers
The PCR series offers
innovative controls like a
unique crossfader and long-
throw sliders. Available in 32,
49 and 61 keys, all three models are solidly built and
optimized for music production and performance.

PCR-300 263540 Call for pricing.
PCR-500 263541 Call for pricing.
PCR-800 263542 Call for pricing.

RD-300GX/700GX Digital Pianos
An impressive stage piano, with amazing pianos and EPs
onboard, plus audio-play and master control features. Powered
by Roland’s latest sound engine for incredible sound quality.
The RD-700GX also features SuperNATURAL™ instruments and
a PHA II “Ivory Feel” keyboard with Escapement.

RD-300GX 282557 Call for pricing.
RD-700GX 282563 Call for pricing.

Fantom-G Music Workstations
The Fantom-G series is a dream instrument that redefines the
boundaries of playability and creativity with its advanced
sound engine, revolutionary ARX SuperNATURAL™ expansion
bay, large-sized color LCD, powerful new audio/MIDI
sequencer, and more. Available in 61, 76 and 88 key models.

Fantom-G6 282553 Call for pricing.
Fantom-G7 282554 Call for pricing.
Fantom-G8 282555 Call for pricing.

Juno Stage 128-Voice 
Expandable Synthesizer 
with Song Player
A new breed of synthesizer that every gigging keyboardist will
love. Decked out with an extra-large display, USB backing-track
functionality, a Click output for drummers, dedicated
performance knobs, hands-free patch select, instant master
MIDI control functionality, and more. 291311

Call for pricing.

SonicCell 128-Voice 
Expandable Synth Module 
with Audio Interface 
With its dual SRX expansion bay, built-in USB audio interface,
and ability to play SMFs and WAV/AIFF/MP3 files, SonicCell is
a dream for computer-based musicians and live performers
who seek a compact, integrated pro sound module and USB
audio-interface solution. 270454

Call for pricing.

M3 Music Workstation/Sampler
Features a number of innovations distilled from the
flagship OASYS including the new EDS (Enhanced
Definition Synthesis) sound generator derived from the
HD-1 engine design, advanced second-generation
KARMA functionality, and the multi-purpose control
surface.

From $2395

nanoSERIES USB/MIDI Controllers
Meet the most compact family of USB-MIDI controllers
ever! So small, you can put them on your workstation, in
front of your laptop, on a recording console or anywhere
else you need versatile control over your DAW, virtual
instrument/effect or DJ software. The nanoKEY:  25-key
velocity-sensitive keyboard. nanoPAD: 12 highly
responsive trigger pads and nanoKONTROL offers nine
faders, nine knobs and 18 switches.

From $59.95

SP-250 88-Key Portable 
Digital Piano
Provides an expanded range of expression and
performance with an outstanding new stereo piano
sound, which is matched to a third-generation RH3
graded action keyboard. The perfect answer for a pianist
looking for rich piano sounds and the convenience of a
lightweight, portable instrument. 237056

$799

PA800 Professional Arranger 
with Speakers
A 61-key arranger that provides a complete solution for
professional musicians, project studios and home use.
Based on an entirely new engine offering sophisticated
sound and effects engines, TC-Helicon based vocal
effects, real-time performance features and stereo two-
way speaker system in a sleek, professional package.
Intuitive, powerful and interactive with the most stunning
sound ever produced by an Arranger keyboard. 257285

$2975

KAOSSILATOR 
Dynamic Phrase Synthesizer
A new pocket sized, battery-operated instrument that
packs Korg’s world renowned synth sound along with
innovative performance features into an ultra-compact
unit. Anyone can instantly play musical phrases by simply
tapping or sliding their finger across the KAOSSILATOR’s
touch pad – no previous skills required! 280082

$195

PANDORA PX5D 
Personal Multi-Effect Processor
with USB
Optimized to work with your computer as a powerful
recording tool. USB/audio interface allows direct
connection to your desktop or laptop computer in
conjunction with your audio sequencer software (or the
included “Ableton Live Lite 6 Korg Edition” recording
software) to easily make CD-quality recordings. 286234

$235
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EXCLUSIVE 13”x7” Birch Snare
Long & McQuade presents this limited edition 13”x7” birch
snare drum in the exclusive finish of 
White Pearl with Flat Black hardware. This drum
features a 9-ply, 7mm birch shell, 2.3 mm power
hoops and 16 lugs with internal TuneSafe
mechanism. Available only at Long & McQuade!
0291154 $185

Force 507
Perfect for beginners or 
as a practice kit. 9-layer
basswood shells offer 
punch and the covered
finish is sturdy. TuneSafe
tuning lugs prevent tension
screws from loosening.
Toms with ‘short’ shells
generate a controlled pitch
and can be positioned 
lower and easier to reach.
Cymbals not included.

$515

Force 1007
For rock, jazz, metal or blues players. 9-layer basswood shells
have a full-bodied, balanced sound with lots of power up front.
TuneSafe tuning lugs prevent tension screws 
from loosening. Toms with 
‘short’ shells generate a 
controlled pitch and can 
be positioned lower and 
easier-to-reach. 17.5”
deep bass drum for more 
power and rich sound.
Cymbals not included.

$755

Force 2007
4 pre-configured sets and 12 individual components for
unlimited configuration. 9-layer birchwood shells, with a hefty,
dynamic sound. The vibration-free T.A.R. mounting system
(Total Acoustic Resonance) provides maximum resonance and
sustain. Toms with ‘short’ shells for controlled sustain and crisp
attack. 5-pce sets w/ hardware from $1050

Force 3007
The top model of the Force range. 9-layer maple shells offer a rich
and warm sound. TuneSafe tuning lugs  prevent tension screws
from loosening. The vibration-free T.A.R. tom-mounting system
with APS provides maximum resonance and sustain. Toms with
‘short’ shells offer controlled sustain and a crisp attack.
Cymbals not included.

From $1350

Jungle Sets
A compact and easy to
transport set - ideal for
small clubs and
practice sessions.
All maple shells
provide a warm tone,
and lacquered wooden
bass drum hoops
provide a classy look.
Cymbals not included.

$795

S-Classix 
For advanced and pro drummers who admire the retro Sonor
looks of the 1960’s and 70’s. An extensive range of components
to choose from. Thin Scandinavian birchwood shells offer a pithy
and compulsive sound with powerful treble and mid-range
pitches, and well-balanced deep tones. 5-piece shell sets from:

$3425

Delite Series
Features Vintage Maple 
shells for extraordinary 
resonance and sound 
quality. Thin 6-ply 
shells give the drums 
an open sound with a 
wide dynamic range.
T.A.R. mounting 
systemfor better 
acoustic resonance 
and sound projection. CALL FOR PRICING DETAILS.

SQ2
Represents Sonor‘s extensive know-how in drum making and
sound design. An entirely new concept both of making and
selecting drums. With an almost unlimited variety of shell - size -
finish combinations, SQ2 is the most individual drum they have
ever made. CUSTOM MADE TO YOUR SPECS. CALL FOR DETAILS.
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PC3 76-Key Performance Controller
Delivers 128 voices of incredible sound quality along with a host
of powerful, easy to use features. Kurzweil’s ultimate performance
controller keyboard, with an enormous collection of stunning
sounds and comprehensive real-time controller functions. 284329

$2350
SP2X Stage Piano
Delivers the legendary Kurzweil sound, with all of its detail and
refinement, in a digital stage piano which is both professional
and easy to use. Using the next generation of Kurzweil
technology, the SP2X provides some of our best sounds:
pianos, EPs, strings, pads, mallets and voices, all available at
the touch of a button. 275938

$1325

Gator Lightweight GK Series Keyboard Cases
These cases are becoming a favourite of musicians worldwide. Constructed
of 600-denier ballistic material, the exterior is ready to go to battle. The
interior is lined with a soft plush and foam to create rigidity around the
keyboard. This case is fully adjustable using the Gator exclusive design that
utilizes adjustable padded straps that allow you to strap your keyboard
securely into place. Large accessory pockets on the outside are perfect for
pedals and cables. Built-in wheels, a tow handle and stair-slides round out
this case to make it the ultimate in lightweight easy transport for
your keyboard.

From $99

Traynor K1 Keyboard Amplifier
Comprehensive features and crystal clear acoustic reproduction in an ultra compact
combo amplifier format. Built for maximum versatility, the 120 watt K1 can be used
upright for projecting across a stage, on a typical speaker stand when used as a
single speaker micro PA, or as a personal wedge monitor, tucking easily under a
keyboard rig on the most crowded stage. 281085

$485

IKS-8 Deluxe 4-leg Collapsible Kybd Stand 219464 $89.99
IKS-TIER8 Adjustable 2nd Tier & Crossbar for IKS-8 238787 $71.99
IKS-7 Heavy-Duty Single Tier Kybd X-Stand 200076 $51.99
IKS-TIER7 Second Tier for IKS-7 205455 $29.99
IKS-X1 Single Brace folding Keyboard X-Stand 139840 $24.99

DI Boxes
Perfect for keyboards, samplers, drum machines and laptops.

ART Xdirect Active DI Box
With phase flip, pad, high pass filter. Runs on battery or with Phantom Power.

247840 $48.99
ART Zdirect Passive DI Box 
With phase flip and high pass filter.

253282 $24.99
TM
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Mike Mangini MM1062 Snare
Berklee professor and international clinician signature snare features a 6-ply, 100% Birch shell
in a unique 10x6.2” Golden Ratio size, complete with “Phi” graphic covering based on the
ancient architectural phenomenon that is the Golden Ratio. With swivel tube lugs, SuperHoop
II hoops and an included OptiMount holder, this is a snare drum marvel! 284265

$275
Morgan Rose MR1450 Snare
When rocking with Sevendust, Morgan needs his drum to be loud and powerful, so his mean
14” x 5” Steel drum has the projection to cut through huge speaker stacks and subwoofers,
stainless steel tension rods for incredible tuning precision, and a green metallic finish with glow-
in-the-dark “Alien” graphic. 284264

$275
Jimmy Degrasso JD1455 Snare
A 14” x 5.5” hammered brass snare drum with gold-plated hardware, ideal for loud, amplified
music. Jimmy has laid the foundation for such hard rock acts as Alice Cooper, Ozzy Osbourne,
Suicidal Tendencies and Megadeth. This striking drum is sure to catch the eyes and ears of all
drummers. 284267

$365

FZ725 Forum Series with 
Cymbals and Throne
Besides the drums and hardware, the 5 piece Forum
includes FREE cymbals, throne, drumsticks, and a set-up
video.With all the essentials included, Forum is ready to play
and truly lives up to its nickname, Ready-Set-Go! 

$695

Vision VX Series
Features 6 plies on rack toms and 8 plies on bass and floor toms, for
incredibly balanced sound. Excluding Vision Maple VMX, Vision
drumsets feature Pearl’s MIPA award-winning 900 series hardware.
From the Birch Ply shell of VS and exotic coverings of the VSX, to the
100% Maple shell of VMX, Vision is the next level of perfection.

From $855

Master’s Premium Series
Offers precision, beauty, innovation and options. Available in
4- or 6-ply 100% Maple or Birch shells and features
upgraded low-mass aluminum OptiMounts, Masterworks
and Reference class bass drum spurs, snare drums
featuring the revolutionary new swivel tube lugs that assure
perfect tension rod to lug alignment. Choose from 30 hand-
rubbed lacquer and premium covered finishes in chrome,
black chrome or gold plated hardware.
CALL FOR PRICING DETAILS.

L&M Drum Sticks 
by Promark
$6.95

L&M Brushes by 
Regal Tip
058892

$16.95 L&M Stick Bag by Ritter
271565

$13.50

L&M Cymbal Bag by Ritter 271566

$19.25

Sabian L&M B8 Set
Performance Set comes with 14” hats, 16” crash, 20” ride. FREE 14” crash,
nylon cymbal bag, Sabian t-shirt, Sabian drum key and video. 003200

$280         
Sabian L&M XS20 Set
Performance Set comes with 14” hats, 16” crash, 20” ride and bag.
FREE XS20 10” splash. 264339

$410            
Sabian L&M AA Set
Performance Set comes with 14” regular hats, 16” medium thin crash, 20” medium ride. FREE 10” AA
splash, standard cymbal bag, Sabian t-shirt and Sabian drum key. 057873

$599                    

SK52KBNS Superstar 5-Piece Kit
As Heavy Metal and Shredded Hard Rock gains in popularity, double bass drum
kit players are recognized more than ever. Equipped with Black Nickel hardware,
die-cast hoops/claw hooks, Superstar Birch shells and Star-Cast Mounting
system. Includes18x22” bass drum w/ mount; 14x16” floor tom; 8x10” and
9x12” toms; 5.5x14” snare drum; tom holder.

$1175
SK32AKBNS Superstar 3-Piece Add-On Kit
Includes 18x22” bass drum w/ mount; 12x14” floor tom; 7x8” tom; single tom
holder; hi-hat attachment; drum pedal.Available in Brushed Metallic Black, Sugar
White and Brushed Burgundy Metallic.

$670
SK6H2BNS-GP Superstar 
Custom SK 6-Piece Kit
Loaded to the max with professional grade appointments.
Built around hybrid shells which have been constructed of
Birch outer plies, and a single Basswood inner ply for
added depth. Incredibly resonant and focused for stage
use, and a uniquely warm character for
studio applications. Includes 18”x22”
bass drum; 6.5”x10” and 7x12” toms;
12”x14” and 14”x16” floor toms;
5.5”x14” snare drum; multi clamp and
single tom attachment.
Cymbals N/I.

$1125
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DTExplorer 5-Piece Electronic Kit
Complete Five Piece Electronic Drum Kit
Includes a snare pad, three tom pads, a kick pad, hi-hat, two cymbal pads and
a bass drum pedal.

32 Factory Kits, 10 User Kits, 214 Voices
The 32 factory programmed kits give you a wide variety of kits that can be used
in almost any musical situation. The 10 user kits allow you to build custom kits
using any of the 214 voices for your particular needs as a musician.

Groove Check with Rhythm Gate
Features the popular Groove Check function.You can engage the Rhythm Gate
so that when you play out of time the module will mute the drums until you get
back in time with the click.

Multi Zone Inputs
The snare input will accept a three-zone pad giving you the head, rim shot and
cross stick sounds. The cymbal inputs will accept dual zone cymbals and allow
cymbal choking.

216027  $799
Gigmaker Drum Kit
A full kit of drums – complete with hardware and cymbals – at a
price that makes owning a set of Yamaha Drums easier than
ever. The 5-piece set will make you look and sound great whether
you’re playing rock, country or jazz.

Accompanying the kit are a bass drum pedal, crash and hi-hat
cymbals, and a set of Yamaha’s double-braced hardware –
formed for its outstanding function, stability and durability –
so you can play right away.

■ Shell Construction: Basswood Poplar 1.0mm x 7ply (Bass Drum),
Basswood Poplar 1.0mm x 6ply (Floor Toms, Tom Toms, Snare Drums) 

■ Finish: PVC Covering Black ■ Hoop: Regular Type 
■ Head (Top): Clear Type with Yamaha Logo 
■ Head (Bottom): Clear Type with Yamaha Logo 
■ Lug: YD Lug Type ■ Mount: Tom Holder Type 
■ Hardware: Same as current Rydeen (made by Yamaha) 

*CS651W, HS651W, SS650W, FP6110

20” bass drum, 10” and 12” toms, 14” floor tom, snare 289216 $499
22” bass drum, 12” and 12” toms, 16” floor tom, snare 289215 $499

Sensitive Series Snares
Excels in any musical environment, from soft jazz, pop, or rock. 7-ply shell made of
North American maple. The top bearing edge cut is 60°, adding warmth and body
to the drum. The snare-side bearing edge cut at 45° for sensitivity and articulation.
The snare beds are 2.7mm deep allowing great snare response at loose tension, yet
a crisp sound without having to over-tighten the snares and choke the snare head.

From $540

Vintage Series Snares
The 14” x 6” four-ply maple shell with 6-ply reinforcing rings is modeled after some
of the most popular vintage snare drums. The bearing edges are 60° for a warm,
and woody tone, with great sustain. The snare beds are 2.7mm deep for wide
dynamic response, allowing the snares to be very loose for that classic wet, funky
sound or tightened up for a crisp, dry snare sound.

From $445

Loud Series Snares
The heart of the Loud Series snares is their 8-ply oak shell, with its ability to cut
through loud music without sounding brittle. Great response even at low dynamic
levels, making them suitable for players of all styles.

From $445

TD-9KXS V-Drums® V-Tour® Series
The kit’s new TD-9 sound module is loaded with fresh sounds, and offers
a deeper level of expression. Together with comfortable mesh-head tom
and snare pads with rim triggering, 3-way triggering for the ride cymbal,
scope function with graphical LCD display and more, this kit is destined
to be a big hit with drummers worldwide. 282805

Call for pricing.

HPD-10 HandSonic Hand Percussion Pad
Offers the same great pad response that made the original HandSonic so popular, but with a specialized
set of features and a fresh batch of sounds, rhythms, and effects.

■ All-new sounds (approx. 400) 
■ Style Guide Metronome (metronome function with backing rhythm patterns) 
■ 10 individual pads with pressure sensing 
■ Large icon-driven LCD 
■ D Beam controller for sound/pitch/

effects control 
■ 20 multi-effects 

■ Rhythm Coach function 

241532 Call for pricing.

SPD-S Sampling Pad
A simple and affordable way to tap into the power of sampling. Six pads and
three edge triggers allow drummers to trigger CD-quality samples and create
phrase loops complete with pro-quality effects. 165394

Call for pricing.

TD-9KS V-Drums® V-Tour® Series
For drummers who want a state-of-the-art V-Drums kit but an even more
cost-effective option, the TD-9KS offers all of the features and advantages
of the TD-9KXS but with rubber tom pads and a dual-trigger ride cymbal.
282804

Call for pricing.

TD-12KVS V-Drums® V-Stage® Series 
Builds on the popular TD-12 kit with an additional V-Cymbal and
mount. Perfect for practice, with expressive sounds, quiet and
natural-feel mesh heads, preset backing patterns, built-in
metronome, mix input, headphone output. Great for live, with instant
drum kit switching with Chain function, bright and big LCD, large
buttons, four outputs, sturdy metal chassis and drum stand. Ideal for
recording since less equipment is necessary - no mics, drum
isolation booths, extra drums needed for different sounds.

$3595

Bass pedals not included.

Bass pedals not included.

Bass pedals not included.
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High-Decibel Design Cuts 
Through the Loudest Music

Super-bright, tonally tight, focused and
aggressive, APX cymbals rip through rock-heavy
grooves and blistering power chords like a laser
through darkness.

APX is a new style of professional cymbal from
SABIAN. Its innovative ‘High-Decibel’ design makes
this series loud and cutting, so it’s great for Rock
and Metal drummers like Ray Luzier (Korn), Neil
Sanderson (Three Days Grace), Rich Beddoe
(Finger Eleven), George Kollias (Nile) and Johnny
Kelly (Type O Negative), but that cutting sound is
also suitable for a wide range of other players
and music.

With APX, nothing gets in your way.

Available in standard and heavier ‘Solid’ models.

APX O-Zone Crash
With a double ring of response-enhancing holes, the
O-Zone explodes like a combination crash/chinese.
Play it loud for a wicked rip-your-face-off attack or
softly for a darker, more ominous response. An O-
Zone is a must-have for every drummer and
percussionist. Sizes: 16”, 18”.

From $130

APX Crash
This thin model delivers an explosive crash that is
dense with high-end brightness and a razor-sharp
projection that cuts through with tonally cool, crisp
attack. That tight focus of frequencies means this
crash never gets lost in the mix. Sizes: 14”, 16”,
18”, 20”.

From $99

APX Solid Ride
The fast, super-bright response of this heavy ride is
loaded with robust, high-pitched cutting power that
blows through any band playing at the high end of
the power scale. With the Solid Ride, every stroke of
your stick is heard. Clearly!Sizes: 20”, 22”.

From $175

Black Suede Drumheads
Give your kit a unique look with REMO’s BLACK SUEDE™ drumheads. Offered in
Ambassador® and Emperor® weights, the BLACK SUEDE™ uniquely textured
drumheads provide focused warmth, and enhanced mid-range for snare drums and
tom toms without muting their percussive attack. Available is sizes 10”, 12”, 13”, 14”
and 16”.

The BLACK SUEDE™ Ambassador® drumheads feature 1-ply of textured EBONY®
10-mil film. The BLACK SUEDE™ Emperor® drumheads feature 2-plies of textured
EBONY® 7.5-mil film. Both weights are ideal for all playing applications.

From $15.95
Black X™ Drumheads
Perfect for the heavy hitters, with its focused midrange and warmth with plenty of
attack. The Emperor®-weight BLACK X™ is 2-plies of textured Ebony® 10-mil film with
a 3-mil reverse dot giving it X-treme durability with a unique esthetic look. Available in
13” and 14”. SKU

From $19.25

Regal Tip X-Series Drumsticks
The X-Series offer a little extra length and wider
necks than their standard counterparts, for the
hard-hitting player looking for more
strength and durability.

From $8.95

Remo Designer Series Key-Tuned Djembe
You’ll hear quality tones that only this djembe - with the Skyndeep™ drumhead and Acousticon® drum shell - can produce. Be
prepared to get loud volume, pronounced bass tone and slaps that cut through any ensemble. Four finishes available are
Camouflage, Adinkra graphics, Black Earth and the Flame graphics.

From $190

CAMOUFLAGE ADINKRA BLACK EARTH FLAME
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New! Pitch Black Series
Its first-ever colour-coated cymbal series. Combines killer looks with an awesome sound, and is available in
a full range of sizes and models, with new profiles, cups, lathing and
hammering designed specifically for Rock and Metal
applications. Made from Zildjian’s high-performance
Bronze 12 alloy.

ZPBP4P Pitch Black Boxset 
292106

$399
ZPB18C Pitch Black 18" Crash
292102

$110

SoundOff 
SOBASS Bass Mute
Fits drums 18” - 26” and closely
reproduces the natural feel and
rebound of an unmuted drum. The
extension arms and C-clamp
attachment method make it easy to
install and remove. 282897

$42.75

SoundOff SOSETSTD/
SOSETFSN Drum Mutes
Allows players to practice on
their normal drum sets in
relative silence while preserving
realistic feel and rebound
characteristics. Available in
Standard (12-13-16” toms)
and Fusion (10-12-14” toms) packs. Both
include a 14” snare, crash mute, 20” ride
mute, 14” hi-hat mute and size adjustable
SoundOff Bass Mute. 282896/5

$99

Evans E-RINGS 
(Fusion & Standard)
An easy-to-use external overtone
control ring which “floats” on the
surface of a drumhead to round
out and flatten the sound and
allow for easier tuning.

From $9.20

Evans TOMPACK
Replace a set of 3 heads at a
discount compared to buying
individual heads.
Fusion (10-12-14”) or 
Standard (12-13-16”).
Available in J1 Etched / 
G1 Clear / G1 Coated / 
G2 Clear / G2 Coated / 
EC1 Clear / EC1 Coated / 
EC2 Clear / EC2 Coated / 
Hydraulic 

From $35.25

Vater Colour Wrap Sticks
The core of the Colour Wrap Series is made up of Vater’s
extremely popular 5A, 5B and Power 5B wood tip models.
Available in Blue Sparkle, Gold Sparkle, Red Sparkle, Black
Optic, Silver Optic and Purple Optic finishes. The wraps are high
density without compromising the feel, weight and balance of
the stick. Perfect for drummers looking to add an exciting visual
aspect to their playing.

From $10.50

Solutions SDMP-1B 
Drumpad
Features a built in metronome 
with an LCD display screen.
Batteries included. 292485

$24.95

Vater VSAS
Ear protection for all musicians.
Includes two filter styles for
different levels of hearing
protection. Also includes pouch
for safe storing when not in use.
258470

$20.25

American Classic Sticks
With bold designs for fuller sound, these
sticks are turned from select hickory
– a durable, dense wood with little flex
for a more pronounced sound.

From $8.99

Signature 
Series 
Sticks
Each model was conceived through
research with the finest drummers from
a variety of musical styles. All sticks are
hickory unless otherwise noted.

From $10.20

American Custom Sticks
Consists of models conceived and
engineered by Vic Firth – performer
and teacher. Perfect for playing
lighter music – a beefier stick
without the weight.

From $8.99

American Custom 
Keyboard Mallets
These mallets address a
range of instruments and
dynamic levels. Available in
yarn, cord and unwound.
16” long.

From $23.50

Timpani Mallets
Reflective of Vic’s fifty years of
experience as Solo Timpanist with
the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
Each mallet is turned from a single
piece of rock maple. Coupled with
round, seamless heads to produce
bigger and brighter sounds.

From $29.99

Brushes
Designed to deliver a
traditional sound or bold
new colours.

From $20.50

African Djembes 
Baby 054934 $75
Medium 053502 $139
Large 053504 $245
X-Large 057871 $299

22” Aluminum 
Surdo
Made in Brazil. 069662

$189

20” Wood 
Surdo
Made in Brazil. 0055929

$169

$9.75
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Steve Smith – Drum Legacy: Standing on the Shoulders
of Giants 2-DVD Set with Bonus CD

Studying the drum giants who came before is one of the keys to developing an understanding
of music and finding your own voice on the drums. This highly educational DVD set presents a musical

analysis and discussion of some of the most important jazz drumming greats in history. On Drum Legacy you will find the complete
one-hour performance by Steve Smith's group Jazz Legacy from the 2006 Modern Drummer Festival, including two previously
unreleased songs.Also included are two brilliant drum solos by Steve in tribute to Max Roach (“Drums Unlimited” and “For Big Sid”),
plus two new original solos. John Riley –master jazz drummer, educator, and author – joins Steve for an insightful discussion of the
work of jazz greats that is unprecedented in its scope and detail. 290105

$37.50
Steve Gadd – Master Series DVD
In 2006, the Zildjian company launched its third “Mission from Gadd” North American clinic tour giving drummers across the country
an opportunity to experience Steve Gadd's humility, generosity, and creative genius firsthand. On this DVD, Steve is featured in an
intimate masterclass at the Manhattan School of Music in NYC, May 2006. Longtime fans of Steve, as well as younger drummers
just discovering him, will treasure his wisdom and insights on a wide variety of topics: funk patterns, rudiments applied to the kit,
playing with a click, tips for the studio, brush patterns, odd phrases, Mozambique/Latin ideas and more. 286217

$27.95
Antonio Sanchez Masterclass DVD
In an intimate masterclass setting, Sanchez displays his extraordinary musical skills in the context of challenging songs and
incredible solo segments. Performing on his smaller traditional jazz set and the larger kit that he uses with the Pat Metheny Group,
he presents musical concepts, exercises and suggestions for developing musicianship that apply to serious drum students of all
levels and styles. Includes an eBook with transcriptions of exercises, grooves and phrases, and an optional Spanish voiceover. 287974

$27.95
Neil Peart – Anatomy of a Drum Solo DVD
Features in-studio footage of Neil discussing his approach to soloing. Using a solo recorded in September of 2004 in Frankfurt,
Germany, Neil talks about each segment of this nine-minute tour de force that is a feature of every Rush performance. He describes
the inspiration and the conceptual thinking behind each part of the solo and discusses, and often demonstrates, the technique
necessary for playing that segment. 238560

$44.50
Kosa Eleven / Live 2006 DVD
Features three hours of instruction and live performances from the 111th annual KoSA International Percussion Workshop and
Festival, which took place at Johnston State College, Johnston, VT, in 2006. This entertaining, informative and highly educational
DVD gives you a participant's perspective on the KoSA experience. Master instructors include: Memo Acevedo “Colombian Cumbia
Rhythm”; John Amira “Haitian Drumming”; Clayton Cameron “Playing Uptempo with Brushes”; Kenwood Dennard “The Woodstroke
Technique”; Jamey Haddad “Frame Drum Ideas and Other Sounds” and more. 284296

$27.95
JoJo Mayer – Secret Weapons for the Modern Drummer DVD
One of the most comprehensive and detailed volumes on hand technique ever produced, this DVD is recommended for drummers
of every age, style and skill level. The double-DVD, 3-hour set covers a wide range of information on drumming technique, from the
most fundamental to the most advanced. Yet, Secret Weapons is more than just the ultimate instructional method and reference
guide: it also showcases the inspiring artistry, musical philosophy and groundbreaking technical abilities of one of today's most
progressive performers and educators. 272085

$37.50
The Code of Funk by David Garibaldi Book, CD & DVD ROM Package
This cutting-edge book/audio package brings the music of David Garibaldi and the music of Tower of Power to your practice room
and provides an in-depth look at the concepts that David uses to create his futuristic yet old-school grooves. 256479

$34.50
Indian Rhythms for Drumset by Pete Lockett Book with CD-ROM 
Dispelling the mystery and simplifying the complexity of Southern India’s classic Carnatic rhythmic system, this is the first book
of its kind to apply authentic Indian rhythms to the modern drumset. 291758

$28.95
Turn It Up And Lay It Down: Double Pedal Metal by Steve Kilgallon Book with CD
Features the Double Pedal Metal play-along CD with 14 tracks in the style of Jason Bittner (Shadows Fall), Chris Adler (Lamb Of
God), Vinnie Paul (Pantera), Lars Ulrich (Metallica), Mike Wengren (Disturbed) & Dave Lombardo (Slayer), & a new book & free
online downloads. Contains charts with easy, intermediate & advanced groove suggestions, fill variations, & hints & tips. 293732

$28.95
The New Method for Afro-Cuban Drumming By Jimmy Branly Book with CD
Features Jimmy's unique approach to playing contemporary Latin rhythms on the drumset. The material represents a fusion of his
experiences growing up in Cuba and shows how he applied this knowledge when he got to the USA and began performing. Everything
in this book has practical applications to many styles of music. Jimmy covers: getting the right sound, bongo bell patterns and the
drumset, bass drum variations, hi-hat variations andmore. The 65-minute CD includes 97 demonstration tracks. 209312

$22.95
Visit hudsonmusic.com for free video and audio clips, excerpts and examples, and to sign up for the Hudson News Reel e-newsletter.
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507S Flute
Provides the comfortable key action and
good response that every beginning
student deserves. Silver plated nickel
silver headjoint, body and footjoint,
brass barrel, power forged plateau keys
with rolled tone holes, offset G, reinforced post base, top adjustment
screws, ribbed construction, molded case. 146767

$349
631NMT Clarinet
Durable Duralene plastic body, matte brushed finish, forged nickel plated
nickel silver keys and bell ring, .583” bore, in-line trill keys, undercut tone
holes, individually mounted G#/A keys, sturdy curved bridge keys link A/D
ring key, classically styled French pointed arms, deluxe wood shell case.
146770

$349
600ML Trumpet
Yellow brass body and hand hammered bell, Monel valves, clear lacquer
finish, 1st valve thumb saddle, 3rd valve ring, .460” bore, 4.8” bell, nickel
silver outer slides, deluxe hard shell case. 061100

$475
567GL Alto Sax
Gold lacquered body and power forged keys, High F#, articulated G# key
with tilting Bb rocker arm, adjustable action, detachable bow with hand
hammered and annealed bell, waterproof pads, wood frame case. Music
Industry Association’s award winner for best brass/woodwind instrument in
2004. 291285

$849
2069GL Alto & 2089GL XO Tenor Saxophones
A well balanced and resonant instrument able to meet the demands of the
advancing student and professional alike. Hand hammered neck and
engraved bell, ribbed construction with gold lacquered keys. Leather pads
with metal tone boosters. High F# keys and tilting G#-Bb table keys give the
XO saxophones a comfortable feel and allow players to adjust the
mechanism to fit their needs.

Alto 286953 $1999
Tenor 286954 $2299
416L/BL/S Pocket Trumpets
More than just a novelty item, these are real instruments that have been
used in many playing situations. Yellow brass bodies and bells with top
sprung stainless steel valves. .460” ML bores and smaller 3.7” bells.
Available in clear lacquer, black lacquer and silver plated finishes.

From $449
931S Clarinet
An affordable alternative to instruments which incorporate similar features
at twice the cost. Select aged premium Grenadilla wood, .577” polished
bore provide a rich and dark but well centered tone. Premium mechanism
with 17 keys and 6 rings in a silver plated finish. Metal tenon rings and an
adjustable thumb rest. 146771

$895
XO Tribune Trumpets
Handmade professional model trumpets feature one piece hand hammered
bells in either yellow or rose brass in three different tapers. Two different
leadpipes in either rose brass or sterling silver, standard or reverse design.
Monel valves. 4 bore sizes. Each outfit comes with both elliptic and rounded
tuning slides, silver plated with 24kt gold trim.

From $1695

Sonare Flutes
All Sonare flutes have Powell Signature headjoints handmade in Boston,
and are available inline or offset.

500 Series
501 Silver plated body with y-arms. 268891/892

$1150 
600 Series
601 Sterling silver body with y-arms and 10K white gold springs.
268896/897

$1795
700 Series
705 Sterling silver body with pointed arms and 10K white gold springs.
263032/033

$2495

Sonare Trumpets
Made in Germany with hand hammered bells. All come standard with a
Cliff Blackburn leadpipe, a unique micro-lok adjustable valve system
and cryogenic treatment.

800 Series Bb
Brass Blackburn leadpipe. Available in lacquer or silver-plate.

229350  $1999 229346  $2199
800 Series C
Brass Blackburn leadpipe. Available in silver-plate. 277622

$2499

Keilwerth Saxophones
The Keilwerth SX90R series offer numerous choices on superb large bell
instruments made in Germany. All models come with rolled tone holes
and mother of pearl finger buttons.

Alto SX90R Shadow
Most requested model of Keilwerth saxophone, newly available in
Canada. Black Nickel body finish with silver plate keys. 218171

$5499
Tenor SX90RSilverStar
Limited 20th Anniversary Model with Silver plate body and keys. 218170

$5999

York Brass
All York instruments (from cornet to tuba) are made by Schreiber-
Keilwerth in Germany and are true to the legendary British brass sound.

EU4052-2 Eminence Euphonium
4 Valve Compensating System for improved intonation in the lower
register. 279222

$6795
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Traditional Reeds
The most widely played reeds in
the world with a superiority
proven over the years. Known for
their excellent response in all
registers, allowing pianissimo in
even the highest notes.

Clarinet $25.50
Soprano Sax $25.50
Alto Sax $32.25
Tenor Sax $22.99
Baritone Sax $40.75

ZZ Jazz Reeds
In tests with Jazz saxophonists, the artists found the new ZZ reed to be
immediately responsive without sacrificing the brightness or tone
quality required for their style of playing. Its free blowing characteristic
made them immediate fans of the ZZ reeds.

Soprano Sax $25.50
Alto Sax $32.25
Tenor Sax $22.99
Baritone Sax $40.75

Optimum Mouthpieces and Ligatures
A giant leap forward for the classical saxophone.

From its characteristic shape reminiscent of vintage mouthpieces and
decidedly comfortable beak design to its perfectly designed facing,
rails and table, the Optimum series is designed to be more free
blowing and responsive. With accurate articulation, tonal control at all
dynamic ranges and precise intonation, the Optimum series is the new
standard-bearer for classical saxophone mouthpieces. (This series is
available for Soprano to Baritone saxophones.)

Optimum ligatures for clarinets and saxophones offer many features to
adjust your sound to suit any playing situation. Quick and precise
tightening, 3 interchangeable pressure plates. Clarinet models are
silver plated with gold plated trim.

LIGATURES AND CAPS
LC01P Clarinet with plastic cap $79.99
LC07P Alto Sax with plastic cap $79.99
LC08M Tenor Sax with gilded cap $130.00
LC06M Soprano Sax with gilded cap $125.00
MOUTHPIECES
Soprano Sax $120.00
Alto Sax $135.00
Tenor Sax $150.00
Baritone Sax $265.00

V16 Mouthpieces
The new Jazz Standard. For 10 years, the V16 series has become the
new standard for Jazz, first with the metal mouthpiece for tenor sax and
later with the Ebonite models for soprano, alto and tenor. These
mouthpieces offer exceptional ease of sound, very powerful and even
throughout the entire compass of registers. Perfectly adapted for
soloists and acoustic jazz.

Soprano Sax $125.00
Alto Sax $135.00
Tenor Sax (rubber) $150.00
Tenor Sax (metal) $399.00

52 Selmer (Paris) Series II 
Alto Saxophone
The powerful tone and easy response make this Super Action 80
Series II a very flexible instrument, suitable for playing in both
jazz and classical genres. The well-balanced mechanism offers
comfortable ergonomics and a high level of playing precision.
Ribbed construction, high F#, hand engraved. 006256

$3995
74F Selmer (Paris) Reference 
54 Tenor Saxophone
In the spirit of the Mark VI of 1954, old world craftsmanship
mated with modern ergonomics makes for an instrument that
arguably sounds and responds better and feels superior to any
other saxophone made today. Mini-rib construction, high F#,
hand-engraved. 200597

$5895
B16PR Selmer (Paris) 
Privilège Bb Clarinet
A16PR Selmer (Paris) 
Privilège A Clarinet
Designed exclusively for the orchestral player. Quick to vibrate,
the Privilege provides immediate response and it will carry any
hall with a wide range of colours that are big but never
aggressive. Select grenadilla wood body with undercut tone
holes, exquisite silver plated keys.

B16PR 289375 $4995
A16PR 289376 $5495
197 Bach Stradivarius 
“New York” Bb Trumpet
Modeled after the original Vincent Bach instrument in his New
York shop in the 1930’s. One-piece, hand-hammered and
annealed lightweight bell with French bead flat rim. Vintage
1930’s mouthpiece receiver, semi-precious finger buttons,
exquisite silver plating with gold plated slides and trim. Monel
pistons. Limited Edition double case. 224421

$2499
88HO Conn Symphony Tenor Trombone
Defines trombone performance with its unique tone colour and
refusal to “break up” even at the most extreme dynamics. .547”
primary bore, .562” open wrap F attachment, 8-1/2” rose brass
bell, rose brass outer slide, clear lacquer finish, hard shell case.
053765

$2195
Ludwig LM-400 Supraphonic 
Snare Drum
Chrome plated shells, made in USA.
Wonderfully responsive with a bright,
cutting, and crisp sound. 014543

$425



Kun 
Shoulder Rests     

100C 056066

Collapsible 1/16-1/4 size 

$22.95
300C 056053

Collapsible 4/4 violin

$28.95

K800 180326

Bravo 4/4 wood violin 

$69.95

K1000 228802

Voce 4/4 carbon fibre violin 

$89.95

9392

ARS Violins
Hand crafted violins made in the Czech Republic. All models feature carved spruce
top, maple back, sides and neck, ebony fingerboard, pegs, endpin, chinrest, Thomastik
Dominant strings and Wittner Ultra finetuning tailpiece.

AM026 Outfit
(intermediate violin, deluxe oblong case, brazilwood bow) 287388 $599
AM028 Violin (advanced violin, instrument only) 101815 $599
Akord-Kvint Violins
Hand made violins made under the direct supervision of Master Luthier Harald Lorenz.

HL6
Concert violin with beautifully flamed back, sides and neck, selected spruce top, spirit
varnished, richly shaded golden brown. Precisely and carefully made instrument. Fine
quality rosewood fittings with Parisian eye including Guarneri model chinrest and two
black adjusters and Thomastik Dominant Strings. Sizes: 4/4, 3/4, 1/2, 1/4.

$1495
Stentor Violins
Student violin outfits made from solid tonewoods, ebony pegs and fingerboard,
tailpiece with four adjusters, wood bow, lightweight case with cover and music pocket.
Sizes: 4/4-1/16

ST1500 $225
Skyinbow Electric Violins
Award-winning handmade professional electric violins from the Shetland Isles of
Scotland. Available in 4 or 5 string models in blue, black, red, green and vintage finishes.

ST-1BU (translucent blue 4 string) 206312 $1599
The Skyinbow Pure Acoustic violin/viola active transducer system cleverly combines
the latest in amplification technology while retaining the looks, functionality and tone
of a natural acoustic violin.

PA1 256581 $280

Thomastik Strings
Violin Dominant Plain E 143584 135B $42.95
Violin Dominant Wound E 001099 135 $44.95
Viola Dominant 052660 141 $82.50
Cello Dominant 061534 147 $155.00
Bass Dominant 221159 196T $210.00 
Violin Vision 200382 VI100 $36.50  
Violin Infeld Red 135047 IR-100 $59.95
Violin Infeld Blue 135048 IB-100 $51.95
Violin Superflexible 003860   15 $38.95
Viola Superflexible 030007 23 $53.95
Cello Superflexible 030012 31 $95.00
Bass Superflexible 030960 42-T $145.00 
Cello Spirocore 061533 S31 $120.00
Bass Spirocore 056585 S42 $190.00
Bass Belcanto S265604 BC600 $230.00

Wittner Metronomes
801M 006691 $99
Penguin 220677 $79.99
834* 030121 $47.50
*also available in white, brown, black, silver and blue

Pirastro Strings
Violin Evah Pirazzi 143029 P4190 $83.95
Viola Evah Pirazzi 204736 P4290 $115.00
Cello Evah Pirazzi 204738 P3320 $240.00
Bass Evah Pirazzi 270889 P449020 $240.00
Violin Tonica 069536 P4125 $57.50
Violin Eudoxa 195716 214021 $72.95
Viola Eudoxa 062334 P2240 $130.00
Violin Obligato 061532 P4110 $91.95
Viola Obligato 135049 P4210 $115.00
Cello Obligato 135050 P4310 $240.00
Violin Passione 267962 P219021 $120.00
Violin Oliv 273296 P2110 $120.00
Violin Chromcor 070614 P3190 $41.50
Cello Permanent 174540 P3370 $235.00

P&H Coloured 
Fiberglass 
Violin Bows
Fiberglass stick with natural
horse hair. Available in black,
blue, green, purple and red 
in 4/4, 3/4 and 1/2 sizes.

$54.95

Intelli YHIMT-500 
Clip-On Violin Digital
Chromatic Auto Tuner  
Direct connection vibration sensing tuner which features a
tuning range of A2-B7, calibration from A=430-449Hz,
widescreen LCD, and an automatic power off function that
turns the device off after 3 minutes with no signal. 3V coin
battery included. 256096 $26.95

801M 834PENGUIN

SV-130 Silent Violin
Provides violinists of all levels the ability to practice confidently
without disturbing others. Though the acoustic sound produced
is barely a whisper, you will hear yourself in the rich, virtual
environment of a resonant concert hall.

Can be purchased as instrument only or as an outfit (SV-130S)
with a wood-shell/foam tear-drop case and Brazilwood bow.

■ Instrument size: 4/4 
■ Neck: Maple 
■ Body: Spruce 
■ Fingerboard/pegs: Ebony 
■ Bridge: Maple (Aubert™) 
■ Side body/chin rest/tailpiece: Molded plastic 
■ Tuning adjusters: 4 fine tuners 
■ Strings : Kessler™ Steel Core 
■ Sensor: Piezo 
■ Electronic controls: Master Volume,

Reverb Type Select, AUX IN volume 
■ In/out jacks: Headphone Out, Line Out, AUX IN 
■ Power supply: Two AA batteries or AC adapter 
■ Body colour options: Brown, Black,

Candy Apple Red, Navy Blue

Violin $675
Violin Outfit $995

SV-150 Silent Practice Plus™ Violin
Takes practice to an entirely new level with its new-concept control box
featuring digital tuner, digital metronome and more than 20 digital sound
effects, including reverb, distortion and vibrato. An SD card player allows
you to play along with your favourite recorded tracks in mp3, m4a, wav, and
MIDI file formats. With MIDI files, you can slow down to 50% or speed up
to 150% of the original track speed, maintaining the same pitch. Download
any tracks to the SD card and play along to anything, anytime.

■ Instrument size: 4/4 
■ Neck: Maple 
■ Body: Spruce 
■ Fingerboard/pegs: Ebony
■ Bridge: Maple (Aubert™) 
■ Side body/chin rest/tailpiece: Molded plastic 
■ Tuning adjusters: Wittner™ Ultra 
■ Strings: D’Addario™ Helicore 
■ Sensor: Piezo 
■ Electronic controls: Control box for Music Player,

Metronome, Effects and Line Out 
■ In/Out jacks : Headphone Out, Line Out (speakers) 
■ Power supply: Two AA batteries or AC adapter 
■ Body colour options: Brown, Black Sparkle, Wine Red

$995
Also available:
EV204 Electric 4-string Violin $1250
EV205 Electric 5-string Violin $1295
SV200 Silent Violin $1150
SVC50 Silent Cello 182503 $1595
SVC110 Silent Cello 253725 $2199
SVC210 Silent Cello 257610 $2395

Carbon Fibre Bow models available:
CBB101 172103 $399
CBB103 172104 $795
CBB105 184140 $2150
CBB301 184142 $450
CBB305 184141 $2475

Signature models: 
CBB107PZ (Pinchas Zukerman) 200699 $3395
CBB107ZB (Zakhar Bron) 200698 $2795



9594

Rico Reserve Reeds
High-density lower-internode
cane, precision natural diamond
cutters, optical laser measuring,
colour video inspection and
state-of-the-art polishing have
been combined to produce the
finest reeds ever.

Alto Sax $16.75
Tenor Sax $19.50
Soprano Sax $15.50
Bb Clarinet $13.50

Rico Reed Cases
The only case designed to work 
with the Reed Vitalizer Automatic
Humidity Control System (HCS.)
Available for both Bb Clarinet and
Alto Saxophone. Comes with one
Reed Vitalizer 73” control pack.

RVCASE01 271139 $22.50
RVCASE02 271140 $22.50

Rico Padded Sax Strap
Padded Memory Foam provides extra comfort
on your neck. Breathable athletic material is
comfortable and stays dry. Available in
lengths for Sop/Alto and Tenor/Bari
saxophones.

$19.99

D'Addario Helicore Strings
Multi-Strand twisted steel core strings are
superb for the advanced and pro players.
Small string diameter provides quick bow
response. A warm, clear sound with excellent
pitch stability and longevity.

Violin Set 160276 $36.99
Viola Set  053165 $57.50
Cello Set  053166 $125
Bass Set  053167 $140

Alpine AAS143 Alto Saxophone Outfit
Precision drawn tone holes for smooth response and accurate pitch. Comes with case.
198490

$695

Alpine 912-K Tenor Saxophone Outfit
Excellent responsiveness and intonation make this saxophone a great value. Includes
hardshell case and mouthpiece. 062356

$895
Alpine AL-226L Flute
Silver plated plateau flute comes standard with Alpine’s exclusive multi-coat silver
plating process, assuring a lustrous rich finish. Has a solid one piece rib construction for
years of playing endurance. 007771

$325

Schoenbach 220 4/4 OF  Violin Outfit
Made in Europe from selected spruce and maple, this violin provides a warm even tone and
excellent fit and finish. Smooth ebony fingerboard and pegs, along with original Wittner
tailpiece and D’Addario strings ensure reliable playability for years to come. Includes
hardshell shaped case and fiberglass bow with real horsehair.

$525

Schoenbach 40/4 4/4 OF Cello Outfit
The laminated spruce and maple construction of this cello provides rich tone and
long term stability. This European made cello has an ebony fingerboard, genuine
Wittner tailpiece and D’Addario strings, plus gig bag and bow. Available from 1/8 to
4/4 size.

$1395

Schoenbach 50/4 3/4 OF String Bass Outfit
Constructed of durable laminated spruce and maple, this bass offers a big, rich sound and
durability. Made in Europe using ebony fingerboard, Wittner tailpiece and D’Addario strings,
the outfit includes a gig bag and bow with real horsehair. Available from 1/4 to 4/4 size.

$2495

Long & McQuade 
Woodwind
Mouthpieces

From $11.50

Long & McQuade 
Brass Mouthpieces

From $19.99

Long & McQuade SP-1 
Saxophone Strap
020923

$3.25

Long & McQuade SP-1 PAD 
Padded Sax Strap
045829

$4.95

Long & McQuade SP-1 DLX PAD 
Deluxe Padded Sax Strap
045828

$8.25

Long & McQuade Valve Oil
58468

$1.75
Long & McQuade 
Cork Grease
10985

$1.25

Long & McQuade Gift Cards
Available in any denomination.
Redeemable at any Long & McQuade location.

Long & McQuade
Lacquer Polish Cloth
2669

$2.95

Long & McQuade
Silver Polish Cloth
2670

$2.95

Long & McQuade
Care Kits

From $8.95

Long & McQuade
Band Folder
14572

$0.95



Gear for concerts and jam sessions,
pro and home studios
PA systems and lighting 
for corporate events,
parties, weddings, theatre,
churches and sporting events

VIOLINS
from $13/month
or $89/school year
CELLOS
from $38/month
or $175/school year
STRING BASSES
from $70/month
or $299/school year

ALTO SAXOPHONES
from $23/month or $180/school year
TENOR SAXOPHONES
from $26/month or $210/school year

ELECTRIC GUITARS 
AND BASSES

from $6/week or $12/month

TRUMPETS
from $13/month or $99/school year

FLUTES
from $11/month or $89/school year

TROMBONES
from $13/month or $99/school year

CLARINETS
from $11/month or $89/school year

We carry student to 
pro level brass, woodwind
and orchestral string
instruments.
Daily, weekly, monthly
and school year rental
rates available.

MIXERS
from $3/day or $5/week

ACOUSTIC GUITARS

from $5/week or $10/month

MICROPHONES
from $3/day
or $6/week
WIRELESS MICROPHONES
from $13/day or $25/week

DIGITAL RECORDERS
from $28/week or $55/month

GUITAR PEDALS
from $4/week 
or $8/month

DJ LIGHTING
from $4/day
or $7/week

PRACTICE 
AMPS
from $3/week or $6/month

ELECTRONIC DRUM KITS
From $23/week or $45/month

5-PIECE DRUM KITS
from $13/week 
or $25/month

KEYBOARD
AMPS
from $9/week 
or $17/month

PA
CABINETS
from $3/day 
or $6/week

DRUM
MACHINES
from $5/day
or $10/week

CONGAS
from $5/day 
or $10/week

CYMBALS
from $3/day  
or $5/week

ELECTRONIC
PIANOS
from $23/week
or $45/month

Canada’s first choice in music and equipment sales and rentals.
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